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TOPICS OF THE‘TIMES.

The ‘'real poem "In Memoiiam." havin’? for ih 
motive the loss of a friend, says the Sprin^livld R<- 
publican, became in its progress a great resolvent of 
doubts, a convincing search for the promise of im
mortality-- of immortality with our human longings 
met and our best of life continuous and as-ured uf 
perfection. PerImps no bonk that has Been written 
has furnished so much of high consolation to those 
who mourn, since the words of Jesus were recorded.

According to a dispatch from Pari* the contents «f 
a remarkable manuscript left by Victor Hugo have 
been made public. The manuscript is dated February 
28, 1851, and describes experiences at a spiritualistic 
seance. The comments on the seance indicate that 
he believed in Spiritualism. The dispatch says that 
he "refrained from using spirit verses in order to 
preserve his work, to personal impress.” SpirilmuMs 
have known aud claimed Victor Hugo as a. Spithuai- 
ist many years.

The prospects of the psychical Science C-mcress 
are very encouraging’ and the intercut in the aims and 
objects of the Congress is extending-in every diree. 
lion. The plans and the programme will be made 
known when they are completed. Meanwhile the 
public may confidently expect that the- work of this 
Congress will be second to none in importance to 
thinkers and students. Problems presented by psy
chical research will, during the sessions, be discussed 
by some of the best minds and by those who have 
made the subject one of special study. No class can 
he more interested than Spiritualists in the Psychical 
Science Congress.

How many persons whose reading has been limited 
dislike to admit that they are unacquainted with 
books which they have never opened. Herbert 
Spencers statement made recently may embolden 
some others to admit that they have not read every
thing. When Renan died the Paris Figaro wrote to 
a number of literary men asking their estimate of 
Renan’s genius. Spencer replied with a short line 
saying: “I have never opened one of his books." 
This brought down a storm about the philosopher's 
ears, so he was forced to write a letter, just made 
public, saying that for years it had been his custom 
only to read books bearings on his special studies. 
He said he was an observer and.a thinker, not a 
reader, and went on to admit that there many famous 
English authors with whom he was quite as unfamil
iar as with Renan. This should bolster up the aver
age man’s backbone when, he is tempted th tell about 
the latest novel.

At a convention of Congregationalists recently held 
in one of our western States, resolutions were, adopted 
substantially emphasizing the importance of retaining 
those features of Sunday observance which are char
acterized by the press and people as Puritanical. The 
progress of the present and all previous centuries was 
largely ascribed to the strict observance of Sunday. 
Certainly this is a great absurdity. There has been 
no strict observance in (Germany, France, or in por

tions of northern Europe, where progress has been 
most rapid and where civilization has reached a very 
high point. Tim statement that rigid Sabbath laws 
tire promotive. of morality is sufficiently refuted by 
the fact that in London and Scotland, in the large 
cities, immorality aud vice arc as great on Sunday as 
can he found in any cities of the world. In an article 
in the Forum. Prof. David Swing recently' said: "If 
Lutber imide the Sunday a most pleastint and restful 
wmstm, if Jehu Miltou held that the day rested upon 
human authority ahm**. if the greatest Roman Catho
lic and Lutheran oivines tided the twenty-four hours 
with sleep, work, rest and happiness, it cannot re
main po-siMe that the Puritans extracted from the 
blueness of the time .my great part of their confessed 
usefulness. It most probably lay upon their hearts 
as a hmgdasting ami grave error, a little the less in
jurious because it was cherished as a truth."

'Fhis quotation from a work entitled "Sejenrnie Ma
terialism" by Sidney Billings, is taken from Light: 
More than twenty years ago a spirit medium was 
taught at, a .seance that an impression on the retina 
of an eye is fixed tin re until erased by another lm- 
presshm. and that the last impression received in 
life remained impressed in the dead eye, and that 
thereby a murderer might be detected, because his 
Image would be the tinal one. This, of course, was 
but the maniacal dreaming of it spiritual medium, 
aud the informed pooh-phouhed the whole affair: yet 
Kuhne, by a scries of experiments on rabbits, etc., 
has demonstrated the fact (i'i-!t! Kuhne s "Visual Pur
ple," pp. CJ, 71 C htfra.).. . Before men go out of 
their science and pledge themselves in support of an 
•adverse proposition, it were well that they hHeeled 
on the lesson taught by Kahne's rabbits. Kuhne's 
disclaimer (p. GM, "Visual Purple," of this connection 
does not make the medium's announcement the less 
curious, not to say the less important, to those who 
produce physical testimonies in support of spiritual 
experiences, if the spiritual hypothesis is to receive 
a root and branch condemnation, many a healthy 
faith would be involved in the ruin.

PH<H<ESSM1< j. 4. M<Cook, of Trinity College, Con- 
iieethmt. in his second article on venal voting in that 
State, whieh appears in the October number of The 
Forum, quotes from a veteran who estimated that in 
his opinion a Presidential campaign in Connecticut 
fAwIi party $lhO,iHiO. Professor McCook thus 
tell/how respectable men buy votes: It was Sunday 
and tlm eve of an election. Word came to the man
agement that a certain gang of voters could be had 
for live hundred dollars. The candidate was rich and 
he was at prayer-meeting. Ho was called out and 
the situation explained. He looked uncomfortable, 
faltered, finally replied: "Well, gentlemen, I don’t 
know much about such things; but if vou say it’s all 
right, I suppose, it is." So he gave his check—and 
was elected. Again: A well-known and most exem
plary man was governor. A local magnate visited 
him with the usual story. He coldly replied, "I am 
sorry, sir, but I never have anything to do with such 
methods of procedure." The visitor grew red, arose, 
and was leaving in a high state of surprise and in
dignation, for he had understood that his visit would

he appreciated. But just as his hand, was on the 
door-knob he heard a placid voice remark, "Perhaps 
yonM better call on Col. -.... , a member of my staff, 
before you go." He called and was satisfied. Mean
while the governor turned to his secretary and re
marked, with a gentle smile, "You know one must 
exercise Christian guile sometimes."

Mit. See ad in the Review of Reviews for November 
says: Mrs. May brick should be released. I do not 
eare How prejudiced any one may be against Mrs. 
Mayhrick. No Englishman can feel otherwise tban 
ashamed of having to defend the manner in whieh 
she has been dealt with by our courts and our govern
ments. If. as seems by no means improbable, the 
case should become a subject of diplomatic represen
tations between the, governments, as it has already 
become the subject for very vehement journalistic 
disputation between the papers in America and Great 
Britain, we shall not lie able to escape a gibbeting 
that is little short of a national humiliation. The 
Americans, who in high places and in low. are criti
cising the way in which wc dealt with Mrs. Maybrick, 
have us on the hip. A sorrier exhibition of all that 
is worst in the blundering, wrong-headed, illogical 
side of John Bull has seldom or never given occasion 
for his enemies to exult and his friends to wince.

Hon. Sidney Dean who has had remarkable, experi
ences, says: I never was so clearly conscious of how little 
I knew of myself andmy relation to the universe, nay, 
of universes of being and their creator, as when the 
doors of psychic disclosure were first opened to me. 
If there was an insignificant pigmy in the universe, I 
took on consciously his standard of measurement. 
Whatever of personal vanity had been acquired in a 
half-century of active, and in the main, public life, 
sank to an inlinitessimal quantity, an undiseerned ten 
thousandth homeopathic dilution, at the first opening 
°f psychic doors and the reception of the first mes
sage from celestial intelligence received through my
self. But I do not propose to write an autobiography, 
even of my psychic experience. Suffice it to say, 
that after a careful, continuous examination, through, 
personally known and honest media, chiefly in trance 
conditions and states, and becoming satisfied that my 
old friends, former business partners, and political 
associates, were present in spirit and communicating 
what the medium did not and could not know, and 
what, as prophetic of the immediate future, I did not 
myself know, and which at the time, appeared to me 
to be unreasonable and impracticable. I set myself to 
the study of the law or the philosophy of the matter, 
for the satisfaction of my own mind. I reasoned that 
this gift of attunement for the reception and touch of 
spirit intelligence must belong to the race as a; 
whole, and if so, then to me. What were the condi-. 
lions of personal adjustment? A passive, negative, 
receptive condition of the whole spiritual being, and 
a like harmonious adjustment of the physical. Right 
or wrong. I accepted the theory and commenced the 
work in the quietude of my library, of bringing my 
positive, willful, stubborn nature into a plastic, re
ceptive condition. 1 devoted the entire winter to 
this work, and it [was work—a battle with self 
ending in a victory.
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MEDIUMSHIP. ’
The Harbinger of Light published at Melbourne, 

Australia, has in its issue of October 1st, an interest
ing article on mediumship, its laws and conditions, 
uses and abuses. It says very correctly that no 
sooner does an investigator become satisfied of the 
fact of spirit direction and communication than a de
sire arises in his mind to become the vehicle of its 
reception, irrespective of his qualifications and re
gardless of the dangers of the position, which-are not 
infrequently so serious as to counterbalance the ad
vantages likely to be secured from the development 
of mediumistic powers. “To yield unreservedly to 
spirit control,” says this journal, “is to place your
self in the hands of biologists without any -knowledge 
of their moral character or objects. Unless the 
purity of your mind and emanations render you inac
cessible to gross magnetizers, you become a mere au
tomaton of minds often inferior to your own, which 
you in your ignorance assume to be superior. Under 
these circumstances, mediumship is unwholesome and 
demoralizing, as indeed it must be wherever the mo
tive for seeking it is a selfish one, and not only do 
mediums suffer but the cause they profess to serve is 
injured more than helped by their injudicious action. 
In that you see that the defectively developed medium 
is the greatest enemy to Spiritualism, doing infinitely 
more harm in lowering its tone and retarding its pro
gress than the outspoken skeptic who argues against 
it. Our occultist friends have no difficulty in finding 
among the class of media we have alluded to, and 
others having phenomenal powers which they have 
abused, examples of their theory of the demoralizing 
effects of mediumship, which they put forward as a 
warning to deter would-be investigators from having 
anything to do with spiritualistic seances. On the 
other hand, however, we can aver from personal 
knowledge that mediumship cultivated, conservated, 
wisely used, has no ill effects but on the contrary 
tends to the -harmonization of the individual both 
physically and morally.1"

It is evident that one of the prime conditions of 
mediumship is sensitiveness, and the kind of spirit 
influences which are attracted depends very much 
upon the intellectual and moral condition of the me
dium. It cannot be expected that spirits who are 
pure, intellectual and deeply interested in the higher 
concerns of life will come to and communicate 
through a person of depraved tastes and habits, whose 
very atmosphere is uncongenial to a refined nature; 
but it is reasonable to regard such a person as the 
most desired medium for a large class of morally and 
spiritually undeveloped intelligences in the Spirit
world. Considering that millions of spirits have been 
passing from earth during the thousands of years that 
man has lived upon the globe, is there anything sur
prising in the fact that a large proportion of the 
communications received from spirits are from 
comparatively ignorant minds, whose thought is crude 
and whose manner of expression is uncultivated and 
unrefined? Can it be rationally supposed that the far 
smaller number of developed and cultivated minds 
that have been going there during a comparatively 
few thousand years could monopolize all the medium
ship of the world, when there are vast myriads in 
ignorance and superstition surrounding them? The 
wonder is, under the circumstances, that so many 
communications are received which are of a high char
acter and in accord with the thought and spirit of this 
enlightened period of the world’s history. It is not 
to be expected that savages who passed away in this 
condition hundred of years ago have been able in so 
short a time to develop into highly intellectual and 
spiritual beings. Such a view would not be in ac
cordance with what we know of the law of growth, 
of evolution, of intellectual and moral culture and 
advancement.
Mediums are, so to speak, magnets that attract to them- 

selves spirits corresponding to their own mental and 
moral characteristics. How exceedingly important 
it is that every person exercising the power of medi- 
unfship should aim to be in the highest possible con
dition, spiritually and morally, so as to attract only 
the intelligences from whom good influences emanate.

Mediums who are on the lower plane are in need of 
all the aid and assistance which their friends can 
give them in way of education and development, for 
they are themselves the victims of circumstances 
largely beyond their own direction, their sensitive
ness making them responsive to whatever Influences 
that are brought to bear upon them. Mediumship in 
all ages of the world has been recognized as a gift and 
in some countries mediums under different names 
have been set aside for the special work for which 
their powers fit them and have been shielded from 
those injurious influences which necessarily result 
their contact with the active business life of the 
world.

One of the requirements of valuable mediumship is 
aspiration, and a spiritual life. '1 hose who make mere 
pecuniary gain or any other form of aggrandizement 
the object of their mediumship or of the mediumship 
of others, thereby lower themselves lo a plane in 
which the higher spiritual influences can scarcely 
reach them at all. Too many persons becoming sat
isfied of the truth of Spiritualism, seek to make it a 
means of their enrichment or of their personal pro
motion and benefit in material ways, thereby showing 
how utterly unfit they are for the reception of those 
higher influences to which only the higher minds re
spond.

In regard to the health of mediums, doubtless il 
may be impaired by an excessive use of their powers, 
but there is nothing in the history of mediumship 
which goes to show that a moderate exercise of such 
powers is injurious, physically or mentally. Many 
of the best mediums are in robust health and there is 
nothing to indicate any impairment of their powers 
from the use of their exceptional gifts. In order co 
get the best results of mediumship, there must be in
tellectual and moral as well us spiritual development. 
When these facts are understood, mediumship will be 
less dreaded than it is now by a class of minds that 
judge it from its abuse rather than hy the results of its 
wise and careful exercise.

A little work entitled “As It istoBe1" contains a nar
rative of what has become a matter of deep interest to 
the author. It gives a description of voices which 
she hears, and which she has heard since she 
was twenty years old. These voices are as dis
tinct to her consciousness as any human voice 
and yet she says she hears no sound. She first 
began to notice these voices as a sort of dual con
sciousness. While she was thinking in her own words, 
she was suddenly stopped short, and she listened to 
what was being said to her, just as if a telegraph 
operator should while sending a message listen 
to other messages being sent over the wires to him. 
She sometimes recognized the voice of persons still 
living in the flesh. She communes, she says, with ab
sent friends, conscious that their thoughts are on her 
at the time, and afterwards ascertaining that her con
viction is true. Many of the voices that she hears are 
those of spirits who have passed out of the body. 
“Many and long have been the inward conversations 
with these spirits, if they be spirits,” she says “who 
have told me many wonderful things, things which it 
does not seem I could possibly imagine. To describe 
how I can converse in my mind with the voices with
out getting mixed up is difficult. Of courseif I ask a 
question or make a remark, I wait for the reply, as in 
ordinary conversation. Many might think that my 
imagination dictated these replies, quite as much as 
it dictated the question, but there is a strong and sub
tle difference, just as strong as is the difference be
tween your own speech and that of some one else.”

About two years ago, she says the voices suddenly 
became familiar in conversation with her. If she 
were unhappy, they spoke cheerful words to her. 
Afterwards she began to have-such definite communi
cations that she listened in astonishment. The voices 
told her that she had an especial work to do and they 
foretold experiences which have been fully realized.

♦ “Ab It 1# to B#," bj Cora Llhft Daniels author of SanUa. Published 
by Cora Lym Daniel*. Fraeklin. Ma**. Price. 11.00,

The question will at once arise, khat is the source of 
the thoughts and expressions which this woman 
hears? Are they an outgrowth of her own mind or 
does she receive them from disembodied spirits? Does 
she really hear these voices? She says there is no 
sound and yet she realizes the full meaning and im
port of the words and concepts.

Prof. J. M. Hoppin, of Yale, says: “1 consider Mrs. 
Daniels to be a woman of very healthy organization, 
mentally and physically, when in the normal state. 
She is not curious so much as she is earnest and a 
truthful seeker, but I think this is subjective or the 
experiences of her own inner mind and soul. How 
can she distinguish what is her own or the voices? I 
do not say that such should be impossible or untrue 
but I should probably be one who would say that it 
belongs to a class of psychical phenomena that we 
cannot explain; a kind of self-refiection or objection. 
At all events the voices are from good and spiritual 
sources, hear from within herself and out of herself. 
They are singularly interesting and elevating. They 
are the outcome of a spiritual-minded and pure soul, 
whatever may be their origin and I confess that I my
self have an appetency for that in which an apprehen
sion of spiritual truth which makes me apprehend the 
facts of which she has written.”

The book is one which will greatly interest every 
Spiritualist and every student of psychical science, who 
is interested in the various forms of automatic ver
balization.

DIFFERENT CLASSES OF SPIRITUALISTS.
There are Spiritualists who accept as authoritative 

whatever is received or whatever purports to come 
from the Spirit-world. They are impatient of doubt 
and unfriendly to careful discrimination. It is easier 
to believe that the messages, the materializationsand 
the manifestations are all genuine than to investigate 
them and distinguish between the genuine and the 
spurious. There are Spiritualists whose reverence 
for the old overcomes their interest in the new. What
ever pertains to the early history of Spiritualism is 
to them of far more importance than spiritual mani
festations or spiritual thoughts of to-day. As the 
Christian goes back to his Bible and accepts that as 
an authority and a finality,so some Spiritualists show 
a disposition to go back to the early writers of Spir
itualism and to cite them as somewhat authoritative 
on questions which come up among the Spiritualists 
of to-day.

There are Spiritualists whose materialism is so 
great and who are so completely on the material 
plane of life, that they need to have everything pre
sented io them under material forms and in material
istic terminology, in order to understand and appro- 
date it. The spiritual does not directly appeal to 
them. Their belief in the existence of spirits and of 
their power to communicate may be strong, but they 
lack spiritual perception, and any intimation that the 
spiritual life and spiritual conditions are not think
able or describable in terms of matter and sense is to 
them an unpleasant thought, because they are accus
tomed to make conceivability the test of possibility.

On the other hand, there are many Spiritualists 
whose minds are so highly developed on the spiritual 
plane that they have little affinity for those who are 
still bound up in the ideas and conditions of the more- 
materialistic forms of Spiritualism and they find no 
pleasure in their companionship. Spirituality does 
not depend upon belief in modern Spiritualism, and 
some who accept it are so deficient in the spiritual 
life and character that they have but little in com
mon with those who are spiritually developed,, 
whether they belieVe in modern Spiritualism or not. 
One who finds delight in the high forms of spiritual 
communion, who receives impressions from spiritual 
sources, and lives in the ideal world, what pleasure 
can he or she take in the seance at which some un
couth individual appears purporting to be a spirit, 
talking ignorantly and vulgarly through a tin horn?'

There are Spiritualists who having been materialists- 
still cling to the materialistic philosophy and endeavor 
to superimpose Spiritualism upon it. They tell you 
that spirit is a kind of refined matter, etc. Such ideas
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as these are merely one phase of development. The 
spiritual life cannot be bounded by sense and sense 
limitations, and the theory that spirit is merely an 
aggregation of particles like the body, however re
fined. would, reasoning from analogy, imply dissolu
tion and extinction, for all material aggregations arc 
subject to segregation. Spirit in its essential nature 
is probably unitary and our best conceptions of it can 
only he symbolical.

SECRET OF LITERARY SUCCESS.
Pierre Loti, the distinguished French author and 

member of the Academy, appears for the first time as 
a contributor to an American periodical in the Octo
ber number of Tho Forum, in which he has an inter
esting paper on ' ‘The Literature ‘of the Future.” In 
attempting to state what the literature of the future 
will be, M. Loti declares at the outset that he has no 
faith in the school of naturalism, and then through a 
subtle analysis of literary style and tendency he pro
ceeds to show that in proportion as literature encum
bers itself with “schools” it gets farther and farther 
away from its real inspiration, which in every case is 
in individuality. The distinguished French critic 
does not believe in classifications of literary work 
which lead to the setting up of theories, and for the 
future he predicts simply that the great writers will 
please, and the poor writers-will die. just as these have 
pleased and died in the past: and he recommends that 
if any man have a talent for writing he do not encum
ber himself by following any master or the rule of 
any school, no matter how great the master nor how 
skilfully devised the rule may be, but that he write 
what he feels impelled to write and in his own way. 
He may not always succeed by this plan, but it is by 
this plan only that he may have hope of success, for 
it is in this way only that the breath of life comes 
into a literary production; and no matter.what else a 
literary production may have, if it have not the 
breath of life it will not live. “New poets,” says M. 
Loti, “will keep coming who will eternally sing for 
their brother man the song of their souls, their joys 
and their fears in the presence of life and death, in 
the presence of love, in the presence of the enigma 
of the world: and however old the song may be, it 
will nevertheless be new each time, as smiles and 
tears are always new though they are eternal.”

CHRISTIANITY A PRODUCT OF EVOLUTION.
Christianity cannot be understood unless it is re

garded, not as a supernatural revelation, but as a 
product of evolution and a part of the evolutionary 
order. It grew as naturally as grows a tree, from 
intellectual and moral elements already in the world. 
The popular notion that Christianity appeared de 
novo, that it sprang into existence without any natural 
antecedents, is all wrong. The Egyptian, Grecian 
and Roman civilizations all had many elements of ex
cellence. The models of public and private virtues 
to-day are not Jewish characters.but Greek. We still 
speak of the justice of Aristides, the disinterestedness 
of Timoleon, the fortitude of Socrates, the self-sacri
fice of Leonidas and his band. Literature, in modern 
times, relights its torch at the altars of Greece, and 
art goes back to the age of Pericles for her purest 
models.

Twenty-three centuries ago there was a glory iu 
Greece lit up by the rays of learning which made it 
the land upon which the greatest minds of every suc
ceeding age have looked back with admiration. Chris
tianity appeared in the Augustan age, in a province 
of the Roman empire. All the moral teaching ascribed 
to Jesus had been taught for centuries. He was an 
earnest spiritually-minded, religious reformer, op
posed to Jewish formalism. He lived in the spirit and 
exhorted men to a life of virtue and self-sacrifice.

The Christian theology was formulated and pre
sented by Paul, not by Jesus. The old pagan faith 
was in a state of decadence. The new religion, drawn 
'rom Judaism and paganism, spread not by inculcat
ing moral precepts butby accommodating itself to anc 
assimilating large elements of the pagan system.

The Roman Catholic church has in it much, both

as to doctrine and ritualism, that Roman paganism 
had. The Roman empire broke into pieces, and dur
ing the long night of darkness the Catholic church 
was a strong system that supplied thut unity and co
hesive power which tho state had lost. This was the 
great service of the Roman Catholic church.

Christianity has assumed different forms in differ
ent environments. It has been low in its manifesta
tions when the surroundings have been low. Where 
t exists, as in Germany, England and the United 
States, to-day. among the intelligent classes. It is ra
tionalized and made to conform to modern thought 
and methods.

It is with religion as with an organism -to reach 
its best development, it niu.it have a good environ
ment from which to draw the right material. The 
Christianity of Abyssinia is as good as it is possible 
with the poor character of the people. Even a poqrre- 
igion among a cultivated people will assume a high 

character, will adjust itself to the conditions, drop 
what is inconsistent with the advanced state, and be
come Interwoven with the literature, law's and habits 
of the people, Christianity has been thus modified. 
Even the Presbyterians are now revising their hor
rible creed, which has not been preached much for the 
last third of a century. The nations in which there 
is the most free thought and science, are the nations 
that have the highest conceptions and forms of re- 
igion. L'nitarianism is the most extreme form of 

rational thought that passes current under the Chris
tian name, and with many Christianity is merely a 
synonym for moral goodness.

In a changing environment, every religion must 
change in adjustment to changed conditions on pen
alty of extinction. The general moral elements of re- 
igions are substantially the same; it is the special 

elements, the doctrinal parts anil the observances 
that are the most modified.

On October 27th the Norwegian residents of this 
city held a festival iu commemoration of the Norwe
gian navigator. Leif Erikson, for whom they claim 
the distinction of having been the first white man to 
land on American soil. Mr. A. J. Elorg gave an ad
dress in English in which he said in substance: Chris
topher Columbus is entitled to all the credit that has 
been given him, but it was not he who first came 
from Europe to America. It was not Columbus 
who established the first settlement of white men on 
this continent, but Leif Erikson, the sturdy son of 
the north, who, driven from his native land, escaped 
to the new found land of Iceland from which he for 
the second time became an exile. Leading his little 
band with steadfast resolution, with eyes fixed upon 
the sunset, they persevered until their faith was re
warded by seeing ahead of them the shores of Massa
chusetts, upon which they landed and which they 
christened Viniand, on account of the wild grapes 
that they found. There has recently been credit given 
to Leif Erikson by Professor Hosford, of Boston, who, 
after profound research into the history of America 
anterior to the time of Columbus, came to the con
clusion that to Erikson belongs the credit, of having 
first reached this country and out of his own fortune 
he has erected a monument on Boston Common to the 
memory of Erikson. He has also searched out the 
place where Erikson’s village was located and from it 
he has taken sufficient evidence to convince any fair- 
minded man that the village was once the home of 
the Norseman navigator’s followers. Upon old maps, 
copies of which are still extant, the continent of 
America is shown to be a part of Norway. These 
maps, or sailors’ charts, were made more than 600 
years ago. Upon them there is no outline of Amer
ica attempted, but the continent is shown as an unex
plored country. This chart made it easy for Colum
bus to follow after, but, in truth, robs him of much 
of the credit of discovery. At the time that Erikson 
made his voyage Europe was in a state of semi-bar
barism, and there was but one religion that had any 
considerable following. When dissensions from the 
Catholic religion began it made exiles. When Co
lumbus made his voyage Holland was full of exiles 
from England, driven out from their country for dif

fering in belief from the established church of that 
country, and these men without a home gladly im
proved the chance of peopling a new land.

One would have thought, says the Two Worlds, 
Manchester, England, that preachers of religious and 
spiritual truth would have gladly availed themselves 
of the evidences of spirit existence, wit which to 
combat materialism; but, no, the majority are bitter 
opponents of our phenomena, and antagonistic to our 
philosophy. The reason is not far to seek. Our facts 
are unwelcome because theologians have decided, in 
the plenitude of their ignorance and prejudice, that 
inspiration and revelation ceased 1800 years Ugo, and 
that God has closed forever the Book of His Word to 
man. Catholics, it is true, preserve alive their faith 
n spirit manifestations, hut they are equally as big

oted as churchmen and nonconformists, and denounce 
all phenomena save those which occur within their 
fold. The spirits have dared to speak the truth, ac
cording to their knowledge, of the facts, of life after 
death. They have with strange consistency and per- 
sisteney affirmed that the other world is a sequel to 
the present, the second volume of life’s story, so 'o 
speak, in which the characters carry the thread o 
the narrative onward, and outwork the plot in orderly 
sequence, and in accordance with what has gone be
fore. We say with strange consistency, because if 
our opponents were trustworthy guides the spirits 
would only give back to the sitters their own opinions, 
and yet these same spirits have adhered to the universal 
testimony in spite of the contrary opinions of sitters 
and mediums. We have known mediums holding 
orthodox views in their normal state, who under spirit 
control, have denied the accuracy of the orthodox plan 
of salvation. We have known many instances where 
spirits have proclaimed ideas which were diametri
cally opposed to those of both sitters and medium, 
and have maintained their position, despite the stren
uous antagonism of sitters. Further, it is strange 
that spirits should persist in the distinct declaration 
that there is no escape from the consequences of 
wrong doing; that every one must bear his own bur
den, and purge away his guilt by his own repentant 
tears and sincere efforts at reformation. If the spir
its were “emissaries of Satan,” and were deluding 
men, one would think they would hardly proclaim 
such a doctrine. They would be much more likely to 
succeed if they endorsed the theological teaching, 
and urged people to “believe and be saved.” It 
seems strange that the church prayer book should 
open with the text, * ‘When the wicked man forsaketh 
the wickedness which he hath committed, and doeth 
that which is lawful and right, he shall save his soul 
alive.” If that is true, the spirits’ teachings of “be
lieve and be saved,” “character not creed,” is en
dorsed in the Bible, and there is no need for, or effi
cacy in, blood atonement, no truth in substitution.

Pierre Loti, the celebrated French romanticist, 
whose genius was so conspicuously recognized a few 
months ago by his election to the French Academy, 
makes an attack upon the various schools of litera
ture, with particular reference to the so-called * ‘nat
uralistic” school, in an article contributed to the Oc
tober number of The Forum. “If a man believes 
that he has some talent for writing,” he says, “it Is 
certainly strange that he can allow himself to be di
rected by a master or by the rule of any school, no 
matter how great the master may be or how skillfully 
devised the rule may seem.” And he adds that “to 
allow one’s self to be warped, then, and to subject 
one’s nature even to the laws of .'esthetics, which are 
claimed to be the broadest and most plastic of laws, 
is equivalent to annihilating part of one's own indi
viduality.” _____________ ____

In his discourse on ‘ ‘The Future Life” William E. 
Channing said: "Is it inconsistent to suppose that 
those in heaven may have spiritual senses, organs by 
which they may discern the remote as well as the 
near?..........Why, then, may not they who have 
entered the higher state and are clothed in spiritual 
frames survey our earth as distinctly as when it was 
their abode?”
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THE DEIFICATION OF DEATH.
By H. E. Griddle.

The claim made by the writer of an article in. a late 
number of the Baptist Gleaner that the majority of 
communications proceeding' from disembodied spirits 
are of a trivial character and void of startling- revela
tions, Is not without foundation. Like every other 
effect there is a cause at the back of it and it is to that 
cause I desire to draw attention.

For a period of fifteen years the writer has made, 
investigations in various countries, with all sorts of 
people and under different conditions, with the ob
ject of demonstrating for himself the truth or falsity 
of Spiritualism. During the earlier part of these in
vestigations he made the mistake seemingly common 
with beginners and critics ignorant of their subjects, 
the gist of which is to be found in the heading of this 
article.

The inclination seems in humanity to credit every 
visitor returning from the grave with the most far- 
reaching knowledge of every kind. The slow and 
gradual development which marks the whole of life’s 
progress coming under otir immediate ken does not 
carry with it any lesson to the casual investigator. A 
party of persons not remarkable for anything in par
ticular will hold a seance without serious thought or 
previous arrangement and if they receive a com
munication presumably from the lately departed 
washer-woman of one of the sitters they one and all 
begin to ply her with questions which from the 
nature of things it is impossible that a being of her 
mental capacity could grasp even were she surrounded 
by all the evidence for which the sitters are seeking. 
One wants to know whether Mars is inhabited, another 
how far the seventh heaven is away from the firstand 
a third will ask whether John Smith whom he knew 
years ago is living or dead; all of this miscellaneous 
information, is expected from an intelligence which 
may have only passed out a few weeks previously and 
whose capacity when here was of a most limited 
character.

Another fault is that of forgetting the very deep 
truth that lies in the old adage:' “Birds of a feather 
fiock together.” It is not reasonable that Cicero or 
Shakespeare, Lincoln or Longfellow would desire to 
return in order to hold converse with circles far be
neath them in intelligence and ready to meet any re
mark with a jeer or a sneer. It is forgotten what an 
overwhelming majority of those passing out from 
amongst us are weak, crude and undeveloped whose* 
ready return to the scenes of earth is a natural se
quence of the lives they have led while here. We 
have only to catch the stray-bits of conversation in a 
crowd of our fellow men to realize how little of it is 
of a highly moral or finely intelligent character; on 
the contrary it lacks these qualities and is almost 
always coarse and poverty stricken. Why then 
should a crowd of earth-surrounding spirits be ex
pected to yield better results?

Relative to the second part of the complaint, would 
it not be well for the investigator to ask himself his 
object in desiring revelation's and question himself as 
to the use he would make of them? There can be 
little doubt that accurate knowledge of coming events 
is almost as rare in the next sphere as it is with us, 
but deceiving spirits are ever ready to answer ques
tions regarding the future and generally in a way 
likely to please the inquirer; not so with those rare, 
nobk, elevated and heroic souls who have earned the 
right to read the future. The possession of such 
knowledge is happily associated with a rightful reti
cence, those possessing it realizing to the full the 
responsibility vested in them and perfectly conscious 
of the vast harm liable to accrue by their imparting 
such imformation to those unfitted and unworthy of 
receiving it. Prophecy is not dead and predictions 
are all the time being received through various chan

nels which demonstrate what inis just been written. 
The trouble is people expect to reap when they have 
not sown. The doubting Thomases of the 19th century 
would all become believers were they content to take 
the necessary trouble. Patient, honest and intelli
gent investigation never fails in obtaining its reward, 
and surely the possession by oneself of the absolute 
knowledge that life is ronthmuus, should amply repay 
the doubter for his labors.

AN INCIDENT.
By Jedhe A. IL Dailey.

It is unquestiona bly a fuel that if the strange things 
which occur in the lives of nearly all persons, or 
which como to our notice and are reasonably proven 
to be facts, were recorded and sent out for publication 
there would be a world of testimony as to the occur
rence of valuable phenomena, or incidents of inter
est which is now virtually lost. It has occurred to 
me that did the friends of truth make a little effort 
in this direction much good would result: so I practice 
what I. suggest.

I send you the following which has recently come 
to my knowledge which is worth publishing fur sev
eral reasons which will be apparent lo your readers: 
A few weeks ago my firm was retained to bring an 
action for Mrs. Elizabeth S. Hcadibm to recover the 
sum of $5,000. tin* statutory extent of liability, against 
a firm of manufacturers, for negligently causing the 
death of her son LmiU aged nineteen years. In our 
interviews with her, she stated to us the following ns 
being facts which we have no reason to question. 
Mrs. llcadifen is a widow, her husband having died 
a few years ago leaving her without property ami with 
two children, an invalid daughter and Louis. She is 
a Scotch Presbyterian, ami while evidently uf a strong 
religious nature, she has a mind uf her awn and re
bels at the suggestion that God, or any particular dis
pensation of Divine Providence, had anything to do 
with the negligent acts by which her boy was killed. 
He was killed by the bursting or parting of the wire 
fastenings in a heavy belt, moving machinery, where 
he was employed. A few days before the accident he 
spoke to his mother about this belt and remarked that 
if it should come apart, he feared some ‘one would 
be killed. A. few weeks before his death he came 
home complaining of being tired and lay down upon 
his bed, leaving the door*upen into the room where 
his mother was sitting. He was soon asleep and she, 
chancing to look into his bed-room, was startled to 
see her boy dressed fur the grave and his face paleas 
death, while by his head was a beautiful pillow of 
flowers bearing the inwoven words, “My Husband!” 
When he was brought home and soon after died, he 
was dressed for the grave ami his body laid where she 
had seen it in her vision. The most curious part is 
to follow. It seems that when he was seventeen he 
fell in love with a young lady of sixteen who recip
rocated his affections and to prevent parental inter
ference they were married, but agreed to live sepa
rate until later on in life. The news - reached the 
ears of the young lady’s parents, who at once caused 
an action to be brought and the marriage was an
nulled. From this time until the accident there is no 
evidence that Louis and his young divorced wife ever 
met, but it happened that she heard of the accident 
and implored the opportunity of seeing him, which 
was granted, but the poor boy was then dead. She 
came to his funeral ami his mother looking into the 
room where he lay in his casket beheld the pillow of 
flowers bearing the words “My Husband,”at his head, 
the gift of his girl wife. Until then she had not 
spoken of the vision which so truthfully portended his 
death. Here follows what is at least worth mention
ing in connection with this occurrence. A week or 
so previous to his death Mrs. Headifen was without 
means to pay her rent, and was in sore distress. All 
of her son’s earnings he had given her and where the 
rent was to come from was a difficult problem. Louis 
was employed to pump the church organ and left his 
mother Saturday evening, tolling her he hoped some 
way would open to relieve their anxiety. That night 
the chorister gave him a month’s salary in advance.

this Luing more than sufficient to pay the rent. He 
•was happy to be thus able to discharge that debt and 
leave a surplus of money with his mother. The Sun
day before the accident he went to a news stand and 
purchased a copy of the Press, a newspaper which 
upon certain conditions provides its readers with a 
free insurance upon their lives. The news agent at 
his request showed him how to fill out the coupon, 
which he did and the following day he was killed and 
this coupon being found upon his person, his mother 
was paid $7*io in accordance with the terms of the con
tract made by the paper with the bearer of the cou
pon. I unclose the Press notice, with the portrait of 
the handsome young man that you may have a 
voucher for some part of this remarkable story. I 
must add that Mrs. Headifen assured me that she 
could feel that Louis jvas with her and said she, was 
conscious of his presence in her home. She claims 
to know nothing of Spiritualism having always been 
a rigid church member.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE NATURAL SIDE OF THE SPIRITUAL WORLD.
By C. IL Hinton.

IL
Let us now abandon the critical attitude and pre

paratory to sketching the higher space view of the 
world, examine the process of passing from the, dh 
mensionally lower to the dimensionally higher.

Our reasonings by analogy are generally formed on 
a certain “rule of three principle.” We simply mag
nify or diminish. We introduce numerical complexity 
if we wish to argue the, higher existence—thus pagan 
divinities were simply magnified men. In the Christ
ian religion we find the recognition of the dimension- 
ally higher. This process of proceeding to the di
mensionally higher can be examined by pioceeding 
from the plane to the solid.

If there were only two particles of matter in exis
tence the only known direction would be the straight 
line between them. A third particle in this Jine may 
be Imagined—if nearer to one than the other there 
would he a distinction of directions—it would be more 
attracted by one than by the other. Hence it would 
if conscious have the sensation of a greater or less 
ease in moving in different directions. Thus it would 
have a distinction corresponding to our up and down. 
However we think we can never get rid of this feel
ing of an up and down.

Hence the best plan is to take the vertical direc
tion or our primary dimension. Suppose that in ad
dition to this there is a movement independent of it 
—in a straight line. This movement we may call 
forwards and backwards. The ideal plane-being there 
must be imagined as moving on the surface of a ver
tical wall or board. If he were not confined to such 
a surface he could move right or left and have at 
once three dimensional movements.

Suppose such a being—it need not be supposed to * 
be of no thickness, it is enough if it be supposed not 
to be conscious of its thickness—it would evidently 
lack something which we have got, and which must I 
think be called a sense—the sense of right and left. 
A sense is that, roughly speaking, which turns vibra
tions into color or sound and which gives something 
which could never be imparted to another intelligence 
by description. Now if one intelligence was to 
direct another to make an object, he could give all 
the proportions by intellectual communication, but 
there must be an actual showing to the senses of the 
artificer intelligence in two respects. First, the unit 
of size. Secondly, the right and left hand directions. 
Unless there, were this sense contact, the fabricant 
might make the fabrication of the wrong size, and 
left-handed instead of right-handed. Hence it seems 
that “right and left” must be called a sense. Now 
the plane-being, or the being that thinks itself plane 
in order to form a sense knowledge of our world 
must get a new sense—the sense of right and left. 
The way for him to do this would be for him to im
agine the possibility of a dimension at right angles to 
all the directions he could move in as he moves al
ways against his plane, and to form a notion of the 
properties of a body occupying this extended kind o
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space. He could not see it or touch it. But he could 
make models representing sections of it as it supposi- 
tionally passed through his plane. And he con id make 
models of what he would see if it turned about and 
presented different aspects of itself to him, coining 
into contact with his plane of different sides. (Imag
ine the plane-being to study a cube).

Now either the plane-being finds a new sense 
awaken in him or not: if it does he gets a sensible 
in age of the three-dimensional world. If it does not 
he nevertheless can become familiar with the proper
ties of solid bodies—not as existing all at once in his 
plane, but as coming of successive aspects and sec
tions into his plane.

He would have to get several completely new no
tions. For instance, what he calls a “solid/’ what 
he thinks of as a solid, is what we see to be a mere 
abstraction—the face of a solid body—say the face of 
a cube. The face of a cube with no thickness thought 
to it is we see a mere abstraction—yet this is what he 
would think real, and a solid—his solid—completely 
bounded by four lines. But in thinking about the 
cube he would get to know that there was a new kind 
of .solid of which that which he called his “solid*’ 
was merely the aspect—the relation of to his plane. 
Again he would not conceive of such a thing as turn
ing about a straightline as an axis. A slab against a 
plane surface cannot turn about on the axis. If one 
line is fixed, the slab is fixed, so long as it does not 
move out of the plane. But in our space a body van 
turn about a straight line as an axis. Tills notion - 
quite a new one to him—he would have to acquire. 
His power of reckoning and calculating about solid 
existence would not depend on his being able to form 
a sense image.

He would be able to form a sense image of any part 
of our solid bodies. Il is simply that the whole is ' 
too big to be represented in his space. But the un
known is homogeneous with the known.

Bringing in the considerations of time and motion 
would help him.

Thus imagine two cubes touching one another by a 
face to be in contact with his plane.

He apprehends them as two squares touching by a 
line. If now we call the line, the relation of the two 
squares, and suppose the cubes to move traversing 
his plane this line of contact, the relation of the two 
squares traces out a square—a square which hr ap
prehends as a succession of relations between two 
squares. Thus the relation between two existences 
in his apprehension, continued in time, is as real a 
thing as that which he conceives his things to he. Hr 
conceives that the things which he is in contact with 
are squares, the relation between the squares whirl) 
perceives, as the pair of cubes moves across his plane 
is, in the time scries, as real as the square he thinks 
of at any given time.

Generally speaking, a piece of matter such as he 
supposes it, would instantly vanish if moved trans- I 
verse to his plane. A piece of solid matter moving 
transverse to his plane would seem to be simply last
ing matter of the kind which he conceives. It is 
needless to dwell on further characteristics of the 
plane-being.

(To BE C’ONTINTEh.)

AN OPEN QUESTION.
By Carrie M. Nay.

In a recent number of The Journal. I was much 
interested in an article endorsed with commendation 
of Dr. Elliott Coues. It related a case of prophetic 
clairvoyance and I have no reason to doubt its truth
fullness, for in my own experience equally marvelous 
prophecies have been made and fulfilled.

Somewhat more than a year ago the business card 
of Mrs. Ida P. A. Whitlock chanced to come into my 
possession, and although I had not the slightest 
knowledge of her, save what was given by her card, 
my curiosity and the spirit of investigation, impelled 
me to write her for a psychometric reading from a 
lock of hair and handwriting.

The result was that in the course of time I received 
a communication of many pages, giving a very perfect

phrenological and physiological description of myself, 
also of surrounding* and occupation. Among other 
things she said: “But I see you later with some 
change having transpired, and yourself ready for a 
short trip away."’ After a few words more sho said, 
“But I do not see that you go for some time yet.” Now 
I had my journey in contemplation, ami when I re
ceived the communication I hardly thought of it until 
in the lovely month of October, I seemed to have 
found a brief season of rest and thought it a favorable 
time to refresh myself with a little journey.

I had fixed upon the day I would go and was hap
pily receiving the congratulations of friends that I 
was to enjoy a much needed rest, when 1 received 
two letters from the same mail, either one of which 
would have effectually put all thought of travel or 
rest from my mind. Soon came the thought, Really! 
this is just as Mr.-. Whitlock said. Now wc who 
have without prejudice* investigated and tested as 
fully as our opportunities will permit the varied phe
nomena of psychometry ean but feel that the longest 
life can hardly furnish sufficient time for solving 
the least ol its mysteries.

But to me, no phase of Spiritualism begins to offer 
as serious subject* for thought a* that of prophecy. 
How Is it. wise writers and readers of TnF.Joi - kxa L.that 
events which are truthfully seen to be enacted in our 
lives, a long or perhap* a short time before, they ac
tually transpire. are acts for which we are responsi
ble? I ran never go hark to the old and terrible idea 
uf forcordination for I have long enjoyed the belief 
that I alone am i-opuiwhle for my arts and will with
out a thought of evasion meet the sorrows that come 
rum wrongdoing, or enjoy the happiness and com

fort which and the result of living in harmony with di
vine law. But again I ask how are we responsible 
for good o? evil deeds when truthful prophetic vision 
see* us years before the time actually comes, living 
ivessuch as wo could nut believe any combination, of 

circumstance* could bring about?
If some thoughtful mind will clearly explain this 

problem, which to me seems so important, there will 
he at least one inquiring soul who will feel heartily 
grateful.

PETEiuumonuL X. H.

MAN’S CONSTITUTIONAL IMMORTALITY.
Bv J<u u Th eani.

III.
Oue seeking io n1mm to the stature of perfect man- 

umd in that department giving recipiency, pereip- 
ieney. and responsiveness in an infinite and absolute 
degree, including the maimer in which the universal 
'ather creates, unfolds and brings to completeness 

children in the image of the Umile, and in the simili
tude of the Bilinite and absolute, through the opera
tions of universal law working to such an end, will 
begin to become qualified to receive in infinite full
ness as a consciousness of that wisdom, love and 
power, which is omnipresent in the, universe, work
ing for the accomplishment of such end and use.

Iu the creation of the individual human and per
fecting him through this process of development 
from the germ in the infinitcssimal through the 
blade, the ear and the full corn, one enters, and, 
ultimately, passes all these inferior degrees on his 
way to the infinite, the eternal and the absolute. And 
these essential attributes of the inmost or Divine as
sert themselves in such a manner as to become facts 
of the consciousness which the individual ean 
neither comprehend or ignore.

This universal presence- or power which becomes 
the life and law of the universe, and in which all 
things have their existence and by which they are 
governed, is deemed to be the Deilic Beings: and 
while one is conscious that, as a finite and individual 
existence, he can by no means so include such being 
in his ideas, thoughts and conceptions, as to com
prehend his presence and operations, nevertheless he 
is so constituted as a rational being, that ho clearly 
perceives that the infinite, the eternal and absolute 
must be to make the existing universe possible. 
While thus rationally perceiving, that, in some re

spects, there can be no limitation, there must be ever 
present in the rational consciousness, this sense of 
the infinite, the eternal, the absolute and the immu
table.

The attribute# of this infinite1, eternal, absolute 
and immutable presence, as Creator and Providence, 
must include Omniscience, Omnipotence, and Omni
presence: because the operations of the universe are 
such as to require the presence and tho supervision 
of a Being possessing such attributes. But what 
must necessarily be the operation of a Being possess
ing such attributes? Such Being possessing such at
tributes, can be engaged in nothing special, tem- 

I poral or local. The operations of the universal must 
be universal. One acts according to the nature which 
acts. The Omniscient is making no experiments. 
The Omnipotent lacks no power to make successful 
that which Omniscience undertakes to accomplish; 
and Omnipotent Omniscience being Omnipresent will 
be in no danger of circumvention. 'Therefore the 
Divine uf the universe will be certain of accomplishing 
all that infinite and absolute love and good, will ean de
sire, and the end to become accomplished being to 
multiply individual spiritual universes by the creation, 
development and destiny of children of the universe 
and uf the universal, we begin to become qualified to 
answer that question uf the Psalmest to u far greater 
extent that he was “When 1 consider the Heavens, 
the work of thy fingers, the moon and stars which 
thou hast ordained, what is man that thou art mind- 

| ful of him? and the Son of man, that thou visitest- 
BOiOl-iO

I Variety of manifestation come* from the finite, 
i The eternal Omniscience constituting the All-wise 
I Presence, must know all conditions, relations and le- 
j gal operations, and their effects which become ar 
eternal presence. Therefore, one cannot truly con
ceive the idea that the universal presence or spirit 
exercises in any degree the mental faculties as known 
and understood by the individual human. Such a 
conception would inevitably bring such ideal Being 
into the plane of the finite, the temporal, the condi
tioned and muable—involving the calculating, the 
planning, the purposing, etc,, which would rob the 
universal spirit of every Deifie attribute.

To think or to say of this universal Presence, 
••God is mind,” represents Deity as a creature. Mind, 
as known to man is created and individual. It is 
composit and constructed by the union or combina
tion of certain faculties. It is always individual and 
commences in a simple germ of consciousness,and be
comes unfolded and enlarged progressing toward 
completeness. The absolute of mind in whatever 
degree of unfoldment is to be found in the presence 
of absolute consciousness, whether in the natural, in 
the spiritual or the celestial. This absolute of spir
itual consciousness becomes “the breath of lives” 
said lo have been breathed into the nostrils of the 
first Adam, causing him to become “the soul of 
life.”

'This absolute consciousness constituting the celes
tial Presence in the inmost of the individualized 
spirit is according to its status of recipiency, and as 
any of the faculties essential to the constitution of 
the mind iu the individual unfolds, a corresponding 
degree of consciousness flows into such faculty, and 
by its illuminations gives mental perceptions, cogni
tions, comprehensions, understandings, ultimating in 
knowledge, in wisdom, in will and power. To think, 
to reason, to decide, to purpose, to will and to act as 
a. result, do not pertain to Infinite, the Eternal, the 
Immutable and absolute Being. All such operations 
are finite, temporal, mutable and conditioned.

Consciousness is the absolute of that which consti
tutes mentality. This becomes self-evidently mani
fest in the fa it that, in the absence of consciousness, 
no mental faculty can exist. In its absence there 
can be no perception—no mental conception, no cog
nition, no comprehension, no understanding, no af
fection, no love, no aspiration, no desire, no thought, 
no will and no voluntary power. Therefore we must 
conclude that as an Infinite, Eternal, and absolute 
Creator and Providence, the universal spiritual 
Presence, has no use for any such faculties. That
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space. He could not see it or touch it. But he could 
make models representing sections of it as it supposi- 
tionally passed through his plane. And he could make 
models of what he would see if it turned about and 
presented different aspects of itself to him, coming 
into contact with his plane of different sides. (Imag
ine the plane-being to study a cube).

Now’ either the plane-being finds a new sense 
awaken in him or not; if it does he gets a sensible 
in age of the three-dimensional world. If it does not 
he nevertheless can become familiar with the proper
ties of solid bodies—not as existing all at once in his 
plane, but as coming of successive aspects and sec
tions into his plane.

He would have to get several completely new' no
tions. For instance, what he calls a “solid,” w'hat 
he thinks of as a solid, is what we see to be a mere 
abstraction—the face of a solid body—say the face of 
a cube. The face of a cube with no thickness thought 
to it is we see a mere abstraction—yet this is w’hat he 
would think real, and a solid—his solid—completely 
bounded by four lines. But in thinking about the 
cube he would get to know that there was a new' kind 
of solid of which that which he called his “solid” 
was merely the aspect—the relation of to his plane. 
Again he would, not conceive of such a thing as turn - 
ing about a straightline as an axis. A slab against a 
plane surface cannot turn about on the axis. If one 
line is fixed, the slab is fixed, so long as it does not 
move out of the plane. But in our space a body can 
turn about a straight line as an axis. This notion - - 
quite a new* one to him—he would have to acquire. 
His power of reckoning and calculating about solid 
existence would not depend on his being able to form 
a sense image.

He would be able to form a sense image of any part 
of our solid bodies. It is simply that the whole is 
too big to be represented in his space. But the un
known is homogeneous with the known.

Bringing in the considerations of time and motion 
would help him.

Thus imagine two cubes touching one another by a 
face to be in contact with his plane.

He apprehends them as two squares touching by a 
line. If now' we call the line the relation of the two 
squares, and suppose the cubes to move traversing 
his plane this line of contact, the relation of the two 
squares traces out a square—a square which he ap
prehends as a succession of relations between two 
squares. Thus the relation between two existence:* 
in his apprehension, continued in time, is as real a 
thing as that which he conceives his things to be. He 
conceives that the things which he is in contact with 
are squares, the relation between the squares which 
perceives, as the pair of cubes moves across his plane 
is, in the time series, as real as the square he thinks 
of at any given time.

Generally speaking, a piece of matter such as he 
supposes it, would instantly vanish if moved trans
verse to his plane. A piece of solid matter moving 
transverse to his plane would seem to be simply last
ing matter of the kind which he conceives. It is 
needless to dwell on further characteristics of the 
plane-being.

(To be Continues*.)

AN OPEN QUESTION.
By Carrie M. Nay.

In a recent number of The Journal, I was much 
interested in an article endorsed with commendation 
of Dr. Elliott Coues. It related a ease of prophetic 
clairvoyance and I have no reason to doubt its truth
fullness, for in my own experience equally marvelous 
prophecies have been made and fulfilled.

Somewhat more than a year ago the business card 
of Mrs. Ida P. A. Whitlock chanced to come into my 
possession, and although I had not the slightest 
knowledge of her, save what was given by her card, 
my curiosity and tho spirit of investigation, impelled 
me to write her for a psychometric reading from a 
lock of hair and handwriting.

The result was that in the course of time I received 
a communication of many pages, giving a very perfect

phrenological and physiological description of myself, 
also of surroundings and occupation. Among other 
things she said: “But 1 sec you later with some 
change having transpired, and yourself ready for a 
short trip away.'’ After a few words more she said, 
“But J do not see thatyou go for some time yet.” Now 
I had my journey in contemplation, and when I re
ceived the communication I hardly thought of it until 
in the lovely month of October, 1 seemed to have 
found a brief season of rest and thought it a favorable 
time to refresh myself with a little journey.

I had fixed upon the day I would go and was hap
pily receiving the congratulations of friends that I 
was to enjoy a much needed rest, when I received 
two letters from the same mail, either one of ■which 
would have effectually put all thought of travel or 
rest from my mind. Soon came the thought, Really! 
this is just as Mrs. Whitlock said. Now we who 
have without prejudice investigated and tested as 
fully as our opportunities will permit the varied phe
nomena of psychometry can hut feel that the longest 
life can hardly furnish sufficient time for solving 
th© least of its mysteries.

But to me. no phase of Spiritualism begins to offer 
as serious subjects for thought, as that of prophecy. 
How is it, wise writers and readers of The Journal, that 
events which are truthfully seen to be enacted in our 
lives, a long or perhaps a short time before they ac
tually transpire, are acts for which we are responsi
ble? I can never go back to the old and terrible idea 
of forcordinathm for I have long enjoyed the belief 
that I alone am responsible for my acts and will with
out a thought of evasion meet the sorrows that come 
from wrong doing, or enjoy the happiness ami com
fort which and the result of living in harmony with di
vine law. But again 1 ask how are we responsible 
for good or evil deed* when truthful prophetic vision 
sees us years before the time actually come.*, living 
lives such as we could not believe any combination of 
circumstances could bring about? .

IC some thoughtful mind will clearly explain this 
problem, which to mu seems so important, there, will 
be at least one impurmg soul who will feel heartily 
grateful.

Peterborough. N. IL
_ .J ^lf» Ui r„ . 1 4, » - 'rUtwsM

MAN’S CONSTITUTIONAL IMMORTALITY.

HL
(Inc X’ukmu to attain to the mature of perfect man- 

ma>d in that department giving recipiency, pereip- 
ILncy, ami responsiveness in an hdinitc and absolute 
degree, including the manner in which the universal 
cither creates, unfolds ami brings to completeness 

children in the image of the finite, and in the simili
tude of the Infinite and absolute, through the opera
tions of universal law working to such an end, will 
begin io become qualified to receive in infinite full
ness as a roiwioibrif^ of that wisdom, love and 
power, which is omnipresent in the universe, work
ing for the accomplishment of suvb end and use.

In the creation of the individual human and per
fecting him through this process of development 
from the germ in the inlinitcsdmal through the 
blade, the ear ami the full corn, one enters, and, 
ultimately, passes all these inferior degrees on his 
way to the infinite, the eternal und the absolute. And 
these essential attributes of the inmost or Divine as
sert themselves in such a manner us to become facts 
of the consciousness which the individual ran 
neither comprehend or ignore.

This universal presence or power which becomes 
the life and law of the universe, and in which all 
things have their existence and by which they are 
governed, is deemed to be the Deifie Beings; and 
while one is conscious that, as a finite.1 and individual 
existence, he van by no means so include such being 
in his ideas, thoughts and conceptions, as to com
prehend his presence and operations, nevertheless he ■ 
is so constituted ns a rational bring, that he clearly 
perceives that the infinite, tho eternal and absolute 
must bo to make the existing universe possible. 
While thus rationally perceiving, that, in some re

spects, there can be no limitation, there must he ever 
present in the rational consciousness, this sense of 
the infinite, the eternal, the absolute and the immu
table.

The ‘ attributes of this infinite, eternal, absolute 
and immutable presence, as Creator and Providence, 
must include Omniscience. Omnipotence, and Omni
presence; because the operations of the universe arc 
such as to require the presence and the supervision 
of a Being possessing such attributes. But what 
must necessarily he the operation of a Being possess
ing such attributes? Such Being possessing such at
tributes, can be engaged in nothing special, tem
poral or local. The operations of the universal must 
be universal. One acts according to the nature which 
acts. The Omniscient is making no experiments. 
The Omnipotent lacks no power to make successful 
that which Omniscience undertakes Lo accomplish; 
and Omnipotent Omniscience being Omnipresent will 
be in no danger of circumvention. Therefore the 
Divine of the universe will be certain of accomplishing 
all that infinite and absolute love and good will can de
sire, and the end to become accomplished being to 
multiplyindividual spiritual universes by the creation, 
development and destiny of children of the universe 
and of the universal, we begin to become qualified to 
answer that question of the Psalme4 to a fa)* greater 
extent that he was “When I consider the Heavens, 
the work of thy fingers, the moon and stars which 
thou hast ordained, what is man that thou art mind
ful of him? and the Son of man, that thou visitest 
him?”

Variety of manifestation comes from the finite. 
The, eternal Omniscience constituting the All-wise 
Presence, must know all conditions, relations and le
gal operations, and their effects which become ar 
eternal presence. Therefore, one cannot truly con
ceive the idea that the universal presence or spirit 
exercises in any degree the mental faculties as known 
and understood by the individual human. Such a 
conception would inevitably bring such ideal Being 
into the plane of the finite, the temporal, the condi
tioned and muable—involving the calculating, the 
planning, the purposing, etc., which would rob the 
universal spirit of every Deifie attribute.

To think, or to say of this universal Presence, 
“God is mind,” represents Deity as a creature. Mind, 
as known to man is created and individual. It is 
compudt and constructed by the union or combina
tion of certain faculties. It is always individual and 
commences in a simple germ of consciousness,and be- 
coines unfolded and enlarged progressing toward 
completeness. The absolute of mind in whatever 
degree of unfoldmcnt is to be found in the presence 
of absolute consciousness, whether in the natural, in 
the. spiritual or the celestial. This absolute of spir
itual consciousness becomes “the breath of lives” 
said to have been breathed into the nostrils of the 
first Adam, causing him to become “the soul of 
life.”

This absolute consciousness constituting the celes
tial. Presence in the inmost of the individualized 
spirit is according to its status of recipiency, and as 
any of the faculties essential to the constitution of 
the mind in the individual unfolds, a corresponding 
degree of consciousness Hows into such faculty, and 
by its illuminations gives mental perceptions, cogni
tions, comprehensions, understandings, ultima-ting- in 
knowledge, in wisdom, in will and power. To think, 
to reason, to decide, to purpose, to will and to act as 
a result, do not pertain to Infinite, the Eternal, the 
Immutable and absolute Being. All such operations 
are finite, temporal, mutable and conditioned.

Consciousness is the absolute of that which consti
tutes mentality. This becomes self-evidently mani
fest in the fa‘t that, in the absence of consciousness, 
no mental faculty can exist. In its absence there 
can be no perception—no mental conception, no cog
nition, no comprehension, no understanding, no af
fection, no love, no aspiration, no desire, no thought, 
no will and no voluntary power. Therefore we must 
conclude that as an Infinite, Eternal, and absolute 
Creator and Providence, the universal spiritual 
Presence, has no use for any such faculties. That
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Omniscience needs no information from any scourer, Fiske truly says, “the first appearance of infancy in 
nor can it receive any. Nor can the Immutable be- the animal world heralded the new era which was to 
come influenced by any or all possible states, condt- be crowned by the development of man." . (Man’s 
tions or operations. Nor does such Spirit need to | Destiny. John Fiske, page 51). From this point in 
become influenced. The Infinite, the Eternal, the evolution the period of infancy lengthens, indeed this 
Absolute and Immutable—are in the universal and is the condition of progress. To reach a. higher stage 
are the universal without any change or shadow of of development a longer time must be given to lm- 
turning. To premise that God is mind becomes a maturity or growth, and that period will be one of 
fundamental error in any system of philosophy, the- greater or less dependence according as the adult 
ology or speculation, and as a premises will create I being is of higher or lower species. What chiefly 
legions of errors in faith and practice whenever and distinguishes the human being from the lower ani- 
wherever accepted and acted upon a fundamental I mala is the increase in the former of cerebral surface

and organization, and the necessary accompaniment 
of this development, a longthene&period of infancy.

VOLUNTARY MOTHERHOOD. I Now this increased time of immaturity is a direct
By Mrs. Stanton-Blatcm. tnx upon the mother in any species; so to her is due

‘-Th* truth ii we are In the midst uf such terrible errors uu the ^ub- I ®HCh Step in evolution. Men talk of the sacreuness of 
ject Of woman and her veritable rights that it in frightful tu think uf motherhood, but judging from their acts it is the last 
—Tolstoi a Kreutzer. onata. I thing that is held sacred in the human species. Poets

The difficulty ol approaching the »ubj«l uf the “"’^ “d l’l,ite*rs 1WM "taut 1,10 Wines8 ot 
relation of the sexes is tenfold, if the prerogatives of 'he >«°ther^ sphere but own in laws and customs have 
the dominant sex are challenged. It is because of its * woman in her maternity. Motherhood
attack upon men, that Tolstoi’s Kreutzer Sonata has lif s'“',-l,“l “• volnntury motherhood: but the 
raised so much opposition. To decry this last pnbll- m'“ "w ,K,W ““Rlw"“- vkUdwm is outraging 
cation of the Russian novelist as immoral l» merely a ““ Tbo
little dust-throwing to blind women to the truths ia p««» ^™«h««ld l»™ t« thr animals, and from 
the book, and it is to be hoped that neither thisabuse, t u‘ lmf ™TUli':”- " ho are below them in most 
nor the author’s own religious beliefs and eastern tWn«!'’ kw" lhe “''I'1" l™te of I™'™"”' Ut 
philosophy will obscure for his readers the gospel set "'l,l““ but ""d™l'"“l th<' lHrt maternity
forth. True, Tolstoi is extreme; but humanity Ims te P1"^ in fc •’™l'rth'n of animal life, and their 
been so misguided by the average man’s thought, or «« ““' * tl""" 1,1 ‘"‘' “« I"11 °r ™'e dere'- 
rather passion, that it is scarcely ground for wonder °>"n®' kl ,te“ ""'“ ltal »l,ml -helion has 
that a sensitive thinker should regard as au Meal. t«'»11y ,WUwd fc "l"““l Tht’ “"’I™8 
entire continence I of ^e fondest females iu each animal species having

Tolstoi aims to reach a solution of lite tor men: as "' ™rst Ou‘ "'"st ™a l’™Im8"d i’M'. are 
to the feelings of women, he admits lie is not in- ‘™t'™»y selected" lo continue their kind. The re
formed. In this object he resembles most writers who mnk- “^ng gains by Inheritance in philo-progem- 
deal with the relation of the sexes; for all look at Aeneas, and thus is built up the instinct which pre- 
this matter from the man’s point of view, ami seldom the ''“*’ »' a hi«hw ’!“« Iw 11 mw,! d“- 
if ever from the side of the rights and duties of the WM »H™I»»- Through countless ages mother
mother, and the interests of the child. These weighty ^ ^ bw"* RV»‘'«' "l"1 l“ "'k« o’* Iu “■ 
considerations are buffeted about according to the #iM: 8U,vly women should recognize the meaning of 
opinions upon other subjects held by the persons tht i,Mkl'1' !,Dl1 sl""'W K'ruw ," ProetlUrte their 
handling them. The political economist of the Mill «e»live power., aud so jeopardize the progress of 
school tells the working-man that his trouble does tlw huma» !aw' llw ”",llKI'i lmhl wl iu lhe 
not eome from unequal distribution of wealth, but his tel in6tMee ,k ‘’«*1«>«I <>f any species. In this 
large family. (Principles of Political Economy, j. work, women need not hope for help from men.
8. Mill. Vol I, Book I. Chap. XII. See. 2). <To'" c,,nt,nueil.
The labor market is overstocked and poverty I 
results. The Malthusian, while foretelling ter- IMAGINATION IN DREAMS,
rible consequences if human increase is not lim- In the Contemporary Review. Frederick Green-

truth.

visual perceptions are recorded. For such percep
tions are only recorded in memory, when they do ar
rest attention at the moment they meet the sight. If 
some dream visions are creations of the mind, then it 
appears that the limits of imagination marked out by 
philosophy, which no effort of the waking mind can 
surmount, are over-passed in sleep. These visions 
are not only foreign and unfamiliar to the waking 
mind, but they often look like the fleeting embodi
ment of some passion or mood of the mind, of nobility 
and serenity or of pity or love, grief, scorn, pride, 
hate, inquiry, envious or triumphant mockery. Tim 
imagination that speaks by fable or by picture seems 
to be gifted with intelligent powers of reflection and 
reasoning, which it brings to bear upon those other 
powers of reflection and reasoning which belong to 
the work-day machinery of mind.

Mr. Greenwood relates that a gentleman, who may 
be called A. lost a child by death. He had been very 
fond of the boy, who was seven or eight years old 
when he died. After the death, the father's thoughts 
by day and night were tortured by the question, Is he 
still in existence? . At first? One of the poor .nan's 
very few comforts had been that the boy would haunt 
his dreams and that they -would be together many a 
time that way, but he never had any such dream for 
a whole year and he had given up that hope ex
hausted, but on the anniversary of the morning of the - 
child's death and at the very hour in which he died, 
the father waked from a wonderful dream, intimately 
responsive to the whole year’s grief. After another 
twelve months of blank and empty nights, a second 
dream of the same character occurred at the same hour. 
The third year, the morning came around again and 
A. dreamed that he had awakened about five o’clock 
and thinking of nothing but the hour, rising, had

ited, advocates various artificial checks, not to human I wood has au article with the above caption, in which 
license, but to race productivity. Many a socialist he presents some thoughts and relates some experi- 
denies all these forebodings, and proclaims that even I enecs that are of very interesting character. He 
England now “has too small a population fora really t recognizes the fact that man's imagination ran portray 
high civilization." (Modern Socialism: The Coupera- only what has been cognized by the senses. Unman 
tiveCommonwealth. Laurence Gronlund, Chapter V). 1 had never seen a tree or heard a description or seen

Now these contradictory theories resemble one a pictorial representation of it. he would not be able 
another in one particular; those who propound them I to place a tree before his imagination. But it is 
think that economic considerations should alone settle true that, although the imagination cannot create, it 
this matter of population. In contrast to this, the I can combine, transpose and out of the elements of ex
man’s commercial view of race production, stands perience construct ideal images. It is capable of in
woman’s intuition backed by reason. She asks first, vention, embellishment and distortion. This is true of 
will the child be welcome? second, what will be its the waking imagination, but according to Mr. Green
inheritance of physical, mental, and moral character? 
third, can the child be provided for in life? Every 
conscientious mother replies to the socialist, to the 
Malthusian—that satisfactory answers must be given 
to the woman’s first and second demand, and that 
with satisfactory answers to those questions the third 
consideration may safely be left to take care of itself.

In animal life, as soon as we get conscious mother
hood, the strides in evolution become greater and 
more r&fnd. Below the birds “the animal takes care 
of himself as soon as he begins to live. He has noth
ing to learn, and his career is a simple repetition of 
the careers of countless ancestors." (Man’s Destiny. 
John Fiske, page 39). Among higher birds and mam
mals a great change take place, the life of the crea
ture becomes so varied and complex that habits can- 

* not be fully organized in the nervous system before 
birth. The antenatal period is too short ’to fallow of 
such development. So we get a period of infancy, a 
time of plasticity, ~of teachableness. Of this Uma

wood, the dream imagination has the power of evok
ing images and the narrative of invents which have 
formed no part of experimental knowledge. Many of 
the (aces in dreams are declared not to be memory 
pictures, though no doubt most of them are. The re
markable thing is that others are not. The dream 
face often is no mere outline of shadowy and meaning
less feature's, but is strongly marked by individuality 
of character. It is evidently not the revival of dor
mant memories. It often happens that the one thing 
we dwell upon waking is that we never saw in life 
the features that haunted our sleep-darkened mind. 
We know that we never discovered in any human be
ing the peculiar distinctions of character which spoke 
from the face invented by the imagination in sleep. 
Tho waking mind refuses to acknowledge that those 
faces did pass through the senses and tho judgment 
declares that such striking characteristics could not 
have passed unobserved through the gates of percep
tion to fix themselves in whatever nook of memory

drawn his watch from his pillow. He found it com
pletely shattered. He wondered how it could have 
been broken, as he had been lying quiet for several 
hours. He conjectured that some time in the night 
the watch had been taken from beneath his pillow by 
his wife and that she had allowed it to fall. About to 
drop asleep again to get rid of ill-humor at the acci
dent (this is all in the dream, be it understood), the 
door opened and in came a foreman of works to 
whom A. had given instructions every day and be
tween whom and himself there was a warm friend
ship. It seemed ns if the man had come for the usual 
orders in regard to work to be done. It did not oc
cur to A. as anything out of the ordinary run of ex
perience that he should be visited in his bed-room by 
the foreman. He was struck by the look of anxious 
inquiry on the man's face. The next moment, he 
connected this look with the watch which he drew out 
again. The glass was gone, the hands stripped from 
the dial. What did it mean? The foreman said, “Put 
it to your ear, sir." This A. did and as he listened to 
the even beating within, the other said, “Sir,we know 
how much you are troubled and this is our way of 
showing you that though every sign of life is de
stroyed. the life may still be going on/’ Now A. 
awoke all of a tremble, heard the watch ticking under 
his pillow and as soon as he could compose himself, 
he took it and saw that the hands stood within five or 
eight minutes of the time when his boy died on the 
same day in the calendar.

Mr. Greenwood says “anxious as we may be to as
sert our emancipation from superstitious ideas, con
fident as we may be that the dream is and must be ex
plicable by some morbid condition of organic func
tion. no sooner is attention called from that conclu
sion than belief in the supernatural creeps in to re
place it. As often as it is expelled, it will return, 
shadowy but unexpugnable or expugnable only for a 
while. It comes back again and again like an exile 
to its home, where the reasonings that chase it away 
are as foreigners and conquerors. It may be that it 
had no right to exist in the mind at all but the mind 
itself feels that the yearning to supernatural belief is 
more truly native than the mental forties that forbid 
it to remain."

Perhaps the author would express his meaning 
quite as fully if in place of the word supernatural, he 
used the word super normal. for it is hardly rational
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that any operations of the mind or any of the influ
ences which are impressed upon it are not a part of
the natural order of phenomena. At least, there is
no necessity for assuming an influence that emanates 
from outside and above this order which is permeated 
with spiritual life.

Mr. Greenwood mentions the fact that apparently a 
reasoned purpose had to be achieved in this dream, 
as much by actual design as when Nathan made up 
his parable of the ewe lamb, and it was achieved; for 
the dreamer was more at peace from that hour than 
he was before. Now the question is whether the pur
pose and design were A.’s. They were apparently as 
strange to him as when they were put in operation as 
the parable was to David, when Nathan began to 
speak, and yet what but A.’s own mind could have in
vented the design and directed the purpose. His 
whole mind worked together in due contribution and 
in full accord, no single faculty free from the control 
of the other operations of the mind could have 
planned and carried out such purpose and such de
sign.

Mr. Greenwood is inclined to believe that the mind 
is dual and that much of the difficulty of understand
ing dreams would disappear, it he could believe that 
our mental faculties arc duplex and that though the 
two sets work together inseparably and cannot be dis
tinguished while we live our natural lives in the wak
ing world, they are capable of working apart, the one 
under tho observation of the other, when all are out 
of harness by suspension of the senses in sleep: that all 
the faculties of mind, released from the resistance of 
the corporeal senses soar into a higher range of free
dom, while maintaining their natural relations in full 
harmony.

Another dream related by this writer is worth not
ing. A certain man and woman who had a romantic 
attachment for each other were unable through a 
variety of commonplace circumstances to marry. 
They were forced to remain apart in honorable sepa
ration and most of the time at a considerable distance, 
but they were sufficiently in communication from 
time to time for nearly a dozen years to be assured 
that the old affection remained what it was at the be
ginning. Toward the end of that period, the man 
dreamed at intervals for days and weeks of the
woman, who figured as vowing herself as “false as 
Cressid” and shamelessly glorying in her freedom. 
• ‘Tormented” was his own word but not because these 
dreams ever disturbed his confidence for a single 
waking moment. He was-puzzled to understand why 
such fancies should invade his mind by any avenue or 
in any form. The pain was endured only while the 
pain lasted, or until he had shaken off the horror 
which he woke in, but these visions were repeated 
during two or three years and at length they became 
increasingly depressing and the more so because their 
only difference was in scene and circumstance. 
“There was a casual meeting, now on a country road, 
now on a seaside parade, now at a garden party, but 
whatever the place of meeting, the same thing hap
pened on all occasions. With a defiant gayety, and 
with a ‘Now do you suppose,’ ‘Why dear me, yes,’ or 
‘Are you so stupid as to imagine’ she scattered con
fessions as lightly as if she were flinging roses. The 
lady died and when she was dead, the leaves of a 
sealed book opened (how need not be told) revealing 
what no one expected to read in it, and all in accord
ance with her lover’s dreams. Not that there were 
any signs of the pagan audacity that were so amazing 
in them but on the contrary tokens of violent passions 
of remorse, frequently recurrent.”

Now Mr. Greenwood says that these dreams were 
not accounted for by doubt or anything observed or 
heard, that could sow the seed of suspicion. The in
timations were from without. He sees difficulty in 
the effort to explain them by wave of communication
hypothesis, because the unhappy woman could not 
have been willing to present herself to her lov sr’s 
mind as she appeared to him in sloop. Without giv
ing any solution of the scientific phenomenon which 
he describes, more definitely than has already Men 
indicated, he mentions the idea that nearly all dream
ers “ean be brought into one theory, namely, that

since in dreams we pass through a great variety of 
experiences, none of which are very likely to befall 
us in real life, we are put to te^ts of character, which 
we should never endure otherwise and, therefore, 
that we ought to come to a higher acquaintance with 
ourselves,”

But this writer admits that there are dreams which 
cannot be depended upon for revealing the real self 
of the dreamer. In many cases we do and say in a 
dream what we would not do and sav iu the waking 
life, but this is not true, of all ruses.

On the whole we conclude that the author's descrip
tions of facts are more valuable than any suggestions 
which he has to offer in regard to their explanation. 
Perhaps the most simple and sensible way to explain 
some of these phenomena is to suppose that they arc 
the result of influences external to the individual 
mind which experiences them. The study of dreams, 
although from the old standpoint of ignorance and 
credulity is fruitless, may by the methods of psychical 
research be the source of much valuable information 
in regard to as yet a very little understood class of 
phenomena.

WHAT GEOMETERS SAY.
Prof. IMhmr, in his recently published work, 

“Matter, Ether and Motion." says in substance that 
some persons have computed how long a lime it 
would take to reach the sun, wore they to lake an 
express train running at the rate of fifty miles an 
hour, without stopping for food or fuel, and they find 
it comes out nearly two hundred years, a time equal 
to five generations of men. In like manner, if any 
one knows the distance to any remote point in space, 
it is easy to calculate how long at a given velocity it 
would take to got there, but there is an assumption 
one has to make which is not generally considered. 
Tho properties ot time and space are assumed to be 
the same everywhere and the geometry of the space 
in which we live is assumed to be the geometry 
which holds everywhere and always. “In the past 
fifty years, ’’says Prof. Dol hear, “the great geometers 
have made some very wonderful discoveries—one 
might say astounding discoveries - for they tell us 
that we do not know that the sum of the interior an
gles of a plane triangle is equal to one hundred and 
eighty degrees: that we do not know it within ten 
degrees if the triangle be a very large one. such us 
is formed by the spaces between remote stars and 
the sun. Furthermore, we are assured that for all 
we know and therefore for all we can reason from, 
space itself may be curved so that if one were to 
start in what we cull a straight line in any direction 
and travel in it on arid on, he would find himself 
after a long time coming to his starting point from 
the opposite direction. That he would see, if his 
sight were prolonged in any direction would be the 
back of his own head much magnified. Methods 
have been proposed for discovering whether it be 
true or not. Some folks have called this nonsense 
and have used descriptive adjectives to express their 
contempt for it, but none of those who have spoken 
thus of tho new geometry are themselves mathema
ticians and one is, therefore. left with the plain in
ference that they do not so well know of what they 
condemn as did the mathematician* who reached the 
conclusion.”

Prof. Dolbear quotes from the mathematician C. S. 
Peirce: “It is true that according to the axioms of 
geometry, the three sides of a triangle are precisely 
180 degrees, but those axioms are now exploded, and 
geometers confess that they as geometers know not 
the slightest reason for supposing them to be pre
cisely true; that they are exactly that amount is what 
nobody ever can be justified in concluding.”

Prof. Dolbear says: “This new geometry 1 have 
alluded to has been worked out by the best mathema
ticians of all civilized nations and they agree in the 
conclusions. They certainly would not do so if there 
were the slightest apparent reason for rejecting them, 
for national jealousies are too strong and a sense of 
the value of truth too great to allow any such notions 
to gain currency anywhere, if there were no possl-. 
bilities of breaking them down. If the space we live

in and the geometric relations are only practically 
true upon a. small scale, if we may have a space of 
four or five dimensions here, whether we now can 
conceive it or not then should one understand that 
spaces and distances and velocities and all computa
tions formed upon them, though practically true for 
all our experiences, must not be pushed up into state
ments that shall impress all things in the heavens as 
well as on the earth. Perhaps even the visible uni
verse is not to be measured by our span much less 
things invisible in it and beyond it.”

' INFLUENCE OF MIND OVER BODY.
( ’. G. Davis, M. D„ of Chicago, in an address on 

“Health and Happiness ” delivered at the commence
ment of the National Temperance Hospital Training 
School, said:

Theorize all you may, but let me tell you that crime 
and vice, are nothing more than the manifestations of 
disease. What was morality hundreds and thousands 
of years ago is not always morality now. The stand
ard of moral life is ever on the rise, and a man to be 
symmetrical in his nature, must live up to the ideal 
heights of the age in which he is born. A man can
not be a Dr. Jekyll and a Mr. Hyde. If he attempts 
it, he will be destroyed by the warfare of his own na
ture. To concentrate the idea. I would say, that “a 
man must live in harmony with himself.” When his , 
daily acts are in discord with his recognized standard 
of right and wrong, nutrition fails, digestion is poor, 
assimilation is imperfect, the circulation is sluggish, 
the brain suffers from want of nutrition, and the man 
is ill. This condition is worth noticing. It forms an 
interesting psychological study. Observe such an 
individual, and when the discord is removed—when 
the man ceases to violate his own sense of honor- 
when he is once more in harmony with himself, you 
will see the eye brighten, the color return to the 
faded cheek, the lips grow red, the digestion improve, 
the heart send the blood bounded to the extremities 
—he feels new life from his head to his finger-tips, 
You would be astonished if you knew how many peo
ple are made ill and then again cured from the action 
of this mental law. There is much in the saying, 
“As a man thinketh, so is he.” I have seen an in
dividual lose appetite and become seriously ill in a 
few moments on the receipt of bad news. I have seen 
the same cause produce an obstructed liver, inflam
mation and death, within a few days. From these 
observations we are made aware of the great influence 
which the mind has over our bodily condition. A 
tranquil, happy state of mind is necessary to perfect 
health.

HYPNOTISM IN THERAPEUTICS.
Our opinion is asked with regard to the bill intro

duced into the New York Legislature to restrict the 
practice of hypnotism for any purpose, says the 
Phrenological Journal. This bill prohibits such prac
tice to all who are not physicians, on the ground that 
one who attempts to magnetize or hypnotize should 
be acquainted with anatomy and physiology, and have 
a legitimate purpose for its use. The bill also takes the 
ground that if employed as a therapeutic measure, 
hypnotism comes within the province of the physi
cian. and that others who have not a medical educa
tion are more likely than not to work some injury 
with it.

From observations and study, covering ten years or 
more, we must confess that the hypnotic method is 
not one that should be dealt with in a loose fashion, 
and we know but few among physicians who are ca
pable of employing it judiciously. There are ele
ments of danger in the tranciform state that require 
for their management a knowledge of individual pe
culiarities, of nervous constitution that very few pos
sess. The medical profession, however, has learned 
enough about the effects of hypnotism to know that 
it should not be left an open matter for the chance 
employment of this or that clever person, who has 
discovered that he has a* ‘special gift”in controlling the 
susceptible, and with a view to protecting the com
munity would make the magnetize? or hypnotize? a 
responsible agent. Without restriction there is no 
responsibility. The physician is held responsible for 
unwise or unskillful treatment of patients, and why 
should not the magnetic or hypnotic healer be held 
accountable for the unhappy results of his procedure.

We know how great may be the benefit of hypnotic 
treatment, where everything else has failed, and 
would have it recognized by the public as a depart
ment of medicine just as much as electricity is so rec
ognized. and this will be the case when experienced 
and reputable physicians employ it.
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WHAT GREAT GRANDMOTHER DID.
Now, my little ditughu r stand inti 
Uy my ehair, is oft demanding, 

“Tell me mother, what your grandmother used 
to do,

Did <he have much time for reading,
Pause.-, heeding, 
And succeeding

Well with music, draw, and paint <*n eliinaim*:”
“No, my darling' Grandma never
Had the'time for such endeavor,

For sho worked from morn until the setting 
sun.

She would call the cows so early,
‘Daisy ’. Curley!
Don’t be surly,’

And then the milking would speedily j(c done,

“She would strain the milk, and churn it;
Make a cheese and deftly turn it;

Make soft soap, and brew the niee-j currant 
wine,

Dip the candles, nightly glowing,
Little knowing,
And bestowing

Settree a thought cm what as future light, would 
shine.

J’Uard and spin the wool nor leave it, 
’ Till she into cloth would weave it,

And she raised her Wax, and wove Imr linen 
line.

In a quilting she delighted.
And invited.
None were slighted;

Or a paring and husking bee combine.
“She raisedgoese and plucked each feather.
Cut cloth and sewed together

Every strip, to make a huum-mmF rarp-x gay: 
And she knitted every stocking,

Meanwhile rocking.
Uh, ’twas shucking,

All the work that woman went through in a 
• day.”

—Rehobeth’ Sunday Herald.

In the November number oft he Atlantic 
the Rev. Samuel W. Dike thus speaks of 
the great work which our highlv educated 
women could do in some of our country 
towns: There are large sections of our 
rural communities, probably having a 
population exceeding the entire popula
tion of our large cities, which are as needy 
of something like the spirit and aims of 
the university settlement as the cities 
themselves. The home, the neighborhood, 
and the village, in the country, are often 
in sore reed of the suggestions and touch 
of persons who are skilled in sociology 
and the social sciences as well as inspired 
with religious fervor. What is called 
evangelistic work is in flanger of being 
narrow, short-sighted, and ephemeral, un
less it be led to vitilize the whole social 
life of these communities. So strongly tun 
I impressed with this conviction tha*t I 
often think it would be a great religious 
gain if one fourth of all the ministers of 
three such States as Maine, New Hamp
shire and Vermont could bo dismissed, 
and half as many devoted Christian 
women, highly educated and specially 
trained in social problems, could take 
their places. Not one of these women, 
unless occasionally under exceptional con
ditions, should be allowed to enter a pul
pit, for the people do not need more ser
mons so much as they du other things; 
and much as they might need the former, 
women would have more imperative calls, 
for women of scientific education ami 
practical training have a great work be
fore them in giving a new touch to the 
social life of country towns. Many a 
woman of education, having the social 
spirit, and who has gone far enough in 
study to have the sociological sense and 
method fairly developed, can do more for 
a country town than any one of its edu
cated men. She may or may not have an 
official position. Such a woman, living it 
may be in her own home, and fulfilling 
her common duties of wife and mother, 
has a mission. She may become a leader 
in plans for the village and neighborhood, 
or even in university extension among 
women. A few years ago, a woman of 
this type, but without a college training, 
found time, amid the cares of her own do
mestic life, to give, in and around Boston, 
courses of six lectures each, on the family, 
children, home, education and kindred 
topics. Tickets were sold for the course. 
Everywhere crowded houses met her, and 
in more than one instance the lectures 
were repeated in the same place and with

equal success. Thv most significant thing 
about it all was the frequent expression, 
as well as the general recognition, of the 
value of the work applied at the very 
springs of our social life. This and sim- 
iliar kinds of work need to be dotm by 
huntings of the graduates of our colleges 
for women. Women can reach work n iu 
ways and with a sympathy impossible to 
men.

One of the most practical and excellent 
undertakings hy women in connect ion with 
the World's Eair is the building of dormi
tories for women and children, says the 
Herald of this city. The company, com
posed of women only, duly incorporated, 
is possessed of sufficient capital to put up 
five houses, each one to accommodate Ijmki 
persons. Shares arc sold at $U> each and 
the holder is entitled to room and service 
at Ri cents per day. Simple and whole
some food is to be procurable on the prem
ises at cost. The purpose of the projectors 
is not to make money, bin if profits should 
remain after tlie Fair shall be closed they 
will be divided prorata among the stock
holders. The equivalent of any share of 
stock may be used by any number of per
sons in the use of tlm rooms, but the profits 
will go only to the owner of t lie share, who 
is at liberty tn transfer to whom she 
pleases her rights in the occupancy of the 
building. Many women have purchased 
shares for the purpose of furnishing safe 
and comfortable accommodations to young 
women coming her** alone for the purpose 
of studying in the Pair. No sootier is this 
admirable project made known throughout 
thecountrv than demand comes upon the 
women promoting it to admit families info 
one of tiie dormitories, and it is understood 
that some <>f the incorporators am willing 
to yield to this demand ahermoimy enough 
has been received for the complete equip
ment of the houses for women only. No 
attention ought to be paid to the Tuques! 
to open any portion of these buildings t<> 
families. Sympathy with the undertaking 
was based exclusively upon the idea that 
the dormitories should be fur Um use of 
women coming to the Fair alone. Any 
invasion of this design, on whatever pre
text, is certain to depress public interest 
in the undertaking and may have Um eiFet 
of preventing the purchase of shams 
enough to Complete their necessary fur
nishing. Men will find in the city innu
merable hotels and boarding-houses where 
they can locate the’mselves and their fami
lies at reasonable rail's. The women's dor
mitories should be restricted to the pur
pose for which they were planned. It 
ought to be the unchanging as it was the 
primary aim of their construction to en
courage women students to come to Um 
Fair by holding out to them an induce
ment of a home wholly free from promis
cuous associations ami conducted entirely 
upon lines consistent with the standards 
of seclusion and exclusion which are in
dispensable for the success of such a pro
ject. _________

Referring to the trained nurse the 
Philadelphia Times says: Long before the 
pleasant task of nursing in comfortable 
homes is reached, the rigorous schooling in 
the hospital, and the course of medicine 
must be thoroughly instilled, and it is in 
this particular that the pluck and stick-tu- 
it-iveness of these frail women is most es
pecially surprising. They haw no choice 
of patienfs, old and young, poor and 
dirty as a rule, saneor raving with delirium 
—it. matters not. they one and all are a 
part of the great lesson to be learned. Yet 
is it not surprising that during these days 
of trial many do not back uniand ml tlmir 
woman’s nerves get the better of their mer
ciful desires? Especially remarkable is this 
when the almshouse Calls them to duty, 
there to soothe the brow of some drunken 
pauper, to dress the won mis of a vagrant 
imbecile or assidiously wait on the lowest 
of the low wasting away with hasty con
sumption. Yet there comes never a mur
mur from these willing martyrs, many of 
whom are women of advanced refinement, 
whose dainty hands haw never touched 
aught to soil them, yet which in tlmir 
chosen profession must come in contact 
with that which is revolting even to the 
thoughts. Women are mysteries that, are 
past finding out. and the greatest riddle, 
yet withal one of the most attractive, be
cause sojitterly contradictory, is the one 
that comes to us in sickness under the garb 
of that human blessing known as tlm 
trainer! nurse.

Margaret Foster Herrick of the 
Harvard Annex has borne off the Sargent 
prize of $500 for the best translation of a 
Horatian ode, though open to al! Harvard 
University. This, is the second time that 
a woman has won this prize. U seems

about time for that wise person who de
clares that “women’s brains don't weigh 
as much as men's. Hence they are intellec
tually inferior." in crawl off Io some re
tired corner and hide Ids diminished Imad.

IN MEMORIAL OF COL. JOHN C.
BUNDY.

Colonel John C. Bundy. < qual\v the 
frmud of humanity, of Hie ascended spir
its. and their work for. and through, the 
world, has dropped the burden of incessant 
earthly labor, which Im bore so bravely 
and Well during a life of little more than 
fifty years, and passed unto the land where 
Im nmcis with his sure reward, and enters 
upon even nobler and grander fields of 
effort than those which earth can a fiord. 
Every paper published in the interests of 
Spiritualism, ami some few American sc- 
cular journals, haw chronicled thedepart- 
ure of tlm braw editor of The Relkuo- 
PUH.IWH’IIK At, Jot HNAU alld devoted 
maity paragraphs of well-deserved eulogy 
to records of his busy and useful career as 
a man. a soldier, editor, and defender of 
the noblest, though one of 1 lie must UH- 
popular, movements of the day.

Remembering with “fateful regard the 
personal hospitality 1 hud expurmtmed at 
the h’use of (uFtml Bundy and his dear 
wife in orrasionui vislisto <'Ijieago. 1 could 
only regret that tlm publication of a 
monthly, in place of a weekly, journal did 
not permit m< to make honorable mention 
of my esteemed friend's t imisit job a, ihe 
higher life at an earimr dam than this. 
Seeing, however, that so many notices of 
wlmn Colonel Bundy was burn, wimn he 
passed awax . and other details of his life 
and its close have been so universally re
corded. it seems to nm that I am acting 
more in accordance with his present views 
hy presenting a brief history, sketch, and 
purpose of the paper he has so long and 
ably conducted. than by reiterating points 
of personal history which no Fuger affect 
his public work or the services he has r<-n- 
dered to llm cause of truth, progress, and 
the knowledge of lib' immortal. Like tlm 
present writer. John c. Bundy would fain 
lx- “remembered only by what he has 
dow."

As tlm conductor of a Spiritual paper, 
established for something uwr a quarter 
of a century, and second only in date of 
age ami circulation to the grand old Boston 
Banner of Light, John C. Bundy's name 
will go dowh the ages, and stand indelibly 
recorded iu ihe rncyclopaUias of progress 
us editor, publisher, and maiiisiay of the 
long established Western paper. The Re- 
IJulO-PlIILOStH’HH AL Jot KNAL.

Tre Relhuo-Philoxh’hk al Journal 
was starlet! in tin* first instance by Colonel 
Bundy’s father-in-law. Mr. S. S. Jones, an 
eminent lawyer, and ex-Judge of St. 
Charhs. Illinois. In one :f my own pub- 
lisimd works, “Nineteenth Century Mira
cles." I haw given the history of Mr. 
Jones am! his conversion to Spiritualism, 
and from the same work J make the suc
ceeding apropos extracts:

Mr. Jones was often heard to speak of 
Um assurance given him hy communicating 
spirits Umi hr would, at u<» remote, time, 
be as deeply engrossed in promulgating 
Um truths oi' spirit intercourse, as hr was 
limn in his professional business. But not 
until ttm spring of 18G5 did he fully realize 
tiie truth of that assurance. Then it was 
dial hr found himself fully committed to 
the work of promulgating the philosophy 
of life through the columns of The Re- 
i.ighi Philosophical Joukn xl.

Mr. Jones’publishing house was entirely 
consumed in the great Chicago lire of Oc- 
toherH, I87L His loss was very heavy, 
ami he received nothing from insurance 
companies...........

Most vigorously did hr go to work to 
restore his publishing business. His paper 
was on its way to tlm subscribers wlmn 
the. great calamity occurred. While the 
lire was yet raging he wrote the matter for 
a new issue amidst the ruins of his print
ing oilier—smaller in siz>....and had it 
prints’ll and mailed in advance of time, 
assuring his subscribers that, although 
burned out. The Religio-Pihlosophical 
Journal would be continued without 
delay.

He then went directly to New York and 
purchased an entire new outfit, and in 
fiw weeks had The Religio-Philosoph
ical JOURNAL, full size, in the United 
States mails on its way to its subscribers. 
In the meantime, between the fire and the 
printing of the paper in its full size, he 
(‘very week greeted his subscribers with 
The Religio-Philosophical Journal, 
small in size, that they might not be in 
ignorance of the progress being made to 
reinstate bis publishing house. None uf

the publishers in Chicago <m thatmemora- 
bl" occasion equaled him in enterprise....

Mr. Jones, although his locks were 
whhmmd, was iu full vigor of manhood, 
and devot> d his whole time to conducting 
his business financially and editorially....

The charge of The Religio-Philo- 
sophk alJoi hml was at, once assumed 
on Mr. Jone< dert as*- by his son-in-law 
and former business manager, Uoloimi 
Bundy, who bisdrs his editorial labors, 
had gainer! rank and distinction by brave 
service hi the limm army (luring the 
great civil war.

In addition to the feeling of human r<- 
gret for tlm loss of an (“-Femed friend, I 
am happy to have ihisopportuiiny of doing 
justice to Colonel Bundy and tlm healthful 
influence winch his paper has exerted in 
another respect.

{hiring my o.vn far ami wi<F warnFr- 
ings round the world as a spiritual propa
gandist. im charge has been more mali
ciously preferred against the cause of Spir
itualism than dial of being allied to Um 
odious duel lines of "Free love." All trim 
Spiritualists an* aware of the utter falsity 
of this charge and the concatenation of 
circumstance:, which gave the antagonists 
of Spiritualism an opportunity— which 
limy eagerly embraced - of shouldering the 
• luring ImeniFusimss of tlm few, upon llm 
entire rank nnd file of the Spiritualists.

In foreign lands, however, and especially 
wlmn lacking those literary references 
which would have enabled nm to furnish 
abundant counu-r statements. my denial of 
this abhorrent stain would have found but. 
slight chance of acceptance, had I not. 
been nobly sustained by tlm uncompro
mising denunciations of “Free love" and 
ad hs propagandists, which filled llm, col- 
limns of The Rej.r .jo-Philosophical 
Journal. Here was a Fading organ of 
Spiritualism disclaiming all fellowship 
with the promoters of this doctrine, and 
prou-stim;against its abominable practices 
with a trumpet tongue which could neither 
be mistaken nor denied.

Spiritualists are under a debt of grati
tude to Colonel Bundy for flu* triumphant 
refutation which hi-journal has afforded 
against the groundless charge that then' 
ever was. or could be. the smallest links of 
cujineutioH between tlm doctrines of true 
Spiritualism and “Free love,” Allied to 
the daughter of tlm late Mr. S. S. Jones, 
a lady whose brilliant talents well fitted 
her io bi* tlm rompunFn <>f a leading jour
nalist. and whose eminent .virtues, noble 
character, and sweetness of disposition, are. 
calculated to make Imr husband's hunm a 
paradise, it has been argued that the editor 
of Tin: Relh.io-Philosih’iikm. Journal 
is nut competent lu judge of tlm urgent 
necessity to reform the wrongs that ensue 
from unhappy marriages or the miseries 
of discordant homes.

In answer to this plea. it has been abun
dantly shown that The Religio-Philu- 
sounn al Journal hasever been the cham
pion of true reforms, bs special aim has 
bem to draw tlm impassable line of <Fmar- 
ca tion bi'tween liberty and license, moral 
law and immoral lawlessness, true love 
and true licentiousness. It is in this sense 
that iis columns have furnished, on count
less occasions, a sword which has slain 
theviry arguments that would otherwise 
have slain any great religious cause.

I close this notice by a brief quotation 
from a Filer addressed by Professor Elli- 
ottCoims to Light, in which, speaking of 
Colonel Bundy’s public work, he says:

I cannot close this inadequate though 
very sincere tribute to my friend without a 
word concerning the Psychical ScFnceCon- 
gnss. now promising such great results.

T<> Colonel Bundy, and to him alone, is 
due the credit of originating this Congress, 
and giving if its initial movement. He 
first broached the subject to me more than 
a year ago. I heartily fell in with his in
tentions, though too ill at the time to lake 
any steps whatevc r to tlm end we had in 
view. He meanwhile moved in the mat
ter. hud tlm Committee appointed, and the 
outlims of our plan of operations were 
drawn on consultation last September. The 
mutter then laid over till lust March and 
April, when committee meetings were held 
in Chicago, and tlm project practically 
matured. If most of the work, and cer
tainly more credit than I deserve in com
parison with Colonel Bundy, has since 
fallen to my share, that is simply because 
he was already a stricken mail, whom 
death was quick to claim. In all that this 
Congress may grow lobe. Colonel Bundy’s 
name cannot be too warmly remembered or 
too highly honored.

We may truly say, with our honored 
contemporary, the Banner of Light, “Our 
deepest sympathy is tendered the bereaved 
family of our lately ascended brother.”— 
The Unseen Universe.
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HON. JOEL TIFFANY.
Mr, Titfany, uf whom a fine half-tone 

picture accompanies this number of The 
JurRN'An, lias kindly sent the following in 
response to The Joernaj/s request for a 
sketch of his life:

You request that I give you a brief 
account of my past life particularly that 
part of it which has math- me familiar 
with modern spiritual manifestation, bad 
nearly escaped my memory until this 
moment.

I was born on September (k ISll.of 
Presbyterian parents and was taught to 
believe that it was the oulv true faith. 
Krom early childhood was given tostudy 
and it was expected that I would become 
a Presbyterian clergyman, hi tin* early 
spring of 1S27 during a revival Season in 
Barkbamsh’d, Conn., 1 became a convert 
and united with the church iu my mitiw 
town and became an earnest and sima-re 
laborer tnthechurch. i commenced pre
paring for college intending to qualify for 
the ministry. I soon began to have 
doubts as to the soundness of my religious 
views. 1 was inclined to believe that 
such doubts were temptations, of thedevil. 
and for a year or more I tried my best t<* 
pray them down. But they grew on me 
so strong that I gave up the idea of pre’ 
paring for the ministry and concluded to 
study law, soln the spring of )s;;l ] en
tered the ohice of William G. Williams, of 
New Hartford, Connecticut, as a law stu
dent. In the spring of 1*321 went to Ohio 
to visit, a brother and other relatives, ex
pecting to return during the summer and 
resume my legal studies. But I becnnwso 
well pleased with the country and people, 
that I concluded to make Ohio my home, 
I located at Medina, the county-seat of 
Medina county, and resumed the study of 
law under the instruction of Charles OP 
ont: and in 11m summer of 1*31 I was ad- 
mitted tn the bar and commenced practice,

My religious and theological doubts con
tinued to increase during tlmse years, ami 
1 ultimately became an Atheist, having no 
belief in (loti, spirit, or future life, and 
openly argued these questions with any 
one who saw fit to dispute the correctness 
my views. In my skeptical views L was as 
earnest and honest as I had been in my re
ligious views. The church and clergy looked 
upon me as a dangerous mum ami they did 
what they could to destroy my inilnenw. 
which, however, did not worry me. In 
tin* spring of 1*3H J removed in Elyria. 
Lorain county, Ohio, and commenced the 
practice of law with nue Horace I). Clark, 
who was a good lawyer'—but no advocate— 
so we worked together, he prepared th” 
cast's and I tried them in court. My skep
tical views did mu seem to injure my prac
tice. I had become acquainted with a 
Methodist man who was tn the habit of 
going to church and getting the power and 
making a fool of himself by wallowing on 
the door while ’-the power" was on. I had 
pretty much abandoned attending church 
for manv reasons I need not mention.

In a suit I had, where Umh Methodist 
man getting the power was a party. I had 
occasion to find out that he was nut an Inm
ost man, and 1 dtspised him for his hypoe- 
racy. One Sabbath morning in Is 13, 
when the church bells were ringing, and 
the crowds were hastening by, who should 
come along but this Methodist hastening 
to his church to get the power. In dis
gust and much bitterness. 1 said to myself, 
’‘There goes one of these EhrStians, If 
such is Christianity, give me none of it.” 
When a voice, clear and distinct said, “it 
is m>t his Christianity, but his lack of it. 
you dtspise." Said L “I* that so7" The 
answer came, "yes." I said, “I will see/' 
And I was as good as my word. I at once 
commenced a review to see if such was my 
mistake, and it took me but a short Bun* 
to Had that those were “words fitly 
spoken.” I soon advised my skeptical 
friend of the change of thought and feel
ing that was coming upon me. amt where 
I had publicly spoken against Christianity, 
I as publicly recanted of what I said. It 
was soon mused abroad that 1 had aban
doned my skeptical views, and I think 
each of the several denominations desired 
me to unite with them. I was obliged to 
decline because I did not believe iu their 
peculiar theological dogmas.

This voice that spake to me on that oc
casion continued its speakings from time

to time, as circumstances required, and I 
learned to rely implicitly on what it said, 
for it never told me an 'untruth, whether 
giving me news, or business in format ton. 
or telling what was about to take place.
1 never questioned it. never sought to know 
who it was. never asked for information on 
any subject, but left it to the spirit to 
speak when it thought j^oper. and ns il 
thought proper, and lo trust to its and my 
sincerity. The manifestations had been 
such from 1SJ3 to 1SW-5U that my faith as 
a Spiritualist was fully established before 
the manifestations through the fex family 
occurred and there is scarcely any phase 
of mediumship with which’ I have not 
been familiar from that time tn the pres
ent. lu the winter <»f is.VM. I became a 
psychometriejmedium ami passed all its 
phases during some fifteen q- iwrtitt .wars 
following that lime, lu the winter of 
ISMl-l I gave a course of lectures on Spir
itualism in the Fniwrsalisi church on 
Prospect street, Cleveland, commencing'in 
November, and every Sunday, ending in 
July following: arnl these hetures wefe 
written under an intkunee not my own. 
This I hud occasion io know on several 
occasions when I attempted to dictate what 
they should In*. At times I became sptrtl- 
mdly dairamiimH and could hear ad the 
spirits said. 1 have recognized them by 
tom- of voice with which I was familiar 
while they were living in tlm flesh. At 
titnes 1 ber ime clairvoyant and roubl see 
and describe what was about to take place,

From IS.*>H I gave up ail other business 
ami devoted my time to writing and speak 
ing upon tlm subject of Spiritmdism until 
HiM-L when I went to Albany. New York, 
and engaged in legal writings and in doing 
what I could in putting down the Ibki/ 
lion, bspent teuyears in Albany and then 
came west to Chicago amt that has been 
my business centre, 1 have maintaim-d 
my >i iritual ism during ad this time al
though I have not been much in tlm leg- 
Hiring field.

I haw cm-ed les$ for teMs or tor know
ing with whom I was conversing than I 
have fur what principles wen- involved in 
such communications, and -unm J haw 
reaped rich harvests whejp ;mle seemed io 
be involved in the commitment mm

While residing tn Albany. N. L. in 
ls*'d I wrote and W. E. Little published, a 
work on “Trust mid Trustees,” It was 
published as Titfany A; Bullard's work, 
because J was ;i stranger to the bar in 
N«-w York and the Eastern Stales. In 
ISG2-3 I also wrote a work nit •’Practice 
Ender llm New York ( ode” in three vol 
times. This was published as Tillaux A 
Smith's Practice, because of Smith’s 
known reputation us a practitioner under 
the New York Cmle, (Smith endorsed the 
work but wrote none of it. > I hiring these 
years I also digested the New York Eourt 
of Appeals Reports, published by \V. ('. 
Linh- of Albany. In bshtej I wrote a 
work on Government amt Constitutional 
law as applicable to the Government of 
the Ei/hrd States, and of the several 
States, which was highly commended by 
many of our public men. as Sumner, 
Wade. Giddings, Stanton and several of 
our foreign ministers. This was pub- 
Hshed by Wear E. Linh in I*;;, and was 
adopted as at* xt-book iu some .»f the col
leges. I was appointed reporter of th*1 
Eourt of Appeals by Reuben Fenton.Gov- 
ernor: Thomas B. Alvord, Lieutenant- 
Governor: and John Goehren. Attorney 
General of New York, in Eio During 
my three-years' term o| miire I reported 
twelve volumes t»f Eimrt of Appeals Re
ports. known as Tftfany s Reports. This 
includes ad the legal works written by 
myself ami prepared for publication.

Vonrs truly.
Join. Tn easy.

IIgmui.l III., <k-tolwr. isiry

FROM PORTLAND, OREGON.
To a he Ejhtok; Tim many friends of 

Mrs. Flora A. Brown have been looking 
forward with much pleasure, to the n- 
opening of her meetings under the name of 
“The Ehurch of the Spirit” the l.st Sun
day of October. Our anticipations were 
then realized, when we gathered in Good 
Templar's Hall, a lbw spacious one, newly 
finished and furnished throughout, with 
all modern improvements, ami were 
treated to some gram! vocal music by Mrs. 
Hattie Westlake, accompanied by FroL 
lessor Richards, two of Portland's thirst 
musicians, which harmonized and pre
pared us for the spiritual feast that was to 
follow. After an invocation and an up- 
propriate. poem. Mrs. Brown took up her 
subject which had been previously an
nounced, “Mediums am! Mediumship, An- 
cmnl wl MuderuT from which she gave

a very interesting and instructive dis
course. apparently enjoyed and appre
ciated by all. Afterward she passed 
through the audience, describing spirit- 
friends, and giving tests, that, are so 
eagerly sought by the investigator, and 
are always acceptable to the most ad
vanced Spiritualists,

As Mrs. Brown has a number of spirit
ual gifts, she is able to give us a variety, 
and we go to tlm hall each Sunday even
ing wondering what is in store for us.

The second Sunday of the month was 
devoted to answering questions pro
pounded by the audience, ami followed by 
independent slate-writing, under test con
ditions. withacommiti.ee, of unbelievers, 
one of whom was an orthodox minister.

The first writing' that appeared upon 
tlm slab* was a greet ing from the medium's 
guides, followed by a message from an old 
inihmntial citizen, who was a Eongrega- 
tmmd church member, in this life, whose 
wife, anxious to hear from her loved om*, 
was attracted to a Spiritualist meeting for 
the first time, was overjoyed with the af
fectionate message, addressed to herself in 
his familiar hand writing. She went away 
feeling that it was a grand truth, and with 
a determination to come again.

on tin* third Sunday Mrs. Brown chose 
fbr Imr subject “What is Drath'.'” She 
was greeted with a large audience, who 
were deeply impressed with the beautiful 
thoughts given, and strengthened by evi- 
driiceofmany who have experienced the 
change called death.

As Mrs. Brown is a llm* psychonmtnsi, 
she closed her meetings with Some very 
satisfactory readings, always taking uni
fies from entire strangers, who expressed 
themselves well pleased in every instance.

She has beep doing a grand work for 
Spiritualism lu re tn Oregon, both in pub
licum! private, being a Indy of refinement, 
ami one who behoves in living the true, 
pun- Spiritualism that she teaches, natur- 

: ally attracts the best to her. regardless of 
sect or creed, whereby she is able to 
reach a large number, and make her in- 
Hm ncH felt, in tlm many different societies 
of which she is an active member. All 
worthy co-workers visiting Portland will 
he cordially r evived, ami welcomed by 
Mrs. Brown and her many friends.

Fraternally yours,
(Dra AtiuiE E. French.

1 IMutiam*. Oregon,
) 1 Mub>T is, 1*!*?,

THE SOUL OF MAN.
To Tin. Enrmir, 1 think then- is a 

great misapprehension among many writers 
on Spiritualism, in regard to the constitu
ents of the soul of man. I believe it is com
posed of the spirit, the mind and the emo
tions. I think that it is a great mistaketo 
suppose tin- mind to be the soul, as that is 
tlm conscious intelligence--existing inde
pendently of tlm emotions, and that which 
we term tlm spirit. The spirit is tlm 
quickening of the intelligence and of tlm 
emotions ami is mA awakened into action 
except on occasions. If we speak or sing 
“with the spirit ami the understanding 
also” w*-speak ami singwith two faculties 
ami nut mm alone. The mind represents 
tin* understanding and I do not receive 
pleasure in Hstmrnglo a speech or ha
rangue which addresses my understanding 
only; I may !><> instructed thereby but not 
awakened * into any enthusiasm. Con
sciousness employs the mind, or cousti- 
t tiles it—it is that which is pained when 
tlm linger is bruised and not the member 
which is injured. Th** spirit is a separate 
function and is understood to be that force 
which operates on the mind, ami it oper
ates us a force only. The spirit does not 
feel but it causes the greater or less inten
sity of feeling, by its action on the mind. 
W’hi’ii l designate the spirit, that moves 
m<‘ as my spirit, it relates to tlm peculiar 
olivet which all spirit produces on the con
formation of my individuality. I own no 
spirit exclusively but the habits of thought 
which an* common to mo are properties 
that distinguish me from others and an* 
my properties. Tlm mill that grinds 
horse-feed is moved by the sum** water 
as the other mill on the same stream 
which makes tine flour: and the spirit 
which mows me to pray, might mow an
other man to swear like a trooper. I do 
not regard spirit us separate from sub- 
stance, for it is borne mi every species of 
substance imaginable and is purely elec
trical. But human spirit is a fine electri
cal v.ssenw, acting on the exalted under
standing and the nerves of sensation.

M. O. yntioi.x
Haverhu.g Mass.

INDEPENDENCE AND PARTY LOY
ALTY.

Among the excellent lectures which 
haw bwn given before the Brooklyn Eth
ical Association is one by John A. Taylor 
of that city on “The Independent in Poli
tics,” from which the following extract is 
taken:

“Bv fur the noblest product of human 
endeavor is human government. Not the 
exact science of numbers which measures 
the flight of constellations, nor of physics 
which reduces to a few simple substances 
lh<* complex chemistry of the material uni- 
verse, can approach the profound signifi
cance of that mingled science and art 
which powid* s for and administers to 
vast associations oi human beings efficient 
organic law. The supreme hope, of all real 
statesmen has been to devise a perfect, 
scheme, oi government—one which should 
relegate to obscurity the wrong, protect ami 
develop tin* right, insure good social order, 
afford the most ample opportunities for 
untried methods of progress and improve
ment, and preserve unimpaired the primal 
safe-guards of tranquil living. Among 
the most fruitful contributions to this end 
has been that system of rule which recog
nized as the sole source, of power those 
nu mbers of the community who. ar- 
riwd at tin- age of discretion, were in- 
wstvd at once, with the responsibilities 
and privileges uf citizenship.

When, as the outgrowth of our own 
••urly history, manhood suffrage was or
dained as an integral part of our plan of 
government, it was proudly contended 
that wisdom could go no further in the 
solution of the problem‘how to govern,’ 
Perhaps it may be fairly stated that the 
contemplation of our fathers was that 
every political issue incident to the con
tinued prosperity of the nation was to be 
submitted to the great jury of all tin* citi
zenship for final determination; mfr was it. 
ever doubted that such decision once 
reached, should be forever recognized as 
the absolute truth iu tin* premises. But 
thr instant an issue was presented it must 
haw been foreseen that this aggregation 
of human wisdom would divide itself into 
two parts—one in favor and the other 
against lb’ proposition sought to be en- 
forwd; and hence parties would inevitably 
arise, involving the skillful ami thorough 
organization of two great armies, one fav
oring and the other opposing the proposed 
public action.

Scarcely, however, could it haw been 
expected’that the constituents ranged on 
one side of a particular issue would for
ever after upon all new issues preserve 
like opinions and stand loyally together as 
a great political army in the treatment of 
new questions of policy and under con
stantly changing environment. Less still 
could it have been imagined that all mem
bers in good and regular standing in the 
same parly would be expected to think 
the same thought about the thousand and 
one subordinate interests having no rela
tion. either casual or sequential, to the 
main issue upon which they agreed; or 
that the same body of men should, during 
their emire lives.* receive with the same, 
approval or disapproval the new questions 
which should arise long after the issue 
which t hey had been organized to promote 
had been settled and made a part of an- 
cient history. Yet such is the interpreta
tion now widely given to party loyalty by 
the “wheel-horses” and “mainstays” of 
modern polities.”

There lives in Maine, says the Boston 
Sunday Eourier, a clergyman who has 
been endeavoring to persuade his congrega
tion to expel as a heretic an estimable lady 
who has boldly announced that she does 
not in the least believe that a flock uf 
actual devils entered into the swim* of 
Gadarine eccentricity. She is prepared to 
concede that there, might have been pigs 
which ran violently down a steep place into 
the sea; but as to believing that there were 
any devils concerned in the transaction, 
she finds herself wholly unequal to that 
intellectual gymnastic. The entire com
munity is in a ferment. The lady is be
loved by her neighbors, and it is to be 
feared that the undoubtedly well-meant 
zeal of tin* pastor—who seems to possess 
far mon1 theology than common'sense— 
may in the end work rather to his undoing 
than to hers. The amazing thing about the 
matter is that in this day and generation it 
can be taken seriously. It is one of those 
things which an ordinary mortal would re
gard as a >st in rather poor taste, which 
no one would for an instant look upon as 
other than a thing to smile at. That the 
peace of a community should be destroyed 
by so silly a thing indicates that the Middle 
Ages are by no means over.”

withacommiti.ee
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| St. Augustine. A Story of the Hugue-
nots, by John R. Musick, author of “Go- 
lumbia,” “Estavan,” etc. Illustrated. New 

& York: Funk & Wagnails Co., New York,
f London and Toronto, 1892. pp. 310.
j Price, $1.50.
| The charm with which Mr. Musick sue-
^ ceeded in investing the first two volumes 

: * of the Columbian Historical Novels is well
sustained in this work, which is the third 

; of the series. It covers the period of the 
establishment of St. Augustine, the oldest 
town in the United States, the period cor- 

; responding to the Reformation in Europe
5 and the fierce persecution of the early re*
* formers. The massacre.of the Huguenots,
“ who had sought a home in Florida, con-
i stitutes the chief historical episode of the

■ book. Historians have not paid a great
I deal of attention to this period or at least
■' have not given a large amount of space to
; it in their works. Very little can be

learned in the great histories of the Hu
guenot influence exerted in Florida or of 
the persecution which followed this de
voted people even to the new world. This 
volume sets forth those heretofore almost 
unpublished facts. The illustrations are 
numerous and in full accord with the 
high character of the work. They light 
up the text with a graphic and striking in
fluence designed more strongly to impress 
■upon the memory the fact and fiction of 
the volume which are alike good and 
wholesome for readers, young and old. 
The romance of the volume is again cen
tered in the grandson of Hernandon Este
van, who accompanied Columbus on his 
voyage of discovery, but having been 
■educated by his parents for the priesthood, 
went to Spain to pursue his studies. 
After awhile he started with other pious 
•men on a pilgrimage to Rome,but was ship
wrecked on the coast of France and res
cued from a watery grave by Hortense dr 
Barre, a Huguenot maiden whom he 
learned to love, but from whom Im tied in 
terror on learning that she was a heretic. 
Returning to Cuba, he was made prisoner 
by French pirates and taken to the Hu
guenot settlement in Florida, where he in 
turn saved Hortense de Barre from death 
in the massacre in which nearly the whole 
Huguenot colony perished. It is hardly 
necessary to give more than a him of this 
romantic story, which is extremely inter
esting. The main facts in the history of 

- this period are emphasized by the real 
men and women manifesting urn real 

; characteristics of human brings.

but it delineates character fairly well and 
it is clean and wholesome and creditable 
to the young author.

The Resultant (hwk Tesfaaunt. Inhibit
ing the. Text in which the Majority of Mo
dern Editors are Agreed, by Francis Wey
mouth, D. D., Fellow of'University Col- 

t lege, London, 1892. New York ami Tor-
L onto: Funk A Wagnalls, pp. fUfl. Price

$3.00.
The main object of this edition of the 

Greek Testament is to enable the student 
to see at a glance, the different readings in 

t. the leading editions oi the Testament. Dr. 
Weymouth's idea is not a new one. He 
has had two predecessors in the same field. 
One was Dr. Scrivener who did not half 

£ attempt to construct a text but reprinted 
| Steven’s third edition of 1350 and put in
' J the footnotes, the various readings of Tich-

endorf and others. The other is the Cam
bridge Greek Testament in which a text 
is constructed but on the basis of those 
of TregelUs and Tichendorf alone. 
When these two editions are at 
variance, a determining voice is al- 

: lowed to the text of Stevens when il
agrees with either of the other readings, 
and to Lachman only when the text of 
Stevens differs from both. The editor of 
this work has product'd a text in which, 

U roughly speaking, the majority of the au- 
' thorilies named agree. At the. same time.
| he has not mis rely counted names but has
; weighed the reasons which may have in- 
^ fluenced an editor in adopting any partic- 
' ular reading. We have here, then, the 
if. only edition of the Greek Testament in 
i which can be seen at a glance what is the 
| present- state of the Greek text of the New
^ Testament, as determined by the eottsen-
| sus of the insist competent critics.

’ W ^ Slumber Song. By Nina Lillian 
Morgan. Chicago:. Searle and Gorton.

1 Cloth. $1.00.
. This narrative, which is described as “a
? ?® story of a young girl, by a young girl, for
■> young girls and all girls and boys, young
,1 and old/’ will greatly please the young 
f peopia. The work is not very prorutind

MAGAZINES.
The Popular Science Monthly tor No

vember gives the picture of Henry W, 
Batos as its frontispiece. Sara Jeitnip-U” 
Dunean contributes an article on ••Eura
sia/’ in which is given a large amount of 
information in regard to the Eurasians, 
their relations, customs, habits, beliefs, 
etc. Dr, Wesley Mills, of McGill Univer
sity, contributes an article on "The Nat' 
ural or Scientific Method in Education." 
being the main portions of an address de
livered under the auspices of the Royal 
Society in Canada, at its annual meeting 
in Ottawa., May, 1892. Dr. Joseph Jasirow 
has a very instructive article on the "Prob- 
Ums of Comparative Psychology." M. 
Armand Sabatier writes on the "Synthesis 
of Living Beings/' "Reasoning Animals" 
is the title of a paper by Allen Pringle. 
He is satisfied that animals reason and 
sometimes he says with more logic than 
some of the genus homo. "The First Ger
man Paper Maker." is the title of an arti
cle by Edward Grosse. Dr. W. U. Uahnel 
has an article on the "Scientific Societies 
of Italy/* The editor writes on "Evolu 
tion and Politics and Prevention of Choi, 
era Epidemics."*—International Journal of 
Ethics for October is a strong and instruc
tive number. "The National Traits of the 
Germans as Seen in their Religion.” is the 
title of a paper by Prof. Otto Pfh-iderer, 
D. D.. University of Berlin. Father Hunt
ington writes on "Philanthropy and Mor
ality/’ Dr. Leonard H. West* of Loudon 
University, has a paper on "Iiilfrnaii.wl 
Quarrels.” and their settlement. "Utihta- 
nanism" is rather an old title to an inter
esting paper which treat that subject, if 
not with originality, at least in a very in
teresting manner. The book reviews an* 
by eminent writers and show great ability, 
discrimination and fairness. This maga
zine is the best publication of its kind that 
is or ever has been published. It is con 
ducted by an editorial committee, thechair- 
nian of which is Felix Adler, of New York. 
S. B. Weston. Philadelphia. 118 South 
Twelfth street.—The National Builder fur 
October contains a complete set of archi
tects’ plans for a dwelling costing $L5s.w. 
Among the articles are "Timber Framing 
and Constructive Carpentry,’’ "The For
estry Building," "Preserving Timber from 
Damp" and "The Art of Drawing.” This 
is an admirable publication of its kind. 
185 Dearborn street, Chicago.—St. Nicho
las fur November is a beautiful number. 
"Autumn” a realistic picture, is the front
ispiece. "Out-Dour Reception," a poem 
written by Whittier and sent to St. Nich
olas. December 15. 1891, will attract gen
eral attention. Kate Douglass Wiggin, 
the well-known author of "The Bird’s 
Christmas Carol," "A Summer in a. 
Canon," etc., has a story entitled "Pollv 
Oliver’s Problem," whieh is very interest
ing. “Hallowe’en Frolic” by Helen Gray 
Cone, "The Young Marsh Hawk,” hv 
John Burroughs.." "The White Cave/’ bv 
William O. Studdard, "I Shine in Frag
ments’’ by Felix Leigh and "The Siren," 
by Henry Bacon, are among the other val
uable contributions. Elizabeth F. Bunsell 
writes very entertainingly in an illustrated 
article entitled "Winter at the Zoo." Cen
tury Co., N. 1.—The Chautauquan for 
November has for its frontispiece "The 
First Inspiration of the Boy Columbus." 
Prof. W. II. Goodyear writes on "The In
fluence of Greek Architecture in the. United 
States;’’ "The Columbus Monuments," bv 
William L. E. Roy Curtis/’ "Mortality in 
the United States," by John S. Billings. 
M. D., and "The Greek and American 
Democracies," by Dr. David IL Wheeler 
are the articles that go to make up the 
"required reading.” Among "gmmral read
ing" articles is one by Emilio Hall Davies 
on John Greenleaf Whittier, one on "Im
migration" by Noble Canby and another 
on “Isaac Walton 1593 and ll»S:i,"by Prof. 
W. F. Stockley. Fanny Palmer Tinker 
contributes a paper on the “Women’s Press 
Club of New York/’ The editorial articles 
arc all of the usual standard in quality 
and interest.

There is soon to appear a new magazine, 
with new and individual aim. Worthing
ton’s Illustrated Magazine, a Mont lily 
Journal for the Family, whose initial num 
ber will be issued with the new year bv its 
publishers. A. D. Worthington A (-o’, of 
Hartford, Uonu. Among its immediate 
contributors may be named Mary A. Liv
ermore, Junius Henri Brown, Sara A. Uu* 
decwood. Lida A. Churchill, Charlotte Per
kins Stetson, the Hon. S. S. W. Benjamin.

the Rev. Dr. Francis Clark (the founder 
of the Society of Christian Endeavor), 
Helen Campbell ami many others whose 
names are a pledge and prophecy of ex- 
vellenceand charm. The size of the mag
azine will be the same asthatof Scribner’s 
ami Harper’s containing eighty pages. AH 
the niura-s of new type, beautiful illustra
tions and other tech idea* features will be 
found, and the aim t<> reach the mind and 
heart of the home is mm entirely individual 
and one whieh cremes its own field. The 
periodical has mu only an aim that is 
worthy, but one for whieh the present 
makes vspecial demand.

The Guppies Company. Boston, an- 
mmnn- fur immediate publication: "Hein
rich Heine: His Wit. Wisdom. Poetry." 
1’meided by the famous essavou "Heim*” 
of Matthew Arnold. Embellished with 
illustrations consisting of portraits, view 
of Heine’s birthplace, fac simile of hand
writing. hc„ new 1<» English readers. 
Edited by Newell Dunbar. This is a vol- 
unm of selections from Heim 's put-try and 
prose translated into English.

It is stated that some unpublished mate
rial front the hand of Ralph Waldo Emer
son will appear in the forthcoming book mi 
A. Bronson Alcott, which Mr. F. R. Sun
burn and Mr. W. 'I'. Harris have prepared. 
Il is a monograph on Alcott, specially 
written by Emerson for th” biography of 
hisfriemf. So says Mr. Arh» Bah's in The 
Book Bnv r.

A. L. Un.vm irntx A Um. is Maiden 
Lum*. N, Y.. will this month issm- ih” 
first' number of a monthly magazine for 
parents and teachers, to be calk'd “Child
hood.” I)r. Georg” WHiiam Winterburn 
and Flm-vm’” HiH will !»•• the editors. 
Julian Hawthorn”. Prof. L”Mer F. Ward 
and Kal” Tanmilt Woods will be among 
ihr contributors to th” first number. One 
dollar a year..

THU

“WORLD’S FAIR”
SERIES OF

MUSIC BOOKS,
Designed in corneetion with the World'* Fair, to 
^how tho Progress of Popular Music. The World's 
Fair.Hories shows how ranch of strict ly Fine Music 
can be obtain’ d at th* Nmuinal Price of $1 DO. It also 
Illustrates the Artistic Perfection to which Musical 
Typography and Bookmaking have been carried.

The Verdl -t nf the Prena and the Critics is that 
'"No mieh Hooks have ever before been issued at the 
Price." The Volumes an*:

“World’s Fair Piano-Music
Collection.”

t»ne of th<> noticeable miisiwil features of the 
"tVihimblan" year.- Nocturnes. Reveries, Moreeaux. 
etc. 31 compositions: handsome title-page tn colors, 
barge sheet music size; 141 pages.

“World’s Fair March Collec
tion,” for the Piano.

Titis book win have a warm welcome as soon as its 
merits are known, it contains the popular marches 
of the leading composers, ano stands at the head of 
all similar collections 39 marches Large fh-et 
music size; handsome title-ptute in colors; Hi pages. 

“World’s Fair Ballad Collec
tion.”

The song gems of the Columbian rear, with hand
some title-page in colors. A ver table feast <>f 
melody fr<un beginning to end Such a volume ha* 
long been needed, but never carried out until now. 
3K tmllnds; large sheet music size; JU pages.
“World’s Fair Dance-Music

Collection.”
Selected from the works of all leading composers 

of Dance Music; an admirable hook of bright, spirit
ed, popular music; 3G dances; large sheet music 
size; handsome title-page in colors; Hl pages.

“World’s Fair Song and Chorus 
Collection.”

A collection of songs - with four-part chorus to 
each' from the moat popular composers The hook 
will gratify the popular demand which has long ex
isted, It must not be classed with the many cheap 
publications of similar style. 41 pieces: handsome 
title-page in colors; ID pages

Any volume sent postpaid on receipt ”1 pilot*.

Heavy Vapor, ?I W; Boards, ^.2,1 t’!»th Gilt. MM,

Lyon 4 Italy,
flilragu. HI.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY. BOSTON.

Hood’d 
Sarsaparilla 
8o promptly and effectu
ally overcomes THAT 
TIRED FEELING, 
as to conclusively prove 
this medicine “makes 
the weak strong.” J. B. 
Emerton, a well known 
merchant of Auburn. 
Maine, had Dy*pep*ia< 
complicated with Liter

HOOD'8 PlLLS’'hu* Habitual Ccu-Upatimi by 
restoring peristaltic aciwuof the alimentary canal.

and Kidney troubles. He took ]IOOD*N 
MARNAPABILLA aiul it gave relief and 
Seat comfort. He says : «It is a O#d>*end 

any one suffering as 1 did.”

WOOD

ZINC

fof po^aits^buildn^s^ 
। machinery, catXlo^e^ 
mechanical woA-^ 
ifoF qevfepapt'Pana book 
lillksrK&fionjpap and

HALF- 
' TOME

(of port?&lsjAi]ckcapC5, 
buildin^a fep^dwH

w (t'oip pi^fo o^as!) dfe^

Special designs for MrtmgxlOstog 
AW DECORATING.

Bk LORD STROMAS 
Ji^; ^tWSPAPER AMRTIW 
£?Wstf45Windoloh5^

The Open Door,
OR

THE SECRET OF JESUS
BY

John Hamlin Dewey, M. D.
The author dedicates this book to “Those who 

look, pray and work for the spiritual emancipation 
and transfiguration of humanity; and he believes it 
Is a key to spiritual emancipation, illustration and 
mastery.

The exposition of the divine possibilities of hu 
manity given in this book is based upon the recogni
tion of a psychical and spiritual side to both nature 
and man. “In recognising a super-sensuous and 
spiritual realm to which we are related,” says the 
author, “we must reckon It as a portion of the uni
verse to which we belong, and our relations to it and 
Its influence upon us as perfectly natural and legit 
imate under normal conditions.”

"This book Is an earnest effort from the standpoin 
of a seer, to become a help not an oracle for others, 
and to smunfold the law and lionditlonB through 
which the spiritual consciousness is attained and the 
emancipation of mind realised.,. .that the truth may 
be practically aud readily tested by all who desire to 
know it for themselves....That the words of this 
book may lift many to the mount of vision to behold 
the nearness of the kingdom, and inspire them with 
boldness and courage to enter in and possess its 
treasuries. Is the prayer uf the author."

The work Is printed from large clear type and 
covers 156 pages.

Price, 30 cents, postage « cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at ThbReligw - 

PHII.OHUPHK'AL JuCKNAL Office

Ti l bi GREAT

SPIRITUAL REMEDIES.
MRS. SPENCE’S

MIE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS.
“ Our family think there Is nothing like the i’osf 

’v and Negative Powders"..so says J. IT. Wiggins, 
n Beaver Dam, Wfs. and so says everybody.

Buy the Positives for Fevers. Coughs, Colds. 
Uonchltis, Asthma. Dyspepsia, Dysentery, Disrrhw, 

i. ver Complaint, Heart Disease, Kidney Complaints, 
Nonntlgta, Headache, Femnle Diseases, Kheunatism, 
Nervousness, Sleeplessness and all active and acute 
li*ease».

Buy the Negatives for Paralysis, Deafness, 
Amaurosis. Typhoid and Typhus Fevers. Buy a box 
of Positive and Negativetbalf and half) for Chills 
and Fever.

Mailed, postpaid, fo. $1.00 a box, or six boxes tar
For sale, wholesale and retell, at Tses Rilw». 

FMIUS»paiMt JOURNAL 0Sw.
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“ WORTH A GUINEA A BOX”

CURE
SICK HEADACHE, 

Disordered Liver, ofc.
]' They Act Like Magic on the Vital Organs, 
< * Regulating the Secretions, restoring long 
, i lost Complexion, bringing back the Keen
' * Edge of Appetite, and arousing with the 
<: ROSEBUO OF HEALTH the whole physical 
’ J energy of the human frame. These Facts 
< i are admitted by thousands, in all classes of 
j J Society. Largest Sale in the World.
]I Covered with a Tasteless & Soluble Coating. 
’' Of all druggists. Price 33 cents a Box.
i ‘ New York Depot, 365 Canal St.

Unlike the Dutch Process
No Alkalies

Other Chemicals 
are used in the 

preparation of
W. BAKER & CO.’S 

BreakfastGocoa 
which is absolutely 
pure and soluble.

It has more than th ree t i tries 
ths strength at Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or 
Sugar, and is far more eco

nomical, costinff less than one cent a cay. 
It is delicious, nourishing, and easily

Sold by Grocers everywhere.
W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

MHD, THOUGHT AND CEREBRATION.
BY ALEXANDER WOSSB.

Pamphlet form, price 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religiu- 

Philosophical Journal office.

THE VOICES.
BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.

The Voice of Nature represents God In the light 
of Reason anti Philosophy—In His unchang « hie ami 
glorious attributes.

The Voice of a Pebble delineates the individu
ality of Matte; a>m Mind, fraternal Charity and 
Love.

The Voice of superstition takes the creeds nt 
their uwd, and proves by numerous passages from 
tho Bible that the God of Moses has been defeated 
by Satan, from the Garden of Eden to Mount Cal
vary!

THE VOICE of Pray ER enforc e.* the idea that onr 
orayersmust accord with Immutable laws, else we 
pray for effects, independent ot cause.

Twelfth edition, with a new stippled steel-pla» 
Migrating of the author from a recent photuxrap. 
Printed in large, clear type, on beautiful tinted 
paper, bound in beveled boards.

Price, 11.00, postage ID cents
For sale, wholesale and retail at The Hei.igw- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

STSbIib

After Dogmatic Theology, What?
MATERIALISM, OR A SPIRITUAL PHILO8O 

PHY AND NATURAL RELIGION.
Mlwtwww*' ’

BY Ci U.K.* B. STEBBINS.

“Physiology reduces man t« n jelly; Psychology 
lifts him to immortality/’

This is a thoughtful, crisp, well condensed book, 
from tho pen of an experienced thinker and writer, 
well-known In every held of reform, and an earnest, 
consistent Spiritualist. From out his ample store of 
experience and reading the author aptly draws innu
merable Illustrations to fortify his argument. The 
book may be unqualifiedly commended.

“It alms to state Materialism fairly, and to hold it 
as fragmentary and inconsequent; to give a wide 
range of ancient and modern proof of the higher m- 
jamts or the God idea In history. The closing chapter 
on intuition, gives some remarkable facts/'—!>etr«>i' 
Post awl Tribune.

1‘lmo, cloth, Hi pages. ITlce 50 cents; postage, 
cent# •

Progress From Poverty.
A Review and Criticism of Henry George’s Fro 

cress and Poverty, and Protection or Free Trade.
*Tt would be hard to make a more effective repl r < 

*511’. George's assertion that land and wage servitude 
is worse than chattel sis rery than is done by quo • 
ing from slave overseer journals brought north dur
ing the war, and from old advertisements in Southern 
newspapers, showing what chattel slavery actually
/as.--New York Tribune.
Prfce, cloth, 150 cents; paper, 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tax Ritwio- 

PMrLOBOPXICAL JOPWAt Office.

A SONG OF WORK.
Work! Work! Work* 

With brain, with heart anil hand.
Work: Work! Work!

Till plenty till* the land;
For every stroke which labor givs
Increases that whereon It livre
AH wealth is made by labor's power.
Labor’s the root und wealth the Hvivt

Work: Work: Wort:
And be a noble man. 

Work’ Work: Work! 
A* long as e’er you can.

The man who works enjoys in, fo,.d.
And that he eats, it docs him go.<d.
With plenty food and little vol
Muscle will rot and brain will *posl.

Work! Work: Work'
On that which yields return 

Work' Work' Work' 
No honest labor spurn;

It matter* not, what you may 4..
To make a nation or a shoe:
For h‘* who works au honest ibuu
In God’s pure sight rank-, a* a kimz.

Work! Work* W'tA
The planets in their sphere,.

Work* W.»rk' Work
Through days, and ntoidbs and >< •;}-'-.

They never stop, but onw.ird go,
A lesson of steady Work tb>x show.
The hand that made them m ver hr-..
Replenishing their Inward fin *.

Work: Work1 Work
For tiiin- L on the wing

Work! Work* Work
For he who work- ean sing'

The merriest song that ean b>- Mur.'
Rolls upward from Hw l.<hor,T' tmim.',
As he goes Imine, the sinking sun 

shbmtg on labor, honestly dune
Work' Work' Work 

A ml never idle stand, 
W<>rk' Work- Work 

B»* ons of nature’s baud:
she always works, that thing' mm “row. 
Sometimes fa,t ami smindimi s sLw;
Her work k never d<»m- iu imsto.
She works all up. ami J<;iv< if wo-t*.

—.bins Parnfm. in \*w y.,:^ \. w^,

FREE TICKET TO CALIFORNIA.
Fur conditions anti tuH Infnrmnihdj ad- 

dross California. Bureau of inf«»nuati<HL 
Box '>9, ChicHife. IB.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A SUMMER TRIP.
If you wish to lakeihe trip of a lifetime, 

purchase Uh* low rale excursion ticket.^ 
sold by all principal lines in the United 
Stated and Canada, via the Northern Pacific 
Railroad to Yellowstone National Park. 
Pacific coast and Alaska.

The trip is made with the highest degree 
of comfort in the elegant vesiibulrd trains 
of the Northern Pacific Railroad, which 
carry dining cars and luxurious Pullman 
sleeping cars from Chicago, St Paul and 
Minneaixilis V) Montana and the Pacific 
coast, without change, und special Pull
man steppers from St. Paul and Minneap
olis to Yellowstone Park.

The scenery en route is the most mag
nificent to be* found in 1 he seven states 
through which the road passes. Beautiful 
mountains, rivers, valleys, lakes and plains 
follow each other in rapid succession to 
delight the tourist, who will also find in 
terests in the agricultural, mining, lum
bering, iniustrial and other interests asso
ciated with the development of the great 
Northw ’St.

Thee;*owning glory of the trip through 
the Northwest, however, is the visit to Yel
lowstone Park, the land of hot springs, 
geysers and gorgeous canons, and to Alaska 
with its endless ocean channels, snow
capped peaks, Indian villages and giant 
glaciers.

If you wish to investigate this sugges
tion further send to Charles S. Fee. Gen
eral Passenger Agent. N. P. R. IL. St. 
Paul. Minn., for copies of the handsomely 
illustrated “Wonderland" book, Yellow
stone Park and Alaska folders.

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren. Teething,” softens the gum, educes inflam 
mation, e!l*v« pain, cure# wind colic, % cents a

Samuel Bowles’s Pamphlets: Kxperlenees of Sam
uel Bowles tn Spirit Life, or life m he now sees it 
from a Spiritual Standpoint, price 25 cent* Contrast 
In Spirit Life, and recent experiences, price. 50 cents, 
and Interviews with Spirits, price 50 cent# tn . paper 
cover. For «jl« at this office

MUSSSE®

fK*a H’« ineffective, except for the 
• r h moment—the ordinary pill. Bo- 
V caUs0 ^ upsets your whole inter- 
L u ml economy, you needn’t think 

v it’s doing you good. It only 
shocks and weakens your system. 

Take something that’s better.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets do 
good that lasts. They regulate 
the system, us well as cleanse and 
renovate it; mildly and gently, 
but thoroughly and efTvelively— 
no griping, no violence. They’re 
the smallest and tho easiest to 
take, purely vegetable, iMTieetly 
harmless, and the Tx-st liver pill 
ever known. Only one little 
Pellet for a laxative—throe for 

cathartic. Hick or Bilious 
Headache, Constipation, Indiges
tion, Bilious Attacks, and all do 
rangeincnts of the liver, stomach 
and bowels are prevented, re
lieved and enrod.

They're the cheapest, pills you 
can buy, for they're guaranteed 
to give satisfaction, or your 
money is returned. You pay 
only for the good you get.

Can you ask letter proof of the 
superiority <>f these little pills,

Tutt’s Pills
CUBE CONSTIPATION.
To enjoy Mealtta one ehouM have re<- 

■ alar ■ ew«»li®n» ■ every. twen y f<W 
'hours. The evils, both mental and 
physical, resulting from

HABITUAL CONSTIPATION 
are anti serious. For the euro 
of this common trouble. Tuffs hirer

THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS
( IF

SPIRITUALISM.
BY EPES SARGENT.

Author of “ PJnnrhurto. or the Despair of Science/,’ 
“The Prom Palpable of immortality/’ Etc.

Thix Im a large l'‘u»>. «f ;42 pngw. In tong pi lmer 
type, with an appendix of twenty-three page.*in are 
vier.

The anther taken the ground that since natural 
Heieuec In mwerwil with a knowledge of real phe
nomena, appealing to our aonno pem-punns. and 
which are not only hlmorlrnllv imparted, but are di- 
rctly presented tn the trn"-intabl<* term of dally 
ffisuomdration to any faithful Investigator, tliereiore 
eplrltnaliam Is 1. .latural science. and all opposi
tion. to tt, under the Ignorant •■retonro that It is out-. 
*!dc of minim. Is unscientific and iinphltosophicul,

Mr. Sargent remarks in Ids preface; ” The hour is 
coming, and now In. when tho man claiming to Le a 
philosopher, physical or inelitpnysieal, who shall 
overtook the constantly recurring phenomena hen; 
recorded, will be set down as behind the age, or as 
evading Its most Important question. Spiritualism is 
not now THE despair OF science, as I called it on 
the title page of my first book on tho subject. Among 
intelligent observers its claims to scientific recogni
tion are no longer a matter of doubt.”

Cloth. I2mo„ 372 pages. Price, >L postage U 
cents 1 ■

For sale, wholesale and retail at The Religio- 
PHH.OSlH’HtCAb JoUHN AM Iffice.

UHAl’TF.h* <>F KX I‘HICIKXCG A'.

UY Mils. MARIA M. MM<.

Tut,* Pamphlet of w pages Is :i. condensed sir.ti*' 
ment of tkn laws of Mediumship illustrated by . .? 
Author’s own experience*. It explains {he Religions 
experiences of the Christian in consonuuei- with 
spiritual laws and the Spiritual Philosophy, h in 
valuable tout!, and especially to the Uliri.-timi v-n . 
would know the true philosophy of a “ehanue >1 
heart," It ought to be largely em ulated a-:; Duet 
by ’Spiritualists.

Price. Hl per hundred; f'Lh t orM); $1 .'or l >. aud !i» 
cents per single copy.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The liij.toto- 
rJIWSOI’U IVAL JoFKNAL Office.

Unitys^
Fiwdom, Iloilo wall ip and.

Ohaenotez* in IZoliginxu
Eight fonwlnran pages,well printed. A liberal sermon 
every week, with live article# on current topic#.

One dollar a year.
Ten w*ek#*nt*Hhil fhr ten cental# stamp*.

OUBUS H. XKRB * CO,,Pate., in Dearhara 81. .fWwa

DlHfWVF’*nu#.Organ#,#33up.WMt'tAg't« CatTg l»Mi 1 IFRKBDmi'J F Beatty Washington N. J.

The Sixth Sense,
RLRGTRIGITY.

A Story for the People.
By Mary E. Buell.

J2mo., Cloth. 521 pages. Price, $1.25.
Thtsadmlrable book might have been called Doro

thy, but then the title would have given no clue to 
thecontents. The author “hopes the story of ‘The 
Sixth sense’ may not only prove sweet and rich toall 
young people, but that it may fill their receptive 
minds with ahlgher and fuller sense of that ‘Elder 
Brother' and hh mission on earth eighteen hundred 
years ago," Some writers have described wonder
ful psychical experiences without daring toattempt 
a discussion or explanation of their causes. Mrs. 
Buell essays the task of explaining the laws and 
naming the forces by which denizens of the Spirit- 
World return and manifest. Whether she is wholly 
correct wili remain a moot question with many; but 
it may be truthfully said that she is very much in 
earnest, and tn the simplest language possible seta 
forth her views. While the story has a high motive, 
H is not prosy. On the contrary it is a breery, 
healthy, inspiring volume, adapted to both old and 
young,.. ; .

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 
I’HIMWII'HU'AI, JOURNAI. Office.

LIGHT ON THE PATH.
With Notes and Comments.

A treatise for the personal use of those who are 
Ignorant of the Eastern Wisdom, and who desire to 
enter within Ha influence.

Written down by M. C.
Price, cloth bound, 40 cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Relimio 

Pho.usophk al Journal office.

TH La INFLUENCE
OF

FOOD ON CHARACTER
OK

VEGETABLE VS. AMAL 1«ET.
BY

REUBEN PERRY.
The object of this essay is to point out the inHu- 

encethat the different kinds of food for along time 
exclusively eaten have had in the formation 
character.

Price. ID cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Reljgio- 

Philo^ophr al.Journal Office.

TheSalemSeer 
Rdtninisoenoes of 

Charles H. Foster, 
THE FAMOUS MEDIUM.

BY
GEORGE C. BARTLETT.

The writer of this book was associated with Mr 
Foster for some years and took every advantage of 
testing his peculiar gifts. Urged by many who were 
knowing to this Mr. Bartlett Anally consented, and 
the result Is a plain statement of facts and descrip
tions of many seances held in all parts of the world, 
which be hopes may be of service to investigator# 
and a stimulus to practical and scientific researchers.

Kev, H. C. Beane Unitarian), in a letter written at 
the time of Mr. Foster's obsequies and read by Rev. 
George S. Hosmer, who conducted the services, has 
this passage: “Whatever one's theory might be. in 
his presence the reality of a future life seemed to 
pyssessand command even the habitually indifferent. 
To thousands of thoughtful men and women on both 
side# of the Atlantic, he has been a voice from the 
eternal world."

Bound Ui cloth, and illustrated with a picture of 
Mr. Foster. Prlce.fi. Address

F<>r sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 
PHn.omipHiuAL Journal office.

f Maria M. King’s
PAMPHLETS

Comprising: Social Evils; God the Father, and 
Man the Image of God; The Brotherhood of Man 
and What Follows from It; What is Spiritualism! 
The Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism; Medium
ship. :

These pamphlets have been published and sold 
separately for several year# and are now bound to
gether in a convenient tom.

Price. >1.25
For sale. Wholesale and retail, at the Rkmgio 

i Philosophical .Iourn ai, office.

LOGIC TAUGHT BY LOVE.
—BY—

MARY BOOLE.
Part of the object of this work i# to call attention 

to the fact that our life is being disorganised by the 
monotony of our methods of teaching. -

Price, fl .00,
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The REi.iiio> 

PH JI OSOPUICAl JuURNALOffice.

Prlce.fi
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WNCLIFE
Is possible only when the blood is 
pure and vigorous. To expel Scrof
ula and other poisons from the cir
culation, the superior medicine is 
AYER’S Sarsaparilla. It imparts 
permanent strength and flicicney to 
every organ of the body. Restora
tion to perfect health and strength 

Results from Using 
AYER’S Sarsaparilla. Mary Schu
bert, Kansas City, Ks., writes:

“I am convinced that after havin'; 
teen siek a whole year from liver com
plaint, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla saved my 
life. The best physicians being nnahle 
to help me, and having tried three other 
proprietary medicines without benefit. I 
at last took Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Tie- 
result was a complete cure. Since then 
I have recommended this medicine to 
others, and always witlrsncwss.” *

AVER’S 
Sarsaparilla 
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mum. 

Cures others, will cure ycu

IN TUB LIGHT OF

The Harmonial Philosophy.

BY MARY F. DAVIS.

A Whole Volume of Philosophical Truth is 
Condensed into this Little Pamphlet.

Mrs. Davis has developed with rare faithfulness 
pathos the pure principles of true Spiritualism. The 
sorrowful may find consolation tn these pages 
anti the doubtful a firm foundation and a clear sky.

Price. 15 cents. Eight copies for II. Cloth bound 
GO cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail at Tua Religio- 
Philosophical journal Office.

ja - ,s -mr High tirade Lt»t and
C zz Bargain Book sent to any ad 

dress on receipt of a She stamp
LORD & THOMAS,

.'mKs|Hk.-.Hww8pap«^^
■ <5 RANDOLPH STREET,, •9HB* CHICAGO-

SYNOPSIS 
OF THE 

COMPLETE WORKS 
OF 

ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS. 
Comprising Thirty Uniform Volumes, all Neatly 

Bound in Cloth.

Postage 7 per cent, extra—If sent by Express, 
the Charges Payable on Delivery.

Nature’s Divine Revelations........... . ..........  
The Physician. Vol. I. Great Barmenia 
The Teacher. “ II. “

“ HI.
" VI.

The Seer.
The Reformer.
The Thinker.
Magic Staff—An Autobiography of A. J. Davis 
Morning Lectures. Being 24 Discourses........  
A Stellar Key to the Summer land.............. . .  . 
Arabula, or Divine Guest................ ............. .
Approaching Crisis, or Truth vs. Theology.... 
Answers to Ever-recurring Questions...... .. 
Children's Progressive Lyceum Manual.. .... 
Death and the After-Life... ..............................  
History and Philosophy of Evil........................  
Harbinger of Health........................ . ................
Harmoniai Man, or Thoughts for the Age.... 
Events in the life of a Seer. (Memoranda.).. 
Philosophy of Special Providences.................. 
Free Thoughts Concerning Religion................  
Penetralia, Containing Harmonial Answers., 
i 'li ilosophy of Spiritual Intercourse^......... 
The Inner Life, or Spirit Mysteries Explained

« 50 
I 50 
1 50 
1 50 
1 50 
1 50 
1 75 
1 50

75 
t 50
1 00 
1 50

K0 
If 
75

1 50 
75

1 50 
50 
75

1 75 
1 35
1 50
1 50 
100
1 00 

50 
75
75 

1 50

* he Temple—or Diseases of the Brain and 
Nerves ....   • ............»• •

The Fountain, with Jets of New Meanings ..... 
Pale of a Physician, or Seeds and Fruits of 

Crime ................................. ..  •••
Diakka, and their earthly Victims....................... 
Genesis and Ethics of Conjugal Love.................. 
Views of Our Heavenly Home.............................  
Beyond the Valley..................  . ...............

#27 CO
CFThe Complete Works of A. J. Davis, if ordered 

to one address, at one time, will be sold at a liberal 
discount.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tax E#M«o- 
PHOOSOPHICAL JQWfcM 4 Office

LEGAL MEDITATIONS.
What use to me is “Byle* on Hllla*" 
For “Jarmen on the Law of Will*"

1 wouldn’t give a jackstone.
Nor would I give another for 
“Juries and Jury Trials." nor more 
For “Coke on Littleton*’—yes, or 

For Chitty, Kent, or Blackstone.
Will Bylea help me to pay the bill 
I owe for flowers? Can her will

Be changed by reading Jarman? 
What use are “JuryTrials” to me?— 
Or Kent, or Chitty? Blackstone?—he 
Is dryer than theosophy,

Yes, worse than any Brahmin.
And “Kneeland on Attachments,'’ teo. 
Has nothing in it that will do;—

The title is misleading.
And though through dusty books I read, 
Alas, I ne'er can learn to plead 
In Cupid's court, so she will heed.

From "Stephen’s Rules of Pleading,"
“Collyer on Partnership” I'vp read 
(An ancient work); “Contracts to Wed," 

By some one named Fitzsimmon.
Nor does it seem to help me on, 
That “Marriage Settlements” 1 con, 
Or Schouler's learned book upon 

“The Law of Married Women."
There is no statute I can find. 
Will make a maiden change her mind;

Nor know I where the place is 
To And a law will help me win 
A suit like mine,—or I’d begin 
To search it out. it isn’t in

My set of “Leading Cases.”
But—"Bsylies on Appeals! ” A h, there 
is just the answer to my prayer!

I know now how to do it. 
From her decision—by the seal 
Of all the Courts!—I will appeal; 
And that will make the verdict nil, 

Until I can review it.
—Jamis G. Burnett, in New England Maga

zine.

Not excelled by any high-priced liniment 
Savation Oil, twenty-live cents a bottle.

CROW’S LANGUAGE.
A good many day’s spent in berrying, 

gardening, loafing and such like profitable 
employments in the country have con
vinced the listener, says the Boston Tran
script, of the perfect truth of the theory 
that crows have a complete language of 
their own— or at least an elaborate code of 
signals, in which one sort of sound always' 
stands for one thing and another sound for 
another thing and so on. Whenever a 
crow, flying over a wood, sees a man some
where below, he always utters a peculiar 
and particularly guttural cry, which is 
answered in the same tone by other 
crows within hearing. This cry means 

‘A man down here!” as plainly as 
anything could mean it. You will never 
hear exactly the same word under any 
other circumstances. The Indians often 
detected an ambush, or became aware that 
a solitary enemy or pursued person lurked 
in a certain spot, through this tell-tale cry 
of the crows. The crows have certain 
other words which you will learn to dis
tinguish perfectly if you hear them often 
enough. There is a certain short, sharp, 
high, very explosive “Ha!. Ha! Ha!” 
which the listener would say meant “play” 
because it is oftenest heard when the crows 
seem to be gyrating about in the air for 
mere pleasure. You hear one fellow, sit
ting in the dead top of a hemlock tree, call 
out his “Ha! Ha! Ha!” Another answers 
“Ha! Ha! Ha!” from some upland pasture, 
and in a minute they are swinging play
fully together away up in the air. Take a 
lot of them together in a tree, and they 
chatter and squawk and cluck and babble 
in a way entirely suggestive of continuous 
and free conversation. And their love
making notes are simply irresistible.

The fingers nails require special atten
tion if we desire to preserve them in their 
highest condition of beauty and useful
ness. To keep them clean, the nail brush 
and soap and water should be used once or 
oftener daily, as circumstances demand. 
Once a day at least in wiping the hands 
after washing them, and, while they are 
still soft from the action of the water, the 
free edge of the scarf skin, which, if not 
attended to, is apt to grow upward over 
the nails, should be loosened and pressed 
back in a neatly rounded form, by which 
the occurrence of cracks and sores about 
their roots (agnails, nailsprings, etc.) will 
be prevented, and a graceful oval form, 
ending in a crescent-like space of white,

will be insured. This skin, as a rule, 
should never be cut, pared, picked, or 
torn ofi, as is commonly done, and the 
less it is meddled with, otherwise than in 
the way just mentioned, the better.

Hrs keen, unfailing humor, guided by 
his most sensitive and delicate sympathy, 
made his rare hoursuf reminiscence golden 
ones to his listeners. Who has told, as he, 
the story of Thackeray’s first meeting 
with Charlotte Bronte? The tiny, intense 
creature had idealized Thackeray, person
ally unknown to her, with a passion of 
idealization. “Behold, a lion cumeth up 
out of the North!” she quoted, under her 
breath, as Thackeray entered the drawing 
room. Some one repeated it to him—“<> 
Lord!” said Thackeray, “and I’m nothing 
but a poor devil of an*Englishman, raven
ous for my dinner!” At dinner Miss 
Bronte was placed opposite Thackeray, by 
her own request. “And I had,” said he, 
“the miserable humiliation of seeing her 
ideal of me disappearing down my own 
throat, as everything went into my mouth 
and nothing came out of it: until at last, 
as I took my fifth potato, she leaned 
across with clasped hands and tears in her 
eyes, and breathed imploringly: “Oh, 
Mr. Thackeray! Don't.”’

SICKNESS AMONG CHILDREN,
Especially infants, is prevalent at all 

times, but. is largely avoided by giving 
proper nourishment and wholesome fond. 
The must successful and reliable is th-' 
Gail Borden “Eagle” Braud Condensed 
Milk. Your grocer and druggist keep it.

HOME-SEEKERS, ATTENTION!
The United Stales Government has de

cided to open Nov. 22. IHD2, fur sell loment 
under the homestead law. the unearned 
lands of the Marquette & Little Bay Du 
Noquet Railroad, heretofore reserved from 
entry, in Northern Michigan. At the same 
time the right of the Ontonagon A. Brule 
River Railroad has been denied to a large 
tract of land in the Upper Peninsula of 
Michigan. This gives an unprecedented 
chance to locate valuable timber and min
eral lands, which are among the best in the 
Upper Peninsula, and are reached only 
over the North Star Route (Milwaukee & 
Northern Railroad) between Chicago and 
Lake Superior.

For further particulars address (’. E, 
Rollins. Land and Immigrant inn A^-nt, 
161 La Salle street. Chicago.

COLD WAVE COMING.
The weather reports fr<»m all extreme 

stat lonsannuunce the early advent of severe 
cold waves which will, for a protracted 
period, give our region a taste of the frigid 
zone.

This is not unusual iu this latitude and 
at this time of the year. In anticipation 
of this fact, thousands of people are com
pleting arrangements to spend the winter 
in the South. For all such persons, the 
question of choosing a rouu is of crcal 
moment.

Of all south-bound roads, the Chicago 
and Eastern Illinois Railroad oilers the 
best advantages to the traveler. It is the 
shortest line from Chicago to Florida and 
Gulf Coast resorts. Its trains reach desti
nation six hours in advance of any other 
line. It has a perfect passenger service. 
Its equipment is unsurpassed.

Rs popular fast train, the “Chicago A, 
Nashville Limited” connects with all 
through trains from the West and North
west, is vestibulefl from end to end. is 
heated by steam and lighted by gas, is 
composed of Pullman sleepers, ‘Pullman 
Ladies and day coaches, and a superb din
ing car, dispensing a cuisine the better of 
which is not found in America.

The “Chicago & Nashville Limited" 
leaves Dearborn Station, Chicago, at LoO 
p. m. every day in the year, running 
through without change to Nashville, 
Tenn., where it makes sure connections 
with the fast trains of the L. & N. R. R, 
for Jacksonville, Fla., St. Augustine, Pen
sacola, New Orleans, and all points in 
Florida or on the Gulf Coast.

For full information, time tables, maps, 
illustrated guide books, etc., apply to, or 
address any agent of connecting lines, 
Charles W. Humphrey, Northern Passen
ger Agent, 170 East Third St., St’ Paul, 
Minn., City Ticket Office, 201 (Hark St., 
Chicago, or Charles L. Stone, General 
Passenger & Ticket Agent, Room 415 
First National Bank Bldg., Chicago.

/MPOKTED edition*
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APPENDIX.

This covers eight page# and was not included lo 
tim American edition. Hi# devoted to a brief m- 
;wint ««f a voting medium who under spirit influence

. wt.>H’ poetry of a high order. Extracts from these 
p< . ;:c inspirations are given The appendix is 
in interesting and most Atting conclusion ofavalu-

This is the English edition originally published a, 
H.00. It is a large book, equal to K00 pages of the 
average 12mo., and much superior in every way tc 
the American edition published some years ago. 
Originally published in 1877, It was In advance of it. 
time. Events of the past twelve years have justified 
the work and proven Mr. Home a true prophet, 
guide and adviser in a fleld to which his labor, gifu 
and noble character have given lustre.

BvoJ12pmm. Price. S2.00
For sale, wholesale and. retail, at THE RBLtGiO- 

| Philosophical joubn4£O®^
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Cod-liver oil is useful be
yond any praise it has ever 
won; and yet few are wil
ling to take it—the taste is 
so vile and it lasts so long. 
Some stomachs cannot take 
it, and some are burdened 
with it.

Scotts Emulsion of cod
liver oil is not offensive; it 
is pleasant to some, especial 
ly children. It is not often a 
tax on digestion.

Scott's Emulsion is cod
liver oil made far more ef
fectual.

There is a little book on 
careful living ; sent free.

Scott t; Eoune. Chi-iniMs tjj South 5th A •. r nue, 
New Yi.rk,

Vk«r drii.ii'.i.t beeps Scott's EmuFion of cod-liver 
oil-all druggists everywhere do. Ji,

S*

5000 BOOK AGENTS WANTED FOE 

DUSSWLH 
or LIGHTS ANH SHADOWS OF NEW YORK LIFE.

A "WOMANS thrilling story of Gospel. Tinip. rance, nr..' 
Re.cue work “• h IluXunw ’’ in the great muter-* orb! <>! N- w 
York. By Mm. HELEN CAMPBELL. Introduction 
Ji if Ke i’. LifiiifUbA bbott, Jh M

A wonderful book of Christian love and faith. 8uO iiln-tu- 
tn-Mftwn/iirt baht I'h'rtwM/JtwrrwiWk. 4~>th thr,-.*>,-1. 
The fastest & Hina bool: even- />M><lu><l. Agents Wanted.— 
both Men and Av omen. Gj’lfc (fire ('mitt F.rtni 'l\:aui 
unit /’ay ffeights. Outfit free. Write for circulars to

A. n. WiiKTHivutav Jt. rut )i..<n..a o..._

tmmiuit or good things for all,— a*i magazine twIS.ixi. 
J lie Brightest. Ihirest. Best and ( benpe.t out. A'-o-. .1. 
Livermore. Helm Cam/MI. .for l>r, Frawm H. Cbt<l 1 ’• I 

wore# of others write for it. The h-t rf.,>nr< rr. r’.ji, r-■> ' j 
fatty Agents, Write h,r particular- now. AiKr;.-, as ;.bov,-.

IS DARWIN RIGHT ?
-08,-

The Origin of Man.
BY WILLIAM DENTON, 

Author of “Our Planet," "Soul of Things,1- Etc.

?hls is n cloth bound volume of two hundred pages.
,mo.« handsomely illustrated. It shows that iu«n is 

not of mlrneuIOMs. but of natural origin; yet 
.hat Darwin s theory is radically defective, because 
t leaves out the spiritual causes which have been 
the most potent concerned in his production, it is 
scientific, plain, eloquent and convincing, and prob
ably sheds more light upon man's origin than all the 
volumes the press has given to the public for years

Price, .31.00? postage, 6 .cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Rei iujo- 

Philoscphical Journal office.

Heaven Revised.
A Narrative of Personal Experiences After 

the Change Called Death.

By Mrs. E. B. Duffey,
An exchange in reviewing this work truly says: 

“This is a narrative of personal experiences after 
death, of a spirit that returns and gives it graphic
ally, through the medium. It is just the thing for a 
neophyte to read, who desires to know something of 
the beyond, being one of the most common sense 
productions we have seen in Spiritual literature for 
many a day.”

Another says: "This fa an exposition of Spiritual 
philosophy, from the pen of one who is thoroughly 
imbued with the new light of Spiritual science, and 
there is nothing in the work that can offend the most 
fastidious critic of the orthodox school........... Alto
gether It is well worth careful reading by all candle 
mlnda. •

Pamphlet, 101 pp. Price 35 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

BOOKS-

SPIRITUALISM,
Psychical Phenomena, 

Free Thought and Science.

The cn >wded condition of the Journal’s advert In 
Ing columns precludes extended advertisements of 
books, hut Investigators and buyers will be supplied- 
with a

CATAnOGn AND PRICE LIST 
unon application.

Foreale, wholesale and ’•etx*' at the Religio- 
Philosophical JournalOfflt*..

A LITTLE GIRL’S LAMENT.
My brother Will, h» used to be 

The nicest kind of girl;
He wore a little dress like in<’. 

And had his hair in cud;
We played with dolls and lea gels then, 

And every kind of toy.
But all those good old limes are gone— 

Will's turned into a boy

Mamma lias made him little suits. 
With pockets in the pants.

And. cut off all his yellow curls
And sent him to my aunts;

Atul Will, he was so pleased I L*live
He almost jumped for joy;

But I declare, I didn’t like 
Will turned into a hoy.

And maybe he’ll be preMdent, 
Or emperor or king;

For boys can do just as they please.
But girls can't be a thing.

It’s awful dull to sit and play
With Nellie, Lill and Floy;

Why wa* I cheesed to be a girl
And Will to be a boy":

Harper'- Young Ih-opim

WHITTIER.
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps thu- concludes her 

poem on the death of Whittier in the November 
number of the Atlantic:—
Thou spirit! who in spirit and its truth

Didst Worship Utterly the unserii God:
Thine age the blossom of a stainless youth:

Thy soul the star that swings above the sod.
No prayer to heaven ever lighter rose

Than thy pure life, escapeth, arheth now.
Thou hushest like a chord unto its close,

Thou ceusest as the A men to a vow.
Sacred the passion-flower of thy fume.

To thee, obedient, "Write,” the Angel saith.
Proudly life's holiest hopes preserve thy name, 

Thou poet of the people*i Christian faith.
Master of song! Our idler verse shall burn

With shame before thee. Beauty dediearG 
Prophet of God! We write upon thine urn,

Who, being Genius, held it consecrate:
To starving spirits, needing heavenly bread,—

The bonder free, with wrong or right at strife :
To quiet tears of mourners comforted

By music set unto eternal life.
These are thine ushers at the Silent Gab*;

To these appealing, thee we give in trust.
Glad heart! Forgive unto us, desolate.

The sob with which we leave thy sacred dust!

AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA.
Edward H. Littlefield, a native of Block 

Island and resident of Providence, now 
sixty-six years old, modestly claims to be 
the most- experienced submarine diver in 
the world. And truly he has had some 
wonderful experiences in his forty-four 
years in tin* business. Mr. Littlefield has 
taken 100 bodies out of sun Ken ships and 
has walked all through and around some 
fifty vessels lying from fifteen to 168 feet 
deep.

The deeper one goes in the water the 
greater is the pressure, and under the or
dinary system the air cannot be forced 
down to the diver if he is 200 feet deep, 
ami will not hold his suit out from his 
body much below 100 feet. In that case 
the diver must go down by slow degrees 
to avoid the numbness caused by the 

’tightening of the suit. In i860 Mr. Little
field went down 168 feet to recover the 
bodies of a lady and her daughter, who 
were drowned on the ship of the husband 
and father. Of this he says:

“Now, it’s queer, but there’s something 
about bodies under water. Did you know 
-that if you went into the cabin of a vessel 
where one was that it would start toward 
you, almost as if it were alive? It is that 
which makes the shock so terrible. You 
can’t avoid them. They come as if they 
wanted to be taken away. Well, the cap
tain's wife and daughter were in the state
room at the foot of the stairs, and I had to 
open the door. I took some blocks and 
braced my whole weight against the door. 
I weighed 200 pounds, and the suit 265 
more. I knew there'd be a terrible shock, 
so 1 got all reatly. The door gave way at 
last, and broke into kindling wood like a 
Hash. The concussion of the water flung 
the bodies toward me like lightning. I 
shut my eyes, and, reaching out to grab 
the bodies, caught the woman’s as she 
flew toward me.

“I signaled and was taken up. Then I 
went down to hunt for the little girl. I 
found she had come out when her mother 
did and floated under the cabin table. 
Why, that table was set just as when the 
vessel sunk and there was food on the 
plates at that very time. I was pulled up 
with, the little girl.”

GOOD EFFECTS OF YAWNING.
To yawn is to do a good deal more than 

merely “to open wide the mouth through 
drowsiness or weariness, ”as the dictionary 
tells us. According to a disciple of Del- 
sarte the yawn is an involuntary exercise 
which nature suggests to us when, in con
sequence of sleep or drowsiness, or ennui, 
or cold, or hunger, or indigestion, some
thing is needed to restore the system to a 
state of general activity. Through it and 
the movements which accompany it in the 
whole body, beginning with the muscles of 
the throat and face, is stimulated and re
freshed, the successive motions extending 
themselves throughout the entire frame, 
and reaching finally to the feet. “A good 
yawn,” says the same authority, “is al
ways slow, and the best use every articu
lation in the body—probably every muscle 
— possibly refreshes every nerve. Not all 
at once or in jerks, but -slowly, iu perfect 
successions or rhythms, with the best pos
sible breathing. Certainly no gymnast 
with the single exception of Francois Del- 
sarlr. ever so arranged the same expendi
ture of force, nervous and muscular, as to 
result in an equal amount of invigorating 
effect upon system.” And again we are 
informed that yawning “embodies all the 
laws of growth needed for movements that 
are to give physical growth and refresh
ment, and some of the laws which are nec
essary to the higher growth, so-called, of 
the emotions and the intellect/

The moral of these observations would 
appear to be that we ought all to yawn ss 
much as possible—the oftener the better; 
and further since yawning comes so near 
perf» ctwm as a mode of bodily exercise, 
that we should do well to discard such 
conventionalities as dumb-bells and the 
horizontal bar, and to cultivate our bodily 
powers by merely lounging in our chairs 
and yawning. Merely to think about it or 
to read about it is enough to set some peo
ple agape, while if these devices fail, the 
desired result can be attained in a purely 
mechanical fashion. Droop the eyelids as 
if sleepy, at the same time rolling the eye
balls slightly upward, though without 
closing the eyes; repeat the movement 
some half-dozen times and you will find 
yourself beginning to yawn.

A careful housekeeper always has Dr, 
Bull's Cough Syrup in the. house.

Elated by their successful movement 
upon congress to close the Columbian Ex
position. the Sabbatarians are now moving 
to shut up all theatres, concert halls, sa
loons and other places of resort in Chicago 
that are now open on Sunday, says the 
Philadelphia Record, The Chicago pro
prietors of theatres, beer gardens and sa
loons, if alone concerned, would richly de
serve this treatment. They encouraged 
and abetted the Sabbatarian raid on the 
Exposition so that their harvest might be 
more abundant, and now their own turn 
has come. The visitors to Chicago would 
not suffer much inconvenience should its 
theaters and saloons be closed on Sunday, 
but the closing of the Exposition grounds 
while promoting in no way the cause of 
religion or public morals.

“Nothing succeeds like success,” and 
nothing will more quickly insure success 
than true merit. For fifty years, Ayer’s 
Sarsaparilla has maintained its popularity 
as the superior blood-purifier. It stands 
upon its own merits and never fails to give 
satisfaction.

Hall’s Hair Renewer cures dandruff and 
scalp affections; also all cases of baldness 
where the glands which feed the roots of 
the hair are not closed up.

“THE FALLS OF NIAGARA”
is the title of a new book, beautifully 
printed and elegantly bound, containing 
some thirty different views of Niagara 
Falls reproduced from the finest instantan
eous photographs, and accompanied by de
scriptive text from the pens of distin
guished writers, extending from Father 
Hennepin down to Charles Dudley Warner 
and Sir Edwin Arnold. This sumptuous 
little volume will be sent to any address on 
receiptof the publishers’ price of fifty cents. 
A similar volume, containing twenty large 
plates with descriptive text, forming an 
admirable practical guide to the Falls, 
under the appropriate title of “How to 
See Niagara,” will be sent for the same 
price. Address, enclosing money order or 
postal note, Brentano’s, 204 Wabash ave., 
Chicago, Ill.

STARTLING FACTS
IN

MODERN SPIRITUALISM,
BEING a graphic account of

Witches, Wlianh, and Witchcraft; Table Tipping. 
Spirit Rapping, Spirit Speaking. Spirit Telegraph

ing; and MATERIALIZATIONS of Spirit 
Hands, Spirit Heads, Spirit Faces. Spirit 

Forms. Spirit Flowers, and every other
Spirit Phenomenon that has Occurred in Europe and 

America since the Advent of Modern Hpiritual- 
iam, March SI, 1848, to the Present Time.

. ■ ■ BY ■

N. B, WOLFE, M. D.
The book makes a large 12 mo. of over 600 pages; 

It is printed on fine calendered paper and bound in 
nxtra heavy English cloth, with back and front beau
tifully Illuminated in gold.

After comprehensively epitomizing the "Startling 
Facts” contained in his book, comprising original In
vestigations made under most favorable auspices 
Dr. Wolfe says:

•’With these avowals of Its teachings the book 
stands before the world, asking no favor but a read
ing no consideration but the fair judgment of en
lightened men and women. As Death is a heritage 
-ommon alike to King, Pope, Priest, and People, all 
-huuld be Interested in knowing what it portends- of 
-hat becomes of us after we die. Those who have 
anted death, our spirit friends, answer this great 
irobiem in this book ot 600 pages.”

Price, 13.25.
For sale, wholesale and retail, a, The Religio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

SPECIAL IMPORTATION,

Spirit Vote in the Home Circle,
HANDSOME DEMY 8VO.

Being an Autobiographic Narrative of Psychic Phe
nomena in the Family Circle Spread over a 

Period of Nearly Twenty Years.

BY MORELL THEOBALD, F. C A., 
Of London, England.

A limited supply of this new and interesting book 
is now offered the American public. Having ini- 
ported It tn sheets we are able to offer the work at a 
sharp reduction In our price at which the EngUsh- 
bound edition can be supplied in America.

The book Is a large ’2mo. of 810 pages, handsomely 
printed on Une heavy paper from new type with 
fancy initial letters and chapter ornaments. Price 
-1.50 -a very ’ow figure.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 
Ph i loho ph ica l Journa l Office,

THE WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE LIFE.
A HAM OK OF 

Christian Theosophy, Healing, 
AND PSYCHIC CULTURE.

A NEW EDUCATION,

BARRll UPON

Pho Ideal and Method of The Christ

BY a. H. DEWEY, M. IL

The object of the book is not to teach a philosophy, 
but a method; a method by which all may come to 
tn immediate Intuitive knowledge of the truth, each 
for himself, by an inward illumination, which is 
claimed to be within reach of the humblest.

A clear exposition is given of the law and principle 
upon which all forms of Mental and Faith Healing 
are based, with plain, practical and specific instruc
tion for self-healing as well as for the healing of 
others.

important still is the thorough exposition of 
the higher psychic powers, vfs„ Psyehometry, Nor
mal Seership. Mental Telegraphy, Distant Healing. 
etc-’,apd}be new and specific processes for their Im 
mediate development and exercise, which the author 
claims are as normal, practical and legitimate as are 
the development and training of muscle, the musical 
or any other faculty.

408 pp. Price, 32.00 Postage, 10 cents.
For sale, wholesaleland retail, at the Religio- 

Philobophica Journal Office.

FIRST STEPS III PHILOSOPHY.
(Physical and Ethical.)

By William Mackintire Salter.
An unpretentious but serviceable and thorough 

volume on the physical and ethical sides of philoso
phical truth. The writer. Mr. W. M. Salter, la an 
ethical teacher In Philadelphia and also the author 
of a bright volume entitled,'‘Ethical Religion.” This 
volume presents an examination into two funda
mental conceptions, matter and duty. It is the 
fruit of the author's own thinking and is in some re
spects an outline of his ethical teachings....The 
work Is valuable because It indicates the tendencies 
of the thinking of one of the clearest-beaded ethi
cal teachers and writers in the country....No stu
dent of moral philosophy can afford to ignore it.— 
Boston Herald.

Cloth. IGmo., 156 pages, 31.00 postpaid.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.
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“The Denton
A Great Premium

A «40 SEWING MACHINE AND THK RE- 
LKHO PHILOSOPHICAL JOUR

NAL ONE YEAR FOR »»O

Points ot Superiority
OF THE

“©ENTOMB

A VALUABLE LIST OF BOOKS FOR 

SALE AT THIS OFFICE.
The best works by the most popular 

writers are embraced in this list, 
and now is the time to order. Where 
science is sought for, what is better than 
the works of William Denton? The Soul 
of Things, Our Planet, Is Darwin Right? 
and Radical Discourses.

The Light of Egypt, or The Science of 
the Soul and the Stars. This work has a 
definite purpose, namely, to explain the 
true Spiritual connection between God and 
Man, and the Soul and the Stars.

A hew edition of Psychometry by Prof. 
J. Rodes Buchanan, and The NewEducea- 
tion by the same author.

In the line of poetry are Lizzie Doten’s 
Poems of Progress and Poems Inner Life. 
Barlow’s Voices, and Immortality Inherent 
in Nature. Angel Whisperings for the 
Searchers after Truth, by Hattie J. Ray. 
Consolation by A. P. Miller. Radical 
Rhymes by William Denton, and Poems 
from the Life Beyond and Within com
oiled by Giles B. Stebbins.

Outside the Gates and other tales and 
sketches by a band of spirit intelligences, 
hrough the mediumship of Mary Theresa 

Shelhamer.
The Records of a Ministering Angel by 

Mary Clark.
i Beyond the Gates by Miss Phelps is a 
combination of the literary and spirituelle. 
This popular author has for one of her 
latest works Between the Gates, a continu
ation of her delicate style.

Heaven Revised, a narrative of personal, 
experiences after the change called Death 
by Mrs. E. B. Duffey.

Mrs. M. M. King’s inspirational works, 
Principles of Nature, and Real Life in the 
Spirit world.

Wolfe’s Startling Facts in Modern 
Spiritualism needs m» commendation.

The Way, The Truth and the Life, a 
hand-book of Christian Theosophy; Heal
ing and Psychic culture, a new education, 
based upon the idea and method uf the 
Christ by J. H. Dewey, M. D. Also The Path
way of the Spirit. A guide tu Inspiration, 
Illumination and Divine Realization on 
Earth.

From over the Border, or Light on the 
Normal Life of man by Benj. G. Smith.

Transcendental Physics, being an ac
count of experimental investigations of 
Prof. Zollner with the medium Henry 
Slade.

Scientific Religion by Laurence Oliphant. 
An exposition showing the higher possibil
ities of life and practice through the 
operation of natural forces.

Lights and Shadows of Spiritualism by 
D. D. Home. This work was originally 
published in England in 1877, and was in 
advance of its time. Events of the past 
few years have justified the work and 
proven Mr. Home a true prophet, guide 
and adviser in a field to which his labor, 
gifts and noble character have given lustre.

The complete works of A. J Davis.
1 Dr. Babbitt The Philosophy of Cure, 
and Religion.,

Epes Sargent The Scientific Basis of 
Spiritualism, which should be iu the 
library of all investigators and thinkers, 
also Proof Palpable.

Unanswerable Logic, a series of Spiritual 
Discourses, given through the medium
ship of Thomas Gales Forster.

The Pioneers,of the Spiritual Reforma
tion, being the life and work of Dr. 
Justinus Kerner, and William Howitt.

The Mystery of the Ages contained in 
the Secret Doctrine of all Religions by 
Countess Caithness, also A Visit to Holy
rood, being an account of the Countess’ 
visit to this famous castle.

Spirit Workers in the Home Circle is an 
Autobiographic Narrative of psychic phe
nomena in family daily life, extending 
over a period of twenty years by Morell 
Theobald, F. C. A.

Rev. E. P. Powell has issued a valuable 
work entitled Our Heredity from God.

Space forbids further mention, but any 
and all books in the market can b e ordere 
through this office.

Partial price list of books for sale, post
paid: Poems of Progress, plain, $1.10, 
gilt, $1.60; Poemsinner Life, plain, $1.10, 
gilt, $1.60; The Voices, $1.10; Start
ling Facte in Modern Spiritualism, $2.25’ 
PsyohomBry, $2.16; The New Education 
$1.60; The Principles of Nature, 3 vols., 
$1.50 per vol,; Real Life in the Spirit- 
forld, 83 cents; Th* complete works of A. 
J. Davis, $30.00; Religion, Babbitt, $1.60; 
The Scientific Basis of Spiritualism, $1.60; 
Proof Palpable, cloth, $1.00; A Kiss for a 
Blow, a book for children, 70 cents; Vital 
Magnetic Cure, $1.08; Animal Magnetism 
Deleuze, $2.15; Diegesis, $3.16 Future 
i-ife, $1.60; Hour a, a volume Poems,

$1.60; Heroines of Free Thought, $1.75; 
Pioneers of the Spiritual Reformation, 
$2.65; Nature’s Divine Revelations, $3.75; 
Transcendental Physics, 75 cents; Records 
of a Ministering Angel, $1.10; Mind Read
ing and Beyond, $1.35; Primitive Mind 
Cure, $1.60; Divine Law of Cure. $1.60; 
Immortality, Barlow, 60 cents; Stories for 
Our Children, 25 cents; Our Planet, $1.60; 
The Soul of Things, 3 vols., $1.60 each; 
Radical Discourses, $1.33; Outside the 
Gates, $1.25; The Way, the Truth and the 
Life, $2.00; The Pathway of the Spirit, 
cloth, $1.25, paper, 75 cents; I). D. Home, 
His Life and Mission, plain, $2.00, gilt, 
$2.25; Lights and Shadows of Spiritualism, 
$2.00; Unanswerable Logic, $1.60; The 
Mystery of the Ages, $2.70; A Visit to 
Holyrood, $1.60; Spirit Workers in the 
Home Circle, $1.60; Our Heredity from 
God, $1.75; Spirits Book, Kardec, $1.60; 
Beyond the Gates, $1.35; Between the 
Gates, $1.35; The Light of Egypt, $3.00; 
Angel Whisperings, plain, $1.50, gilt, $2.00; 
Heaven Revised, 25 cents; From over the 
Border, $1.00; Scientific Religion, $2.50; Is 
Darwin Right? $1,05; Radical Rhymes, 
$1.30; Consolation, and other Poems, $1.00; 
Poems from the Life Beyond and Within, 
$1.60; Logic Taught by Love, $1.00; Light 
on the Path, cloth, 40 cents, paper, 25 
cents; Book on Mediums, Kardec, $1.60.

OB THE EVOLUTION OF

The Stars and Stripes
—by—

: ROBERT ALLEN CAMPBELL, 
Compiler of the first Atlas of Indiana, author of “The 

Rebellion Record,” etc.
This work as a history of the “Stars and Stripes,“ 

gives the facts that are recorded iu official docu
ments, the Histories of the Country and the Cyclo
pedias so succinctly and interestingly arranged that 
the whole story is told in a moderate volume.

The symbolic meanings of the colors and thede- 
signs of the “Star Spang, ed Banner" are beautifully 
broughtout and embelLshed with 2» illustrations- 
three of them in colors showing Foreign, Colonial 
and United States ensigns.

Price, 11.00. postpaid.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Ths Reliuio- 

PHUO8OPHICAL JOURNAL OfllCB.

Works of Instruction in

HYPNOTISM, 
MESMERISM, AND 

ANIMAL MAGNETISM

Upward Steps
OF

Seventy Years

How to Mesmerize, By J, W. Cadwell a practi
cal and experienced operator. Paper covers. Price 
Scents.

How to Magnetize, or Magnetism and 
Clairvoyance: By J. V. Wilson, l’aper coders. 
Price 25 cents.

How to Mesmerize. A manual. By J. Coates, 
Ph, I), l’aper covers. Price 50 cents.AUTOBIOGRAPHIC, BIOGRAPHIC 

HISTORIC

GROWTH OF BEFORMS-ANTI-BLAVKRY. ETC 
-THE WORLD S HELPERS AND LIGHT- 

BRINGKR8—SPIRITUALISM—PSY
CHIC RESEARCH—RELIG

IOUS OUTLOOK-COM
ING REFORMS.

GILES B. STEBBINS,
Editor and Compiler of “Chapter! from the mbit 

thi Agee," and, “Poem* of the Life Keyond":
Author of “After Dogmatic Theology, 

Whatf" ete,, etc.

Sewing Machine.
‘ THE DENTON” has the largest design of bent 

woodwork; with skeleton drawer eases, made in both 
walnut and oak. highly finished and the most dur- I The Illustrated Practical Mesmerist. By 
able made. I W. Davy. Stiff board covers. Price 75 cents.

The stand is rigid and strong, having brace from I ------------
over each end of treadle rod to table, has a large bai- „ .

tension you can sew from No. 40 to No. 160 thread, I -------- —-
and by a very slight change of disc tension on face I Hypnotism: Its History and Present De
plete. you can sew from the coarsest .to the finest ] velopment. By Frederick Bjornstrom, M. I). Au-
thread. It has a self-set ting needle and loose pully thorized translation from the Swedish, by Baron 
device on hand wheel for winding bobbins without Nils Posse, M. IE l’aper Covers. Price BO cents.

CONTENTS.
Dedicatory Introduction,

CHAPTER I.-Ancestry; Childhood: Youth; Birth 
place; Springfield, Mass.; Hatfield: Hume Life 
Oliver Smith; Sophia Smith; Self-Help.

CHAPTER II.—Old Time Good and III; Religious 
Growth; Reforms; Temperance.

CHAPTER HL—Transcendentalism: Brook Farm; 
Hopedale: Northampton; Samuel L. Hill; W- K. 
Channing; Pierpont; Theodore Parker.

CHAPTER IV.—Anti-Slavery; Garrison; “The Fleas 
of Conventions;” Personal Incidents U. C. 
Wright; C. L. Remond; George Thompson; Gerritt 
Smith; Abby Kelley Foster; Abigail and Lydia 
Mott: Abigail P. Ela; Josephine L. Griffin,

running the machine; has automatic bobbin winder, 
self-threading shuttle with positive feed and positive 
take-up. The finest work, Arrasene. Embroidery, 
Etching.or any work done on any other machine, 
can easily be accomplished on thia one. It is adjust
able in all Its bearings, and has lesa springs than any 
other sewing machine on the market. It is the 
quickest to thread, being self-threading, except the 
eye of the .needle. It iB the easiest machine in 
changing length of stitch, and is very quiet and easy 
running. 1b a high arm machine, which allows of a 
very large apace under arm.

Attachments Accompanying Each, Machino
ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Animal Magnetism. By Binet and Fere, Cloth.
Price fi.50< postage 10cents.

Practical Instructions in Animal Magne- 
tiam. J. P. F. Delenze. Revised edition with an 
appendix of notes by the translator, and letters 
from eminent physicians, descriptive of cases in 
the United States. Cloth. Price 12.00. Postage 1ft 
cents.

jVltal Magnetic Cure. An exposition of vital 
magnetism and Its application to the treatment of 
mental and physical disease. By a magnetic physi
cian. Cloth. Price LW, postage 10 cents.SM^Ha^ ’’^i Attachments In 

R ^ S?J£4 Hemmers, j bracketare alii vxitwapKMOim
) Interchangeable

Mental Suggestion. By Dr. J. Ochorowicz. 
Sometime Professor extraordnarius ‘ of Psychology 
and Natureh pilosophy in the University of Lem- 
burg. With a preface by Charles Richet.

Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald M. A. 
;M octavo pages. Paper covers fl.20. Cloth I2.W

i into toot on 
j prbsser bar. 

Six Bobbins, 
Seven Needles, 
One l*arge Screw Driver, 
One Small Screw Driver, 
One Wrench. 
One Instruction Book.

CHAPTER V.-The Friends; Quakerism; Griffith '
M. Cooper; John and Hannah Cox; A Golden nwnt
Wedding; Experiences of Priscilla Cadwaltader;
Lucretia Mott; McClintock; J. T. Hopper; Thomas 2”® k ’
Garrett; Richard Glazier; Progressive Friends

CHAPTER VI,—The World’s Helpers and Light (me Plate Gauge.
Bringers; John D. Zimmerman; W 8. Prentiss; I one Slide for Braider, 
Wm Denton; E. B. Ward; Emtiy Ward: Benjamin one Oil Can (With Oil), 
F. Wade; H. C. Carey; Home Industry; Education, one Thread Cutter, 
Scientific, Industrial,and Moral; “Religion of the I .Body;” JugoiArinori Mori; Peary Chand Mittra; WARRANTY. I . . m

Every machine is fully warranted for five years pm%»npiHCAi^ lm RH,I<5M
Helpful Influences, Great Awakenings. Any part proving defective will be replaced free of 1 hilorui hk al juirnal (.rare.

CHAPTER VII. Spiritualism; Natural Religion; charge, excepting needles, bobbins and shuttles. ----- -------------------------------- -------------------------------
Experiences and Investigations; Slate Writing tediuo
Spirits Described; Piano Musto without Handa; A TERMS.
^.ffiXrMM^ *■ ........, , PLANOHRTTE.
Looking Beyond; Future Life; Natural Medium- I Any old subscriber will be entitled to The penton | ----------
ship; Illumination; Blind Inductive Science. machine and one year s extension of subscription to T, DIa^aLaWa

CHAPTER VIH.—Psychic Science Research; The I ^UB Juphnal on payment of 130. Tn6 SCICntltlC PlanCnGUfi*
Spiritual Body; Pa^lesa Surgery; Psychometry; I JT _______
Inspired experiences; George Eliot; Helen Hunt | . • i
Jackson: Prof. Stowe; Mrs. H. B. 8 to we; Savona- Any new subsbrtber win receive “The Denton* Imi)rOV6d frOIQ th© Original 
rola; Rev. H. W. Bellows; Dinah Mulock Craik; machine and Tub Journal for one year on pay- n < aaa 6
A Simple Michigan Maiden; Lizzie Doten; Reading ment of m Pattern Of 1860*
German Philosophy; Record of an Hour's Expe- TTT
Hence. _ ----------

CHAPTER IX.—Religious Outlook; Coming Re- ForW I will send Thk Journal one year to Many devices and Instruments have been invented 
forms; A New Protestantism; Woman in the Pul- thirty h**/,^8®^®^.? ?d2n^iA*£^^ i since Planchette first appeared but none of them
6»»W£iK rrwSSSSS h...^™.™*^^.»«...
Needed Leaven; Two Paths; Future Religion; World. DIRECTIONS FOB USE.
^mlng Reforms; Conclusion. rtub must notify me at oneVo^ re^rve the right Place Planchette on a sheet of paper (printing or
svwt'.ii wWM*i» .nfl wo«h »f „.,,- u»> .n«n I to withdraw the offer, only holding myself obligated trapping paper will answer), then place the hand 

___ _________________________ _____________ __ I * move and Is ready to answer mental or spoken ques-
I tions. It will not work for everybody; but when a

Every machine will be securely packed and crated I parly or tnree or four come together it is almost cer- 
ncrDcri opc'neer S | and delivered on board car at factory free of extra I ^^ tuat some one of the number will have the

QVMTUKTIP DUH HCADUV charge. The transportation charges, to be paid on 1(w, pOwer necessary to enable Planchette to 
bl N i HE 1 IC rHILOSOrHY. delivery bythe buyer, win be very small; thecratad J mysterious workings. If one be unsuc- 

machlne going as ordinary freight. ‘ , ,. . . ' _
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. I “The Denton” is manufactutad exclusively for the

An essay read before the Brooklyn Ethical Assort- ^ parUci!iarsJto Iny w mwhla8 on th8 maSet. entertainment is well established by thirty years' 
ation, with report of a discussion of the essay. A ocMiTTaNnFft I use< nof 18 11 1088 likely to afford instruction. In
pamphlet of 121 pages. KtMI 1 1 anueb. numerable cases are of record where it has been the

“A very able and satisfactory exposition of the I Send money by P. O. order, express order, or draft I mean8 of conveying messages from spirits to mor- 
synthetic philosophy."-DR. B.G. Koclm. on Chicago or New York. Please do not send checks | PiancheUe 0u8n # ^ and never ending

“One of the most candid and able expositions o on local banks. «*Mfnr«nAmiitHnn»nrt9TTrtrim«ntphilosophic truth to which this association has ever I . . .. , .. , , I “® “ Tor speculation ana experiment.istened.”—John A. Taylor. I Stats whether you mil have the machine in oak or I price, 76 cents. Bent by mall packed in straw -
Price, 10 cents. walnut. I board box free of postage.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tk® Rxlioio- a ess I ^ ^^ wholesale and retail, at Th® Rnligig-

Philosophical Journal Office. I The Rellgdo-PMlosophlcai Journal.Ch^ philosophical Juvknal Office. ,
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The Science of The Soul and The Stars

IN TWO FARTS.

BY AN INITIATE.

Finely Illustrated with Eight Full-page 
Engravings.

It is claimed that this book is not a mere oompll* 
tion. but thoroughly original.

It Is believed to contain information upon the most 
vital points of Occultism aud Theosophy that cannot 
be obtained elsewhere.

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mys
teries of man upon every plana of his existence, 
both here and hereafter, in such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand it.

The secrets and Occult mysteries of Astrology are 
revealed and explained for the first time, it Is 
affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

An effort is made to show that the Science of the 
Soul and the Science of the Stars are the twin mys
teries which comprise Ths One Grand Science or 
Dips.

The following are among the claims made for the 
work by its friends:

To the spiritual investigator this book is Indi#- 
penslbie.

To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all 
earthly price, and will prove a real truth, "a puCd* 
philosopher and friend.”

To the Occultist it will supply the mystic key for 
which he has been so long earnestly seeking.

To the Astrologer It will become a “divino revela 
tion of Science."

OPINIONS OF PRK88 AND PEOPLE.
"A noble, philosophical and instructive work.’’- 

Mr*. JSmma Hardings Britten.
"A work of remarkable ability and Interest."—Dr 

J. H. Buchanan.
"A remarkably concise, clear and forcibly inter 

esting work........It is more clear and intelligible 
than any other work on like subjects."—Hr. J. J.

“A careful reading of The Light or Egypt dis
covers the beginning of a new sect in Occultism, 
which will oppose the grafting on Western Occultists 
the subtle delusive dogmas of Karma and Reincarna
tion."—New Fork Time*.

•‘It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from 
that class of scholars interested in mystical science 
and occult forces. But it is written in such plain and 
simple style as to be within the easy comprehension 
.. ......... of any cultivated scholarly reader."—TTw CM- 
cayo Daily Inter Ocean.

“However recondite his book the author certainly 
presents a theory of first causes which is well fitted 
to challenge the thoughtful reader's attention and to 
excite much reflection."—Hartford Daily Timet.

••Considered as an exposition of Occultism, or the 
philosophy of the Orient from a Western standpoint 
this is a remarkable production...........The philosophy
of the book is, perhaps, as profound as any yet at 
tempted, and so far reaching in Its scope as to take 
1st about all that relates to the divine ego-man in its 
manifold relations to time and eternity—the past, 
present and future.”—The Daily Tribune {Salt Lake

“This work, the result of years of research and 
study, will undoubtedly create a profound sensation 
throughout the philosophic world."—Th* Detroit 
Commercial Advertiser.

"It is an Occult work but not a Theosophical one. 
..... .It is a book entirely new in its scope, and must 

'excite wide attention.”—-The Kansas City Journal.
“The book is highly interesting and very ably 

written, and it comes at an opportune time to elim 
inate from the "Wisdom Religion’' reincarnation 
and other unphilosophieal superstitions of the other
wise beautiful structure of Theosophy."—Kama* 
Herald.

"What will particularly commend the book to many 
in this country is that it is the first successful at
tempt to make the truths of Theosophy plain and 

- clear to any one not a special student, and that it lays 
bare the frauds of the Blavatsky school.”—San Fran 
etsco Chronicle.

Beautifully printed and Illustrated on paper menu 
factored for thia special purpose, with illuminate 
and extra heavy cloth binding. Price, 18.00.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tag htuaw- 
PHH.O8OPHic.il, Jouhxal Office.

Poems of the Life Beyond and Within.
Voices from many lands and centuries say ing, “Man 

thou shalt ne ver die,"
EDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. STEBBINS.
"It begins with old Hindoo poems and will be of 

interest, not only to Spiritualists, but to all who love 
the quickening of the best poetry ”—Syracuse 
STANDARD.

“Clear type and tinted paper make fit setting for 
its rich contents,”—Bochsmsr Union,

“The world will thank Mr. Stebbins for his work 
long after he is gone.”—James G, Clark, Sing or and 
Post.

Price, $1.50, mailed free of postage,
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Kelisio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

THE

PATHWAY OF THE SPIRIT.
A guide to Inspiration, Illumination and Divine 

Realization on Earth.
BY JOHN HAMLIN DEWEY, M. D.

This work is Number 2 of ths Christian Theosophy 
eries sad la having a large and rapid sale.
Price, cloth bound. #1.85; paper, 75 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at'The Religio- 

philosophical Journal Office,

Society for Psychical 
Research,

American Branch.
The Society for Psychical research is engaged in 

the investigation of the phenomena of Thought
transference,Clairvoyance, Apparitions and Haunted 
Houses, Spiritualistic Phenomena, etc., and evidence 
in connection with these different groupsof phenom
ena is published from time to time in the S. P. ft. 
Journal and Proceedings, to which associate mem
bers (dues #5.00 per annum) are entitled.

Persons who have had psychical experiences of any 
kind are earnestly requested to communicate them 
directly to the Secretary of the American Branch, 
or to the editor of TH# Religio-Phiwhophical, 
Journal, with as much corroborative testimony 
as possible; and a special appeal Is made to those 
who have had experience* justifying the spiritual
istic belief.

Applicant* for Membership in the Society should 
address the Secretary. The Branch is much In need 
of funds for the further prosecution of its work, and 
pecuniary assistance will be gratefully welcomed

information concerning the Society can be obtained

RICHARD HODGSON. LL.D.

& Boyl# on Rime. Boston, Maas.

A Course of Lessons for Less Than lets Fer 
Lesson.

50c. A New mi Important Work. 50c,
By the Author of "‘The Lu/ht of Kyyytf
A work that no Mental Healer. Christian Scientist 

or Magnetic Physician can afford to be without, if 
they would become the real masters of their pro
fession in the study of man and the healing ar 
divine.

The language of the Stars.
A PRIMARY CURSE OF LESSONS IN CELES

TIAL DYNAMICS.
This Important primary work is the first practical 

exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces uf nature - 
in their relation to man- that has yet been issued by 
the American press.

It contains U special lessons, embracing each 
department of human life in such plain simple 
language, that a child can understand the elemen
tary principles laid down. And in addition to these 
lessons there is an Appendix, containing a full ex 
planation of all technical and scientific terms in 
general use upon the subject, that forming a brief, 
yet practical Astro Dictionary.

The work la Illustrated wlth speclal plates.

Price, Only 50 cts<, Post

Address: Astro Philosophical Poh. Co., P 
OBox 3783, Denver, Col,

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST ? 

—OR™ .

Curious Revelations From the 
Life of a Trance Medium.

By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard.
Illustrated with portraits, and a frontispiece of 

Lincoln from Carpenter’s celebrated painting.
In this narrative Mr*. Maynard tells of her early 

life, and the discovery of her mediumship, and 
brings her career down to the time of going to Wash
ington. Beginning with chapter Vil., Mrs. Maynard 
recount# her first meeting and seance with Presi
dent Lincoln and follows It up with accounts of 
further seances at which Lincoln was present, In
cluding some at the White House.

“I believe that Mr. Lincoln was satisfied and con
vinced that the communications he received through 
me were wholly independent of my volition," write* 
Mrs. Maynard (page 91).

Lincoln is quoted as saying: “I am not prepared to 
describe the intelligence that controls this young 
girl’s organism. She certainly could have no know! 
edge of the facts communicated to me.”

Mrs. Maynard ells a plain, straightforward story 
and fortifies It with witnesses. That she did hold 
seances for Mr. Llnco'n, and that he was strongly 
impressed by what he saw and beard »o intelligent 
purpose can doubt, after reading thia book. The 
publisher declare* that he has not spared care, re
search or expense tn verifying Mrs. Maynard’s 
story before publishing the book; and he publicly 
declares that he “stake* his reputation on the valid
ity of It* contents."

Cloth-bound, 86* pages. Price, fl .50.
For sale, wholesale aud retail, at Tax religio- 

Pkilo»gfmical Journal Offlee. .

Big Bonanza for Agents!

Magnetic Penholder,
The latest ana most wonderful novelty of the century, itsells like wildfire. Everybody wants one for th 
following reasons:

It does not tire the hand like other penholders do.
It prevents writers* CRAMP.
It is the handsomest penholder ever made.
It Is made of nickel, steel and celluloid In shape of a goose quill.
It makes one of the finest paper-cutters you ever saw.
As a seller It goes ahead of anything you ever heard of. It is a perfect beauty, and you can sell It any- 

where. Agents, are you In It? If so. strike while the iron is hot. and make bushels of ‘’cold, hard cash 
This novelty has Just been placed on the market and will have an enormous sale. The first in the field' 
secures the cream. Don't miss this opportunity, as it means money to you. Send your order at once 
Don’t delay. Sample by mail, 25c; three samples by mail. Wet 1 dozen by mail, |l.M).

Address all orders tv

PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO., 45 E. Randolph St., Chicago. Illinois.

Signs of the Times
From the Standpoint of a Scientist.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED AT Tita FIRST METHO 
D1HT CHURCH UNDER TH® AUHPICEH OF TH®

WESTERN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL * 
RESEARCH.

Prof. Elliott Codes. M. I).,
Member of the National Academy of Sciences of 
the London Society for Psychical Research, etc., etc.

CONTENTS.
The Woman question.. The Neros, or Cycle of six 

Hundred Years. The International Congress of 
Women. The Opinions of a Scientist. “Substan
tially True a* Alleged” Phenomenal Spiritualism. 
Experiment* with a Table. Test Conditions. The 
One thing indispensable The Spiritualistic or the 
Theosophic Explanation? Animal Magnetism and 
It# dangers. The Great Power of the Magnettzer. 
Magnetism the Pa## Key to Psychic Science. The 
Biogen Theory. The Astral Body. The Better Way. 
Natural Magic. The Outlook. And an Invaluable 
stmulantand guide to the Novick in ths study or 
th» occult a* well a* a most t—■

EXCELLENT MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
Pamphlet. Price 15 ce One Hundred Copies, 

#10, Fifty copies, #0; Twen^-Uvecopies#3.25. Special 
discount on orders for five Hundred Copies.

For Mie, wholesale and retail, at The Hei.kiiu- 
Phhosophical Journal office.

An Admirable Story.
BARS AND THRESHOLDS.

By MRS. EMMA MINER.
This story Is full of interest and spiritual philoso

phy. It# author 1# a fine Inspirational writer and 
medium. When published as a newspaper serial it 
created much intere and the demand ha# been such 
as to warrant putting it In book form. Every Spirit
ualist and every liberal thinker will enjoy the story.

Paper covers. 210 pp- Price 50 cents-
For sale, wholesale and retail, at THE RELIGio- 

Piimwn’Hit’AL journal office.

THE BIOGEN SERIES
Consists of concise K##ays on Living Questions of 
the day or of historical research in Religion, Science, 
and Philosophy, prepared by wrlteraof the most em
inent ability. Under the editorial direction of Dr. 
Elliott Couea.

NO. 1. "BIOGEN:” A Speculation on the 
Origin and Nature of Life. By Dr. Coues, Now tn 
it* Sixth Edition.

NO. «. “THE DAEMON OF DARWIN.” By 
the author of "Biogen," Now iThi Edition.

NO. B. “A BUDDHIST CATKCH1 <H. By 
H, S. Olcott. With Note* by Elliott Cone#. Third 
American Edition.

NO. 4. “CAN MATTER THINKT” By ah 
Occultist. With Introduction and Appendix by Elliott 
Couea. A New Edition,

NO. 6. “KUTHUMI:” The True and Complete 
(Economy of Human Life. A new Edition. Re
written and Prefaced by Elliott Cones.

NO. 6. “A-WOMAN IN THE CASE.” By 
Professor Coues. Washington, 1887. Second Edi
tion. Now first added to the Biogen Serie#, with a 
sew Introduction by Elisabeth Cavassa.

Price. 60 cents each.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tita Relkho- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

RULES AND ADVICE
For Those Desiring to 

l)W-^i?«<>at^

Where through developed media, they may com
mune with spirit friends. Also a Declaration of 
Principles and Belief, and Hymns and Song# for 
Circle and Social Singing. Compiled by James H. 
Young. Priee 20 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thk Riuaio- 
p*n.o#oriiM’ toumnal Office.

GUIDE-POSTS
ON

IMMORTAL ROADS.
BY MRS. AMARALA MARTIN.

The author say,* “As a firefly among the stars, at 
n ripple on the ocean. I send out this small beacon 
of hope through the valley of despair."

Price 2.1 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at THE Religio- 

PiHMiMipHirAL Journal office.

Watseka Wonder!
A NARRATIVE OF STARTLING PHENOMENA 

OCCURRING IN THE CASE OF

MARY LURANCY VENNUM.
14V !>R, H. w. STEVENB,

This well attested account of spirit preset v 
created a wide spread sensation when first published 
In the liellglo-Philosophical Journal. Over fifty 
thousand copies were circulated, including the Jour- 
nal s publication and the pamphlet editions, but the 
demand still continues.

To those familiar with the marvellous story, It Is

NO WONDER
the interest continues, for in It on Indubitable tedl 
rnony may Ue learned how a young girl was

SAVED FROM THE MAD HOUSE,
^V the direct assistance of Spirits, through the Intelli
gent interference uf Spiritualists, and after months 
of almost continuous spirit control und medical 
treatment by Dr. Stevens, was restored to periect 
health, to the profound astonishment of ail. So far 
transcending in some respect, all other recorded 
cases of a similar character, this by common accialut 
come to he known as

THE WATSEKA WONDER.
Were it not that the hist try of the case is authenti

cated beyond all cavil or possibility of doubt, It would 
be considered by those unfamiliar with the facts of 
Spiritualism as a skillfully prepared work of fiction.

A MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
for general distribution, it is unequalled; and f»r 
this purpose should be distributed Indwtrioush . 
generously, persistently far and near.

The present issue Is a superior edition from new sb- 
reotype plates, printed on a fine quality of tom-d p< 
per, and protected by “laid" paper cover# of Un- 
newest patterns.

The publisher has taken advantage of the necoMt v 
for new plates, and with the courteous permission ■.( 
Harper Brothers, incorporated with the ease of 
Lurancy Vennum one from Harper's Magazine uh 
May, 1880. entitled

Psychical and PhysiibPsvM^ Stairs.

MARY REYNOLDS,
. 'A TAS® OF ■'

Double Consciousness,
This ease Is frequently referred to by medical au

thorities. and Mr. Epes Sargent makes reference to 
it In that invaluable, standard work, Th* Scientific 
Basis of Spiritualism, his latest and beet effort. The 
ease of Mary Reynolds does not equal tiu of Lu- 
runcy Vennum. but is nevertheless a val. ble ad 
dltion. The two narrations make a

SIXTY-PAGE PAMPHLL L
Price, 15 cent* per copy.
For *ale, wholesale and retail, at The ReLigto.

Philosophical Journal office

PHH.O8OPHic.il
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THE JOURNAL will be sent 
FOUR WEEKS FREE to all 
who so request. A careful read
ing is respectfully asked. Per
sons receiving copies, who have 
not subscribed, may know that 
their address has been supplied 
by a friend and that the paper is 
either paid for by some one or 
is sent with the hope of closer 
acquaintance. Those receiving 
copies in this way will incur 
no financial responsibility.

THE JOURNAL BINDER,
Every reader who desires to preserve his 

paper and to know where to find it when 
wanted should procure a binder. The 
“Emerson” is the best one I know of; and 
a size suitable for The Journal in full 
cloth with the side stamped with the name 
of the paper in full gilt, will be furnished 
subscribers for seventy-five cents, which is 
fifty cents, less than retail price. They 
will be supplied to none but subscribers at 
the reduced price. At the end of the year 
the numbers can be removed, if desired, 
and the binder is ready for the next year, 
and as good as new; or the volumes can be 
left in the covers and put upon the library 
shelf, and another binder procured. Every 
number has articles of permanent value— 
as good years heno* m during the week of
ssue:

Under tho head “Spiritism in Italy” La 
Revue Spirits of October says: “L’Acad- 
vmie Internationale de Rome Psychologi
cal Studies in a series of seances directed 
by Giovanni Hoffman- editor of Lux- has 
been obtaining some very interesting me- 
diumistic phenomena. These seances took 
place al the Academic under the nmsi per-> 
feet conditions. ‘Disintegration of mutter, i 
transport of heavy paper weights through i 
several closed rooms and falling on the ex - i 
perimental table with a crash, cool 
breezes, falls $f drops of water variously 
perfumed, suspension of the table. Invita
tion of the medium, transport ami ring
ings of little bells, sounds varied, m»w 
loud ami now hardly perceptible, direct 
writing, psychic lights, touchings, pres
sures of hands of the invisibles, etc., such 
is the series, very much diversified in de
tails of phenomena by which the spirits 
are in the habit of signaling to us their 
presence, to convince of their existence 
the most obstinate disbelievers and to taxor 
the diffusion of spiritism.'”

Recently a communication from iIe 
Lick Observatory recorded a phenomenon 
which was thought to be as unique as it 
was beautiful. Fug filled a valley, aud 
upon its level surface the mountain peaks 
were mirrored as if from a placid lake. 
Strangely, in the Yorkshire Herald of Sep- 
lumber 7ih. “An Early Riser” records a 
precisely similar phenomenon at G a. m. 
on September 5th. Il was seen from Ley - 
burn, which overlooks WensFyduh'. This 
lovely Yorkshire valley was half filled with 
fog, which looked like a mighty IFod or 
lake. Upon it the opposite slopes, hi up 
by the bright sunshine, were rHFcied wiih 
“extraordinary distinctness. ”

The opening of a telephone circnii hr- 
twei*n New York and Chicago dors md in
terest the public as it would have done 
fifteen years ago, We have become as 
much used to talking over hundreds of 
miles as we have to eating our dinners. 
Mayors Grant and Washburne, who ex
changed friendly “Hallos” Tuesday, look 
the little ceremony as a matter of course, 
and both were anxious to get away. Bin 
just the same it’s all very wonderful. 
They thought that Mr. Field’s Atlantic 
cable was the crowning stroke in ih»* anni
hilation of distances, but it was merely a 
lame forerunner of triumphs yvi to come.

With this issue of The Journal is 
sent to every subscriber an excellent like
ness of Hon Joel Tiffany, taken from a 
photograph furnished by him. Mr. Tif
fany is one of the pioneer Spiritualists of 
this country. His lectures and writings 
in regard to Spiritualism have always been 
of a high character and have contributed 
largely to the diffusion of spirituaitruth. 
Full of years but with mental power un
impaired, he still writes on his favorite 
themes. Ue will contribute a number of 
articles to The Journal during the com
ing year.

In a letter to B. F. UmFrwood La Roy 
Sunderland wrote a few years ago; When 
I was thirty-four years of age, the Ameri
can Anti-slavery Society published a vol
ume I wrote, with the following tit h*, “The 
Testimony of God against .Slavery:” and, 
in seven years after—that is, in 1 Hiki—I 
discovered that there was more in that 
book in favor of slavery than limn* was 
against it. Whereupon, my Methodist 
coat fell from my shoulders al once and 
forever.

Judge A. A. Kellogg, of Memphis, 
Mo., passed to the higher life October 25th 
in his ninetieth year. The Memphis Re
veille says: He was well posted on current 
events, clean, intelligent, courtly, kind 
hearted and generous and his life was like

a ray of sunshine—without spot or blem
ish. He was a believer in harmonial phi
losophy and lived and died in that faith. 
In his home he was idolized, an I among 
his neighbors he was highly esteemed und 
helmed. At. a tipi* old age ho was gath
ered to the fathers full of years a ml honors.

At an early date The Journxl will 
give a sketch of Mrs. Amanda Spence, 
well known to Spiritualists, who recently 
passed io the higher life. A half-tom* 
picture of Mrs. Spence taken from a jMio- 
tograph uceived from Dr. Speuc*, will he 
sent with the same number.

Mrs. Stanton-Bla'D ji. who wrib-s on 
'•Voluntary Moiherhoud ’ in this number 
of The Jou jin al is a daughter of Mrs. 
Elizabeth Cady StaiiLm. ami me* who has 
inherited many of h**r moUcrs menial 
and moral characteristics.

An admirer of Tn LlnrnxAi. generously 
oilers io semi a copy of this paper one 
year to every medium who desires 1<> re
ceive it ami who will send his or her mime
and address in th*1 publisher.

CATARRH IN THE HEAD
MIT A LOI U, DISEASE.

Bemuse catarrh litkcis your head, it is 
m»L therefore a local disease. If it ditl not 
exist in your blood, it could in»t manifest 
itself in your nose. Th** blood now’ in 
your brain is. before you finish reading 
this article, back in your heart again and 
soon distributed to your liver, stomach, 
kidneys, and so on. Whatever impurities 
the blood <lues not carry away, cause dis- 
easu. Therefore. wh‘*n you have

i ATXRRH OF THE HEAD 
a snuff or other inhalant can at most give 
only temporary relief. The only way to 
effect a cure is to attack the disease in the 
blood, by taking a constitutional remedy 
like Hood's Sarsaparilla, which eliminates 
all impurities and thus permanently cures 
catarrh.

THE -El l-Ess
of Hood's Sarsaparilla as a remedy for 
catarrh is vouched for by many people it 
Ims cured. Give il a trial.

When SirBolve Roche made his famous
speech: 
in the 
him in

“I smell a rat: 1 .see him boating 
air: but mark im*. sir. 1 will nip 
the bud," his ideas were clear

enough but he lost sight of rats, air and 
buds in the thought that was in his mind. 
If the reader also Could lose sight of them 
this passage might appear eloquent. But 
they obtrude themselves very humorously 
upon tlie mind.

The following was the peroration of an 
orator at a political meeting not long ago:

“The time has come when we must 
Fave off voting for ornamental principles 
and vote to put bread and butler in our 
pockets.”

A scarcely less mixed up series of meta
phors than’ Sir Boyle’s was recently em
ployed by a newspaper in an American 
city. Several aldermen had been accused 
of accepting bribes and the newspapers 
said with reference to the afi’air:

“It is reasonable to expect that such of 
his associates ns are innocent of such a 
crime will leave no stone unturned to 
purge themselves of all suspicion and ex
haust every expedient to smoke the rascals 
out!”

EGYPT DIRECT.
Select party sails in January in charge 

of Gaze A Sons, New York Tourist 
Agents. Write them fur full information 
as to trip.

ALL FOR 55 CENTS.
Tin* Monon Route has added to iis al

ready splendid equipment, two bran mw 
dining cars, which are now in daily ser
vice >n the fast day trains between < 'hicago 
and Louisville.

These ears are models of convenience, 
comfort and beauty, and are operated on 
the a la carlo plan, which means that ; 
passenger can get anything he wants am 
pay only for what he gets. An elegant 
steak, with bread, butter, coffee or tea 
with cream is served for only 55 cents.

Watch for the Monon’s new schedule to 
Florida.

If you are bilious, take Beecham s pills

ONE DOLLAR

EVERYHOUR
Is easily made by any one of either sex in any part 
of the country who la willing to work industriously 
nt the employment which we furnfuh. We tit you 
out complete, so you may give the busines^a trial 
without expense to yourself. Write and see. H. 
HALLETT ACO., Box IW) Portland. Me.

WILE. HOLY LAND. ROUND THE WORLD, Ex 
ilcuislon leaves oet, gu. 'Round the World; Nov 
2'.<, Jun.:;. Foil. -1, for Nile and Palestine. Send for 
"Tourist Gazette." ocean Tickets.

H. GAZE & SONS, 113 Broadway. N. V.

w !,This MACHINE FREE 
*toexamine in any Uume.Sentany where 

without one cent iu ad vaaee. Wamui- 
ted the best «■ w I ngnnyhineever made 
imr term-.,conditions and everything 
furmore liberal than any other house! 
ever illeri"., Enr full particulars,etc, 
cut thiKadvt. on* and sendtourto-da" 
Alvah Mfg.Co., lipt. C1M Chicago,!!}.

Mention this paper.

FREE
Catalogue, profuse, 
ly illuntrated, full 
of information on

wthw majnixf&ctiarer 
Send for this book 
at ence to

'• O. Bex 70S

'Ilik'ffcllA't'fTREATEB FREE D V V Fo-llGely CURED with Veg. 
111*111* % W tabla Remedies. Have cured ■ ■■■■■■ au | many thousand cases called
mm ■ m I ■ boneless. From first dose
symptoms rapidlvdisappear, and in ten .lavs at least two-winl? 
,4 ail svinpv-ms are removed. ROOK. Of testimonials of mi- 
mciiIwis J us--s sent FREE.' I0MK TmATMEHT FREE by 
mail, hK. 11. 11. Crkpn & Sons, Specialists, ATLANTA,GA.

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY 
or commission, to handle the New Patent Chemical 
ink Krasina Pencil. Agents making #60 per week.

Monroe Eraser Mf'g Co.. X 401, La Crosse, Wis.

attachments free#

WC«3 KAYS SUB CAW SEB HOW 
WtfC YOU DO IT FUR THB MONkY.

a complete se t of t he latest
fori

.sod save dMl«H 
E CATALOGUE. 
CHICAGO, ILL

J^PROROSAV 
FOR EVERY LARY

IN CHICAGO 
and vicinity to 
make delicious 
Custard with
out eggs, with 

BIRD’S 
CUSTARD 

POWDER, 
An English 
table luxury, 
prov.ding dain
ties in endless 
variety, the 
choicest dishes 
and the richest 
cietwd, with
out eggs. .
A C5c. package will be sufficient to make four pints, 
which can either be served in dishes or from 
glasses.

A supply, fresh from England, has just been re
ceived by

wholesale: 
8PRAGU& WARNER & CO......  

retail:
Chicago,

W.D. CLARK A CO..............ailT Coltage Grove A a*. 
GILLESPIE A <o..............Indiana Ave. mid 22nd St 

Alft 'ithiT leading grocers, Chicago. HL

UNANSWERABLE LOGIC

A Series of Spirit mil Discourses Given Through 
the Mediumship of Thomas Gales Bolster.
„ remarkably dear, comprehensive and complete 

presentation of the phenomena and teachings of 
Modern Spiritualism is given in these lectures, com
paring them with those of the past in respect to life 
here and hereafter.

The many thousands who have listened to the 
eloquent discourses of Thomas Gales Forster, when 
in the prime of earth-life, will welcome this volume 
with heartfelt gratitude.

The following chapters are especially interestin; 
What Is Spiritualism? Philosophy of Death; Wit 
lie* beyond the Veil? Human Destiny. Clairvoyant 
and Clalraudience. What Spiritualists Believe, eg

Cloth; large 12 mo„ beveled boente Price, RM
For Mile, wholesale and retail, at Ths Hiubio- 

• I Philosophical JournalOffice.




